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COUNCIL INCREASES WATER--SEWER RATES

I 15th Anniversary KEA Plans To
Challenge Taw
ax
Is Celebrated By
Wommes_Club Here

Easter Services Will Be
At Kirksey Church

Approval Given For
Silt of $1,100,1100
Construcfion Bonds

-Easter services will be held
at the Kirksey United Metho-\
on Sunday, March

25

The day will begin with services at five a. m. with the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UN)-meditation by the pastor, Rev.
The president of the Kentucky
John Jones. Miss Bettie Smith
Education Association says it is
will be the organist and Wayne
"highly-,probabIe" the 1965 pro,
Perrin will be the special soloperty tax "roll-back" law will
ist.
The 75th anniversary of the be challenged in the courts,
in
Following the early morning
Kentucky Federation of Women's an effort to lift
the statutory
service a breakfast of bacon,-1
Clubs was celebrated at a "Dia- limits now in effect.
The Murray City Council last
eggs, pancakes, and sausage will
mond Jubilee" luncheon held WeIn a statement released from
night passed ordinances increassix
Everyone
dnesday, March 25, 12:00, at the KEA headquarters here,
be
served
at
a
in
Dr.
ing the city water rate by 20
is invited and reservations are Venture
clubhouse. For the Murray Wom- Kenneth Estes, of Western Kenper cent, city sewerage by 20
not necessary.
an's Club it was the 64th anniver- tucky
University,
Bowling
per cent, and revamped the city
The other regular Sunday sersary.
Green, said this and other ofprivilege licenses upward. Sevvices will be held with Sunday
The principal speaker, Mrs. torts will be made in the next
eral pieces of equipment were
School at ten a. in. and worship
C. C. Lowry, past president of two years to try to attain the
purchased and council approval
ices at 11 a. m. and seven
KFWC and presently chairmanof goals sought during the recent
was given to buy other needed
m.
Driving horn, yesterday after- trustees a former local presi- session of the General
items.
Assemnoon and we spot this big Owl dent and first district governor, bly in Frankfort
.
Councilman
Heron
West,
A cooperative venture in
flying from some tall trees be- pinpointed the chief significance
"It is highly probable that a
water quality control research Chairman of the Murray Water
ing pestered by some Black- of KFWC: "14,000 women in Ken. school district or districts
will
between Murray State Univer- & Sewer committee, told the
birds. The Owl apibarently had lucky united in one
desire - to contest the local tax rollback
sity and a private firm will be council that the increases in the
holed up for the day in the better their communit
y, state, law," he said. "This most likely
The Teen Town at the First geared to provide "high-speed water and sewer rates were badtall trees until he was flushed and nation." She
traced the deve. will lift the statutory limit on
United Methodist Church will information" to combat t he ly needed.
by the Blackbirds. He was fly- lopment of the
He said that the council had
state organization taxes back to $1.50."
be open Saturday; March 28, growing problem of water
poling an erratic course with the both historical
Prior to passage of the "rollapproved the selling of bonds
from 7:30 to 10:30 p. an.
ly and as to its
lution.
five or six Blackbirds pestering major
contributions to the pro- back" law in 1965, the ceiling
"The Soul Possession" will be
Application of advanced com- in the amount of $1,100,000 for
him out of.sheer delight.
gress of the state. She credited was $1.50 per $100 of assessed
construction needs of the systhe band featured and the ad- puter technology, the
latest tem
KFWC with significant improve- valuation of property.
and that in order to pay off
mission will be fifty cents. The sophisticated laboratory
equipEstes said efforts will be
existing bonds and the new
Ws suspect that they knew ments in Kentucky's health, educhaperones will be Mr. and Mrs. ment, and the know-how of
MELISSA TREAS
uniRonald Beshear.
when to let up, since this Owl cation, culture, penal reform, made to rally non-school orversity scientists will be used to bonds, the increases were justiwas a pretty good sized bird. youth recreational programs,hu- ganizations to the education
make an almost instant analysis fied.
man relations, family living, and cause, noting two chambers of
Listed below are the estimatof water samples.
commerce have already volunTwo dogs are available as pets. community living.
Dr. James Shrewsbury, direct- ed money needs of the system
They are both six years old, A highlight of Mrs. Lowry's teered their support.
Mrs. Houston Wells Strader or of research at Murray State, and the projects which are
"If enough organizations volhave all the shots, are well car- administration as KFWC presiis today, Fridajr, March 27, cele- said a laboratory owned by Au- planned.
ed for. One is black and one is dent was completion of Jewell unteer their support to such a
brating her 100th birthday.
tomated Environmental Sysbrown. If interested in a good Manon, a borne for delinquent plan, more lasting and immediThe 100 year old woman, wi- tems, Inc., of Woodbury, Long Completion of
ate
progress
753-3624.
can
be
made in
dog call
dow
Sewer Plant
$175,000.00
John C. Strader, is a Island, is expected to be in full
girls, located in Louisville. In
patient at the Convalescent Di- operation within six months.
Standpipe
$119,452.00
four years $80,000 was raised this state," he said.
He said the KEA would also
City Councilman Max Weaver to finance the facility. The Kenof the
Installation of some of the Foundation for
uTitly Hospital
Standpipe
treated the council to a steak(tucky Federation, she concluded, establish an independent politiliwhei
equipment — which Shrews"
$ 20,000.00
!
e4t:whas
Y
supper last night at the Holt-I Is recognized nationally as oneof cal arm to determine ths candibeen tor the past five years.
Like a Spring day-eorning at16" Water Line to
reeenerat
Ret
(Continu
gap" is passed by a
ed on Page Tow)
dates which it will support dur- ter a pre-Easter
dfy Inn. We were invited and the outstanding members
Mrs. Strasser is tne omen of
Standpipe
$120,000.00
thunderstorm,
of the
enjoyed this steak which was General Federation and is known ing the next election of mem- 3ur Miss Spring emerges today lack of communication between a family of eight children. She
Southwest Interceptor
parents and child.
bers of the General Assembly. in full color after a winter
has
one
sister
done just right and so tender to be successful in whatever
living,
Mrs.
Hel(major line) . . $244,446.00
that
pro- In closing, Estes
told teach- most will agree has been a
en Wells Lassiter of South 10th
you could cut it with a fork. jects it undertake
Benton Road Sewer $ 35,000.00
s.
ireMiss Spring is engaged to Bill Street. Mrs. Strader is the olders not to regret their partici- ing one.
Loans
Special guests honored at the
pation in the six day work
Two ,Titmice busy with Sun- Luncheon were
Miss Melissa Treat, eighteen Overbey, son of Mr. and Mrs. eat and Mrs. Lassiter is the
(repayment of)
$150,000.1;0
fifteen of the past stoppage
Frank
Albert
Overbey
of
Murdre
younngest of the family of childuring the session.
year old daughter of Mr. and
South 11th Street
$ 5,600.00
presidents of the Murray Wornray
Route
Two.
He
is
a
senior
"Be proud that you are a Mrs. H. E. "Jackie" Trees
'Continued on Page Ten)
The Murray Division of the High School
$ 10,000.00
grac(Continued on Page Ten)
participating member of an or- es the pages of the Ledger
The Murray woman who is Tappan Company is closed to- Engineering Fee
$ 79,564.00
and
(Continued on Page Ton)
today celebrating her birthday day in observance of Good Necessary
ganization that is still very Times today. Oh the front
page
enjoys talking with people and Friday. This is one of the holimuch alive and we shall event- of today's paper you will
Maintenance
$ 10,000.00
fine
is very alert, although her bear- days given the employees dur- Paint old
ually win all our battles for im- her in beautiful color,
ing
is
somewha
impaired
proved educational opportunitt
.
She
Miss Trees, sometimes snail
ing the year. Other holidays are
Standpipe
$ 14,000.00
sion.
still reads and watches televe New Year's day, Memorial Day, New Well
ies for youth," Estes said.
ing, and sometimes pensive, was
$ 14,000 00
the unanimous choice of the
Fourth of July, Labor Day Repayment to
She
had
two
daughters who Thankagiving and the day folLedger and Times staff as they
are deceased. They were Mrs. lowing, Christmas Day, and
sought to choose the epitomy of
one
(continued on Peg* Ten)
Fannie Henry and Mrs. Udah other floating holiday.
young womanhood in Calloway
Mrs. Edith Orr of 16483
Lax.
She
has
two
tee
grandson
___
s,
The
for
agreemen
t
County.
on
a
Easy to look at, moral- i Hauss, East Detroit, Mich., forpay increase.
WASHINGTON
United Press latermatisinal
Decline Comment
0
1yf aclean,efintelligent,
jmerly of Calloway County, died Stanley Henry of Murray and
Nixon administration has offerpossessed
Leon Henry of Ohio. Her two
Both
sides declined comment
attractiveness, Thursday at one p.m. at the great
ed postal workers a countergranddaughters are Diproposal to their demands for a on whether any of the proposals
West Kentucky: Partly clou- and as young and fresh as Si-County Hospital, Warren, anne and Paulette
Henry of
12 per cent pay hike that a un- on the table were linked to the dy and cool today. Mostly clou- Springs always
this is our Mich.
Ohio.
The deceased was 66 years of
ion spokesman today termed thorny issue of posal reform. dy tonight and Saturday and Miss Spring.
Her husband died in 1928 and
On Capitol Hill, a House-Sen not so
Eighteen years old and a age and was born October 13,
"a bans for negotiation."
cold tonight. A chance
she has been a widow since that
Government and postal union at conference committee conaid of showers tonight and Satur- freshman at Murray State rni- F903 in Murray. She was marr- time.
representatives in seven hours ering a postal pay measure day. High today in upper 40s to versity majoring in Secretarial ied to Rudy Orr, who-survive%
Mrs. Strader's friends and
of talks that recessed this morn- broke up their talks to await mid 50s, low tonight in upper Science, Miss Spring has her on December 12, 1925, in Mur- relatives
are visiting her today
outcome
of
the
government-un- 30s to mid 40s, high Saturday goal set at completing the two„ ray.
ing at I a. m. struggled to hamto wish her a happy- birthday
mer out an agreement that wo. ion negotiations.
Survivors are her husband, The Ledger &
in 50s. Probability of rain 40 year course.
Times extends
uld satisfy Congress, the ad. Sen. Gale McGee, D-Wyo., said per cent tonight and Saturday. She is a graduate of Calloway. Rudy, of East Detroit, Mich.; congratulations
to Mrs. Strader
ministration and the postal the Senate delegation to the
County High School where she one daughter, Mrs. Jerry (Lon- on her
100th birthday.
conference insisted on the reFRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
workers.
Kentucky take, a. m. 355.2, waPhighly active in the affairs nie Fay) Rogers of Warren,
The Ingersoll-Rand Co., of New
They agreed to resume the cess so their talks would not down 0.4; below
of
the
Mich.;
Robert
school.
son,
one
Orr of
She was president
dam
313.5,
up
York City, announced plans totalks, which were described by "warp or louse up the nego- 1.8
of the band, in which she play- East Detroit, Mich.; one sister,
eight gates open,
day to build a new $29 million
the government as "friendly tiations downtown."
ed for four years, in various Mrs. Rudelle LeBleau of St.
Barkley
Lake,
7 a. m. 355.2,
He said conferees would remanufacturing plant at Mayand businesslike," at 3:90 p. m.
school clubs where she held Louis, Mo.; five grandchildren
up 1.1 Precipitation: 1.45.
field.
EST. Both aides refused to dia main on "standby," ready to asseveral
funeral
The
first
service
offices
will
that
of
including
Sunset
6:14; sunrise 5:50.
cuss details of the counterpro- semble in 24 hours.
Miss FBLA. She graduated In be held Saturday at 'one p.m. at
The announcement was made
Moon rises 11:42 p. m.
posal and the union demands.
the top ten of her class, rank- the Kiwi Funeral Home, Roseby W. E. Koger, vice president
However, a union spokesman
ing third and was included in ville, Mich.
of the firm, at a news confersaid the government's new pro.
the Who's Who at CallowaY
Monday at two p.m. local
ence here with Gov. Louie B.
posal offered "a basis for ne.
County High.
funeral services will be held at
Nunn. Company officials were
gotiation" and a government
She attends the Kirksey Bap- the chapel of the J. H. Churbreakfast guests of the goverspokesman said he was hopeful
chill Funeral Home with Re*.
tist Church.
nor.
about the course of the talks
Special services are being
Colors attract Miss Spring. al- Norman Culpepper of Jackson,
"I am sure the Worts of the
which he indicated might last held at the Dexter-Hardin
most any color with no parti- Tenn., formerly of Calloway
UnitMayfield-Graves County Chamthrough the Easter weekend.
ed Methodist Church each evencular one as her favorite. She County, officiating.
ber of Commerce and Industrial
Predicts Early Agreement
The Murray Police Depart- likes basketbal
ing at seven p.m. through SatBurial will be in the Sinking
l, football, and
Board, together with the South
Postmaster General Winston urday and on Sunday
ment
investiga
ted
two
a
car
Springs
Cemetery
is
with
presently learning golf. She's
the arat ten
Kentucky Industrial DevelopM. Blount earlier Thursday pre- a.m.
collision Thursday at 8:25 pm. also a bowler.
rangements by the J. H. Churment Assn., have impressed
dicted agreement would be
Rev Julian Warren, pastor of on Main Street near 5th Street.
Our Miss Spring says she chill- Funeral Home where friyou with a sincere desire to
reached soon on a wage increase the Church Grove Church,
No injuries were reported.
likes modern music, mostly in ends may call after J2 noon on
Benmake you feel wanted, Goverbut he declined to set a time ton, is the evangelis
the style of the Lettermen. She Sunday.
t The
nor Nunn said. I am equally
limit.
Cars involved were a 1969 does not like
church pastor is Rev T 4,
"Acid rock" or the
confident that the people of
Blount met with President Bullock
Chevrolet two door driven by hard beat
mulic. She'll listen
Mayfield and the Purchase Area
Nixon Thursday morning for
James Dalphus Johnson of to the music
of the 40's but prewill make you and your people, .
45 minutes on the postal negoRoute One, Benton, and a 1963 fers the
FOUR CITEu
modern.
feel- welcome.
tiations before Nixon left for s
Chevrolet two door driven by
Miss Tress is the daughter of
holiday weekend at his Key
"I congratulate all of the
Four persons were cited by Nancy OBryan Tecbenbrock of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. "Jackie"
Biscayne, Fla. home.
people in Mayfield and Grazes
the Murray Police Department 1304 Walnut Street, Benton.
Tress of Murray Route Seven.
James H. Rademacher, pres- yesterday and last night. They
County who have worked hard
Mr. Tress is a partner in the The Oak Grove Baptist Chur
ident of the letter carriers un- were-two for drinking in
h will have a spring revival
Both cars were going west on firm of Cain & Trees,
pub.
American
(Contirtu•d on Pogo Ten)
ion, has threatened a nation- lic, one for improper
starting Sunday, March
and
regsstea- Main Street. The Teckenbrock Motors dealer.
wide strike if talks do not pro- tion, and one for disorderl
y con car was backing ap and hit the
What causes the present dis- continuing throughout the week.
duct progress—but net neces- "duct.
Rev. Charles Hall, minister
Johnson car in the front end, sension among many
young peosarily agreement — within five
of the Big Sandy, Tenn., Bapaccording to the police report. ple? Miss
EASTER EGG HUNT
Tress
believes
our
days.
FREE PUPPIES
•
sophisticated
-communications tist Church, will be the evange
However, a spokesman fcrr all
list
for the services at 7:30 each
The Nu-Kappa Sigma Service
Damage to the Johnson car have something to do with iC
Two plump friendly white
seven postal unions involved in
evening.
fraternity will have an Easter
'the discussions said early this puppies with black spots, part was on the front 'end, hood, Television splashes a visual picEgg Hunt at the Murray City
morning that the combined un- bird dog, are free to persons grill, and bumper, and to the ture of any disturbance all over
The church pastor, Rev. HarPark today at three p.m. for
ion delegation had no deadline for pets. Call Otis Lovins 436- Teckenbrock car on the rear the land and this gives other
the Special Education Class at
young people the same idea. old Smother-man, invites the pucnd.
264
Austin School, Mrs. Thelma
'then too, she thinks that the lk to attend. '
Mrs. Houston Wells Strader
Warlord, teacher. .

Seen&Heard

Here
Will Combat Pollution

Around

Soul Possession Will
Play At Teen Town

Miss Melissa Treas Featured On Celebrates 100th Birthday
Shopping Tour In Annual Miss
of
Spring Edition Published Today —•

Tappan Company Closed
Today For Good Friday

Nixon Offers Counter Proposal
To Postal Workers On Pay Hike WEATHER REPORT

Mrs. Edith On
Claimed By Death

Mayfield Gets New
$20 Million Plant

vt.

Services Being Held
Ilexter-Hadin Church

No One Injured In
Accident On Thursday

Oak Grove Church To
Hold Spring Revival
25,

Monday, March 30, is The Last Day To Registet

Primgy Eledion__
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Spring Meet
PTA Will Be
April 2 ,

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Inc.., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald. October 210, 19211, and the West Kentuckian.
January 1, 1942.
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"Iffy" Marriage

Appoint Top
NKSC Aides

The FirsiBt.strlct Spring Con.
ntucky Con,
ference of the
Northein i.:,:itucky State
gress of Parents 1a4 Teach*
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., WM
will be held Thu
College Board of Regents
Mattison Ave., Mempais, Tenn.; Time & Lite Bldg.. New York N.Y..
2, at Farley Elementary cbool
sr.etructuun Aside, Lesiva, Abe&
with the Farley Elemen
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
School PTA President, Mr. Nel
transmission as Second Class Matter
son Nanney, as host.
Registration will begin at 6:
SUBSLAPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 34, per
with a coffie and Bazaar. Th
stoma 31..72. In Cauoway and &rooming cow:uses, per year, $5.50;
Bazaar is being held to
"/..unca 121; 1.114.4)d, nneivticre altou. Ali service radidorziptions $8.00.
money for the State Headqu
-The Outstandang Civic Anna el a Comeraiky is the
ters Fund.
Imegray et he Nineepeper"
The call to order will be by
Mrs. Perry N. Smith 1st Vice
President the devotional will
FRIDAY - MARCH 27. 1970
be given by the Rev. Joe Reeves Locke, Pastor of St. Mark
Methodist Church. Pledge to the
flag will be held by Boy Scout
VILE
IMMIX a TIMES
Troop 22.
Hrs. Chi:line Powell Principal o/ 'Farley School will give
the welcome with the response
Deaths reported are Mrs.Ida Lim,age81,Mrs, Roy Cmningbam,
by Mrs. Perry Norsworthy 2nd
age 45, William Fryer, age 86, Mrs. Fade McKee!, age 83, Mrs.
Vice President. Music for the
Roy
Pittman,
age
59.
Nina Hurt Webb, age 68, and
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer
meeting will be by the Reid.
Donna Ruth Grogan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan,
. . . new' vice president
land Middle school band, dirstudent at Murray High School, was first place wiener of the public
ected by Mr. James Fern,
speaking division of the regional speech meet at Murray State
Nanny Farley PTA President Thursday night filled three
College.
will present the 6th grade girls top administrative posts.
Marine Pvt. James K. Morgan is in training at Camp Lejeune, - - that ill be the pages for the
The board unanimously
N.C., with the 1st Battalion 8th Marines.
And, after a hearing in court,
accepted president Dr.
Jerry Lassiter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lassiter, was the judge ruled that she was en- Conference.
Mrs. Smith will present the
appninted an honorary page in the House of Representatives by titled to make such a demand. He Board Members and introduce Frank Steely's recommenadminisState Representative Otis Loving.
said a husband's duty of support the guest. Minutes will be read dations on these
trators:
is an inherent part of the marriage
relationship. Not even by a pre- by Mrs. John Travis with the
1. IIR.,-RALPH Tesseneer,
marital agreement, said the judge, treasury report by Mrs.
46, an old Steely- colleague
may a husband escape an obliga- Copeland Treasurer.
UniverMrs. Frank Nagel Scholarship from Murray State
tion that is imposed by law.
'sity as vice president of
awarded
this
past
year.
Mrs.
W.
does
True, the law
allow some
academic affairs.
LIDO= a TDex.8 vax
"ifs" in the marriage contract. As L Bennett Jr. will report on
Membership
in
First
District.
i JOHN KILKENNY, 30,
to matters less basic than support,
the bride and bridegroom may in- _Mrs. Travis will ask for a roll currently budget analyst
Graves Holsapple, age 39, of Murray Route Two died today. deed enter into a premarital agree- call from each local unit Pre- for the State Finance Dept.
A pasture improvement field meeting will be held on the farm ment that will be binding. For ex- sident. Mrs. Frank Kolb Jr will and primary advieor on the
NKSC budget, as budget direpciff on 11y-Laws revision.
of Rudolph Garin near FaxonScb9alistcordiugtoS. V. Foy, county ampk:
A widower, planning to remarry,
rector.
District
Mrs.*
E.
M.
Fuller
agent.
his Program Chairman will introBarbara Downs and Mary Eva Johnson of Murray are pledges obtained an agreement from
3. PAUL SCHOTT, 38,
that in case he died, certain duce the speaker for the evenof Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority at Murray State University. fiancee
property would go to the children ing, Miss Velda Felts former current business manager
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sinclair of his first marriage.
at University of Kentucky
Peace Corp Member to Africa,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Harris.
After he died a few years later, her topic will be International Community College, as new
NKSC business manager.
the second wife tried to back out
But the board moved to
of her agreement. However, a court Relations. Mrs. Frank Kolb Jr.
recommendation
held it binding, seeing no reason Past President will install the table the
on a $10,000-a-year directo let her out of a contract "under- officers for 1970-71.
Mrs. E. M. Fuller Program tor of public relations job
standingly and voluntarily entered
chairman will announce the pro- to be filled by Meredith
•
into.
But a premarital agreement will gram book winners, Mrs. Mel- Armstrong.
In explaining his recomnot stand up if it is not "under- vin Earles Publicity Chairman mendation
For there is no respect of persons with God.-Romans 2:11.
for Tesseneer,
Rich and poor, strong and weak, are all alike in God's love. standingly" entered into. The wom- will announce the three winn- Dr. Steelj, said:
an is entitled to know, before put- ers of the publicity Books sail
"if I had looked all
ting her name on the clotted line. Mrs. W. L. Bennett Jr. Mem- around the country for a
the essential facts of her prospec- bership Chairman the awards man I prefer, this man
tive husband's financial condition. for Membership.
Would be my first choice."
In one case, a man induced his With a call for a local unit
TE.SSENEER will begin
fiancee to sign away certain in- to host the 9E11 Conference the
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
July 1 at a salary of
heritance rights in his estate. She meeting will be adjourned.
$28,500.
did so after being told that he was
Tesseneer is currently
SUMTER, S. C. Learning on her 14th birthday her father, worth about 5100.000. In reality,
clean of the Graduate
Lt. Col. Bobby Ray Bagley, was alive and being held captive however, he was worth more than
School at Murray State,
5500,000.
In North Vietnam, Vicky Bagley said:
where Steely had been
Result: a court held afterward
"It wasn't really a surprise to me, I had trust in the Lord and
chairman of the history dethat she was not bound by the
I felt all along he was alive."
partment.
agreement. The judge said she
He is well known in
"understandingly"
not
have
could
SANTO DOMINGO -Lt. Col. Donald J. Crowley, released in
education circles and was
to give up potential rights
agreed
exchange for 20 political prisoners, discussing the tactics of his
MAGIC.TRI
of which she was not even aware.
expected to eventually askidnapers:
Week of 3-2470
An American Bar Association pubsume a vice presidency at
"They kept the wraps on pretty tight."
(Final
Week)
Bernard.
lic service feature by Will
Murray.
W
L
guiding*:
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Mrs. Nora Dellaria commenting on being t: 1970 American Bar Association Johnsons Grocery
A RUSSELLVILLE, Ala.,
85% 22%
freed with another woman hostage by three prison escapees after
native, the new vice presiCountry Kitchen
67 41
a wild, two-state chase
Beauty School 66% 41'i dent is a psychologist with
Murray Livestock Ezells
long experience in teach"All during the ride we sat and prayed. We were told that if we
Carroll Volkswagen 63 45
counseling and admindidn't cooperate with them there was going to be bloodshed,"
Market Report Owens Food Mkt. 62 46 ing,
istrative work.
Jerry's Restaurant
58 50
Among his credits are
WASHINGTON -F. Lee Bailey, executive director of the ProBank of Murray
56 52
seven years as psychologiMURRAY, Ky. - Tues., Mar- Miller Funeral Home 46 62
fessional Air Traffic' Controllers Organization commenting 011
cal consultant to the Kench 24, 1970, Murray Livestock Town & Country
Thursday's massive "sick-in" that delayed plane nights:
tucky Department of MenAuction.
"The issue Is no longer fatigue. The issue is safety."
'Dress Shop
36 72
tal Health and currently as
CATTLE: 178; CALVES: 28;
High Team Series HC
principal investigator of a
Cattle weighed on arrival. Com- Bank of Murray
28'73 $75,0,00 federal grant to
light hours and only then with pared to last week all represent EzelLs Beauty School
2835 he Kentucky Mental
ed classes steady.
an adult attending the fire.
Country Kitchen
28.30 Health Manpower CommisAnd the fire cannot be main- SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
High Team Gem* HC
sion.
tained closer thai 25 feet to $20.00-22.00, few high dressing Rank of Murray
970
up
to
$24.50,
TESSENEER h a s pubCutter
$17.50- Bank of Murray
the nearest building or struc964
lished several articles in
ture or to any area where stand- 20.00, Canner $15.00-17.50.
Ezells Beauty School
961
his field and is listed in
ing grass or weeds might f SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
High Ind. Series NC
"'Who's Who in America"
sparked spread the fire to near- to Good over 1000 lb. $24.50- Nancy Rogers
- 620 and "Who's Who in Ameri22.00, Cutter $22.00-24.50.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Open by property.
Peggy-Owen
611 can Education."
SLAUGHTER
CALVES
AND
grass and brush fires are caus.
Marilyn Parks
.. -s•
608
Top-ranking financial
VEALERS:' Choice 300-500 lb.
ing concern among fire fighters
High Ind. Game MC
officer will be Kilkenny,
$29.00-33.50, mixed Good and Patricia Wiggins
statewide.
231 who specialized in -analysis
Choice 526.00-29.00. Choice 180- Nancy Rogers
• ALMANAC
"Small blazes set by proper229 of higher education 'bud270
lb.
vealers
$42.00-45.00,
themselves
of
mixty owners to rid
By United Press International
Judy Mason
224 gets for the state.
ed Good and Choice 537.0042.the winter's accumulation of
High Ind, Series SC
He is a UK graduate and
00,
Standard
$28.0043.00.
leaves, dead grass and brush
Marilyn Parks
will begin April 1 at a
524
FEEDERS:
STEERS: Choice Nancy Rogers
can turn into uncontrollable Today is Friday, March 27,
491 $15,000-a-year salary.
fires, often with great loss of the 86th day of 1970 with 279 to 550-750 lb. $29.00-33.00, mixed Mary Harris
481
SCHOTT, WHO has been
Good and Choice 126.00-29.00.
property - and even death."
High Ind. Game SC
with the community college
Standard 521.00-34.00, Choice Marilyn Parks ,
says state fire Marshall Billy
191 since 1980, also is a UK
The moon is between its full 300-500 lb. $35.00-38.50, few
D. Williams.
Nancy Rogers
1/36 grad and will receive 815,phase and last quarter.
packages
300-400
lb.
up
to
$41
laws
proBoth state and local
180 000 a year.
The morning star is Jupiter. 00, mixed Good and Choice $28. Bobbie Garrison
hibit such open fires, Williams
Splits Converted
These appointments
stars are Mercu- 00-33.00, HEIFERS: Choice 500evening
The
Marilyn Parks
said, "and we are asking that
3-10
and Saturn.
Mars
Venus,
ry,
700
lb.
S27.00-31.00.
mixed
Good
through with the
Marilyn Parks
every citizen comply with those
3-9-10 breezed consent.
On this day in history:
and Choice $25.00-27.00, Stand- Marilyn Parks
board's
requirements."
.6-7'9-l0
In 1513 Ponce de Leon ard $20.00=23 00, Choice 300-50C Patricia Wigging
However. Regent John
Under the law, no person
5-7
coast of lb. $20.00-3200, mixed Good Geraldine
S. Brooking. Covington
may kindle a bonfire or burn discovered the east
Myers
R.
2-7
the
for
and Choiee 527.00-2000, Stand Betty Dixon
attorney. challenged t h e
any type of combustible mater- Florida in his search
3-10
ard to low Good 523.00-25.00. Betty Darnell
relations post.
ial in any-street or alley, or on fountain of youth,
9-i.,) publicdon't know anything
-I
Judy Mastera
any premises or vacant lot, un5-9-13 about
this girl or the postTop Ten
less burning is done in a cover. In 1933 Japan resigned from
he said. "It's just
Kentucky Society Marilyn Parks Averages 160 lion." popped
ed receptacle of not more than the League of Nations.
on me tobeen
Bobbie
Garrison
one--end a,. quarter - 'inch wire
160
In 1941 regent Prince Paul of SAR Will Meet On
night."
Mildred
Hodge
mesh or metal.
159
Yugoslavia was removed from Saturday, April 11
Betty;Dixon
Such burning is permittcd office after agreeing to
THE POST in question
154
Miss
Wanda
Nance
during
day•
days
still
only on
151 would Ive filled by incinmilitary and economic pact
The annual meeting of the LaVategis,n Latimer
146 Armstrong. 12, of C
with the Axis Powers..
of
Kentucky Society, Sons of the Virginia Buchanan
144 nati, a former employe
of the board
14i v ire-ctuirma,n
American Revolution will be Mary Harris
I-0k comer
WiToy, explained
Sandra Thompson
140 Charles
Steely,
In 1958 Nikita tsnrushchey held on Saturday, April 11, at Nancy Rogers
TIME aid
Dr
•
I
It
the
Pendennis
Club
218
West
Nikolai Bulganin as
is curMiss Armstrongby7o..„-th.
I3d
Walnut Street, Louisville, Ken- Isabel Parks
TEMPIRATURE replaced
employ ed
premier of the Communist
rently
tucky. The meeting will begin
DAY OR f41,-.11 party,
lich-StolleN., Inc.
with a lunch at '12:15 ReservaShe does not hav• a riepresident.
tions should be mailed to Mrs.
but ha public rela21-er
.
I
Society
A thought for the day: British Mickey Hackett, 1901 Wood- ‘Hind, of president, Chart,' V linns experi•nco
Murray, will prestdc
Road, Louisville, Kentucky
writer Thomas Babington MaC- field
The hoard agreed- to tahie
over the business meeting t,.1
the appointment until th?
Auley said, "Men are never so 40220.
ilowing
the
lunch.
President
General
James B.
Likely to settle a question Gardiner- will
Colgan Norman P., secrry nexi meel
be the
rightly as when they discuss it at the lunch hostel speaker treasurer of th, E:t‘p
ed
ty.
Thrus
freely."
A-"TrtreIntr-irr-Rerrrterrrr.-Iff
•
"1 do love you enough to gel
married," said the young man to
his girl friend, "but frankly I don't
care for the financial burdens that
go with it. Suppose we make an
agreement that your father will
continue to be responsible for all
your expenses after the wedding?
The girl and her father promptly
agreed to this arrangement, and the
wedding bells rang out. For a time,
she was content to receive regular
checks from her father.
But when the bloom of love began to fade, she decided thatdespite the premarital agreementher husband,would have to start
supporting her himself..

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Quotes From The News
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Open Burning
Dangerous
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Odds
Kentuc

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
Come To

HAZEL CAFE

nave a committee select
three northern Kentucky
architects to be interviewed
for beginning phases of
construction on the new
campus at Highland Heights
The board also approved
Covington Trust and Banking Co. as the official bank
depository for college
funds.
Brooking is attorney for
the bank.
In other action, the
board:
CEDED to discuss
of the new colannexe
lege with th *ty of Hightect the
land Heights t
expansion rights o('thg college and the type of zonittg
surrounding it.

and Try Our
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
(Call For Reservations)
Private Dining Room
7 Days a Week
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
- J. C. GALLIMOFtE -

CONTROL
ProbablftWiluest single

investment lo your Oh k you

horns - and termites are almost sure to attack your home
in this region. Yet with "AG. TERMITE CONTROL" these pests
ten be completely stopped for years and years with one

treatment.

'I:CONSIDERED using
possible emergency space
at the building owned by
Dr. William Temple on the
Dixie Highway. Rent will
be $500 a month.

Home builders can absolutely prevent termites

from getting a start - for 10, 12 or more years with a very
simple treatment See us about It now.

A....
:Saw
1-0011m•

WIPES OUT
TERM ITES ,
-.PROTECTS AGAiNST
,c
cal
ii
b
FURTHER INVASION
/
\114111PV,. FOR YEARS

4. AGREED to pay for
the insurance on Dr. Steely* new house at 16 Carington Point, Pt, Thomas.
5. AGREED to let UK run
this summer session.

Hospital Report

err

ADULTS 98
NURSERY 3 .
MARCH 25, 1970
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

DISMISSALS

Calloway County Soil Improvesned
Association
•

1111.11101111.1.1M0090000000,00000000000(
MUIRRAY48togas & Saturday
.sae vssamitz oi

fa(

Mrs. Kyoko Cooper, 212 So.
166 St., Murray; Mrs. Cora
Henson, Box 14, Dexter; Mrs.
Mary 13, Gibson, 512 So. 12th
St., Murray; Wayne C. Cook,
We Pogue,Murray;Tony Gordon,
Cadiz; Ovis J. Treas, Rte. 4,
Murray; Ike Allbritten, Rte. 5,
Murray; Master Eric J. Grogan,
1711 Johnson Blvd., Murray; Louis N. Paschall, Rte, 3,Puryeer,
Tenn.; Mrs. Rubye Morris, Rte,,
3, Murray; Raymond Ward, 112
No, 12th St.; Murray; Mrs. Eula
Outland (From Cony, Div.), 1316
Vine, Murray; Mrs. Emma M.
Carr (To Cony. Div.) 520 So. 7th
St., Murray; Rufus Saunders(Expired), 730 Vine St,, Murray.
JUST AN ACT
MILAN, Italy (UPI)- When
011001110 Rovetti showed up at a,
police station Thursday and
said he was blind and penniless,
policemen took up a collection
and gave him $12.80 along with
a meal and put him on a bus
for home,
Another policeman arrested
him when he saw Rovetti take
off his dark glasses and scan
the headlines of the newspaper
of the passenger next to him on
the bus.

ATLANTA (UP
notes on college
the Southeast befo
file until next $
The Kentucky
the Jacksonville
meet again next
NCAA Mid-East
Athens, Ga.). uni
-The Dolphins
with probation,
rumored, for alleg
violations;
- Thomas Payn
sensation who is
own way at Kentu
become academi
and Mike Casey
remaining year wi
cats.
If the Dolphins
NCAA they are cl
who has been an
this season, mak
and if Casey, who
season because of
bile accident, retur
Then Jacksonvill
twig must be
to replay their r
which the Dolphin
year, 106-100, enr
NCAA finals and
80-69, lo.s.s to per
on UCLA.
Most Dol
Jacksonville has
back from last s
team except Rex
Rod McIntyre. T
foot-2 Artis Gilmor
Pembrook Burrows
rorizing opponents
boards again.
Kentucky (26-2)
America • Dan Issel
aged 33.9 points p
all - conference
(19,7). But with C
and 6-foot-11 Jim
averaged 28.4 ppg
bosh to Larry Steel
ker, Terry Mills,
beck and the like,
Rupp appears to
winner for Ills 41st
Tennessee (16.9)
(15-11) appear at this
view to be Kentu
contenders in the
Conference and Fl
(23-3) Jacksonville'
threat among the r
pendents.
Yunkus vs. Gil
Georgia Tech's 6Yunkus, who averag
points per game as
expected to challeng
the nation's leading
and a 27 ppg scorer
vidual honors in the
The season jus
marked the end. of
Pete Maravich corn
eligibility at Louis
The South may nev

ITIFRMITg

2. APPROVED organization of a faculty senate.

Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson and
Baby Boy, Rte. 7, Box 286, Marray,
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UPI Sports
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Cuellar Pitches Orioles To
8-2 Victory Over Washingto

SPORTS

Pistol Pete Signs
With Atlanta Hawks

ATLANTA (UPI)- It seemed
only fitting that the most
prolific college scorer in
basketball history should become the game's highest paid
Seattle Pilots downed Cleve- professional.
land, 2-1, and the California
That's the way Pete MarAngels tripped San Diego, 6-3, vich's attorneys saw it when
at Palm Springs, Calif.
they announced Thursday eight
Three hits by Bill Voss and that the LSU AU-America bad
two each by Sandy Alomar and signed a lucrative five-year
Marty Perez triggered Califor- contract
the Atlanta
with
nia's attack while Rudy May Hawks of the National Basketworked the first six innings to ball Association.
earn the victory.
The only figures that were
The San Francisco Giants actually mentioned were those
most favorable offered by young Maravich
the
found
playing conditions in Nagoya, when he quipped, "I'm getting
Japan, where 17,300 enthusias- $85 a week plus a pick, shovel
tic fans turned out to see the and a tractor."
Giants' 5-0 victory over the
but his attorneys indicated,
Chunichl Dragons.
under intense questioning, that
Jim Gosger belted a pinch-hit the contract was in the $1.5 to
homer and Ken Henderson hit a jZ million range and even at
two-run homer to give San the tower end of that- $300,000
Francisco its third victory in a year- Pistol Pete would be
seven games against Japanese getting more than any other
competition.
U.S. athlete.

By JOHN JEANSONNE
other 45-point scorer although
UPI Sports Writer
Ole Miss thinks it may have
Pete's successor in Johnny NeuATLANTA (UPO- A few final mann, the Memphis flash who
Mike Cuellar, a 23-game
notes on college basketball in averaged 38.4 for the Rebel
winner with a 2.38 ERA last
the Southeast before closing the frosh.
season, ignored the tornado
Two other freshmen were
file until next season:
alert and breezed through his
The Kentucky Wildcats and over the 30 mark. Gary Simpfirst nine-innings to give the
the Jacksonville Dolphins should son scored at a 34.6 clip for
Orioles an 8-2 victory over Washmeet again next year in the LSU and Mike Edwards averington, while the tornado turned
NCAA Mid-East regional (at aged 30.9 for Tennessee.
out to be merely a constant
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (UPI)-- this year may mean something.
Eight of the top 10 men on
drizhle.
Athens, Ga.), unless...
- The Dolphins get slapped the 1970 All-SEC team were Leo Durocher, and all his Durocher lists Ferguson Jell. BENTON, Ky., March 28-Jot
He gave up a run in the third
(17with probation, as currently seniors- with only Johnny Men- Chicago Cubs for that matter, tins (21-15), Ken Holtzman
Warren, head basketball coach Inning and a leadoff homer to
rumored, for alleged recruiting gelt of Auburn and Jimmy Eng- would just as soon everyone 13) and Bill Hands (20.14) as at Benton High School for six Tom Gireve in the fourth, but
land of Tennessee having anoth- stop talking about what hap- his "big three" starters and years, has resigned.
limited the Senators to only
violations;
pened in 1969 and instead Phil Regan (12-6 and 17 saves)
seven hits while the Orioles
- Thomas Payne, a 7-foot-1 er season to play.
Warren said he planned to reconcentrate on 1970.
rapped losing pitcher Dick
and Ted Abernathy (4-3 and 3 main
sensation who is now paying his
i,osses Will Hurt
in the school system, and
"I honestly think we have a saves) as sure of work as
Bosman and two relievers,
own way at Kentucky, fails to
Mengelt, a 6-foot-2 Sharpshootwould eventually like to go into
George Brunet and Darold
become academically eligible er who averaged 26.8, and Hen- better team this year than last, relievers.
administration.
and Mike Casey passes up his ry Harris, Auburn's first black at least right now," says
- A -native of -Graver-County-*--KaWies+1"
' led
Ills
the
Elrod Hendricks
'
remaining year with the Wild- player_,_ give the Tigers one of Durocher, and _that's as close Then Durocher deka
Warren
wee a member of the Oriole attack with a double and
Decker
George
as
such
names
cats.
the South's better guard duos. as he will come to discussing
(10-10 at Tacoma), Jim Colbore starting five of the Cuba High single to knock in three runs.
If the Dolphins convince the
Louisiana State, 22-10 after its the 1969 collapse.
Cnbs who won the state high
A11 other games in Florida
Durocher may be right but a (8-7 Tacoma), Pat Jacques (4.
17 DAYS L
NCAA they are clean; if Payne, visit to the National invitation
school cage crown in 1962 under
were rained out.
who has been an AAU standout Tournament, lost Dan Hester couple of rookies are going to 11 San Antonio), Jim Cosmaa Coach
Jack
Gura
Story.
At Scottsdale, Ariz., Ron
this season, makes the grade; and Jeff Tribbett as well as have to make the club to give (6-5 Indianpolls), Larry
He is a graduate of Murray
Santo drove in three runs with
and if Casey, who missed last Maravich and must rebuild, Leo the balance he is talking (4-8 Tacoma), Ron Jones (0-4 State
and
University, and also holds a homer and a single as the
season because of an automo- Florida loses its only scoring about. The youngsters has in Quincy and San Antonio)
who lost his a Master's degree from that in- Chicago Cubs defeated the
Lemonds,
Dave
mind
are
first
baseman
Bob
bile accident, returns:
of
departure
punch with the
last stitution.
Oakland A's, 9-2.
Then Jacksonville and Ken- Andy Owens. Georgia loses Skidmore and centerfield candi- only start with the Cubs
Warren was assistant coach
record
9-7
a
posting
after
year
Ken Holtzman pitched seven
date
James.
Cleo
favorites
tucky must be odds-on
6-foot-11 Bob Lienhard, Ole Miss
with three different minor under Bill Farris for five years innings for the Cub andgave
Set In Most Positions
to replay their regional tattle loses Ron Coleman, Tennessee
before being elevated to the up only six hits and one earned
The Cubs, who won 92 games league affiliates.
which the Dolphins won this loses Bobby Croft, and Vanderhead coaching post.
last year and finished second,
run and Johnny Callison
year, 106-100, earoute to the bilt loses Perry Wallace.
His coaching career was in- matched Santo's three RBIs
At Least Two Will Start
eight
games
behind
New
the
NCAA finals and a closing,
Although the 6- foot 8 Issel
kids make terrupted after a peg at Benton with a single and a triple.
80-69, lass to perennial champi- joined Maravich on the AB- Ycrk Mets, are set in most "If none of these
it, and that's hard for me to when he served with the U.S.
At Tempe, Ariz., Mart)
on UCLA.
America team, he never got the positions except pitching, where envisi n," says Durocher, "1 Army for two years, returning to
Pat* and John Gelnar cornfive spots are
Durocher
figures
Most Dolphins Back
would
that
publicity
national
still have guys like Ken the school in 1900.
pined for a three-hitter as the
Jacksonville has everybody ,have been his in a nonWarren's succesor has not
Randy Hundley, the "iron Johnson, who certainly knows
back from last season's 28-2 Maravich year. 'wet not only
Hank
been named.
pitch, and
to
HENRY SIGNS
team except Rex Morgan and paced Kentucky to the No. 1 man" catcher who worked in how
Rod McIntyre. That" means 7- spot in the regular vieason rank- 151 games last year and hit 18 Aguirre. But you can almost
with at
$
BOTH
The yeorly tax changes
MADISON, Wis. (UP!)- Al
foot-2 Artis Gilmore and 7-foot ings but that 33.9 average he homers, can figure on. playing bet I'll open the season
hold no mystery for our
FEDERAL
University of
Henry, the
Pembrook Burrows will be ter- posted has been exceeded only about 30 less games this year. least two of these kids."
Tax detectives. Our serWisconsin's 6-9 basketball star,
rorizing opponents under the three times in the 38-year his- That leaves Randy Bobb, Bill
AND
vice is fast, accurate and
That takes Durocher to his
conand
batKen
Heath
. the cost
Rudolph
three-year
a
dependable
signed
has
boards again.
STATE
tory of the SEC-all three by
is low Save yourself needtling for the Isk. 2 job, which outfield, which is set in left
Kentucky (26-2) loses All- Pistol Pete:
tract with the Philadelphia
less time and worry. See
with Billy Williams and in right
America • Dan Issed who aver76ers of the,National Basketball
BLOCK today
with Johnny Callison, but has a
Asspciation. Henry was the
aged 13.9 points per game and
big bole in center. Leo hopes to
Mike Pratt
clues No. 1 draft choice. He is
all - conference
fil1 it with ames but if the kid
NEW YORK (UPI). Nation- from Memphis, Tenn.
(19.7). But with Casey, Payne
GUARANTEE
doesn't make it, then it dwill be ally televised sports events for
If
r•tyrn
We guarant•• accurat• pr•poration
of every tax
who
Andrews
Jim
and 6-foot-11
between Jim the week of March 29-April 4
scramble
a
Of
we rnak• any errors that cost you any penalty
11111/Felt,
averaged 28.4 peg with the
By MILTON RICHMAN
we will pay th• penalty or intern?
can end at Hickman, Willie Smith, Al
career
your
frosh to Larry Steele, Tom Par(all times ET):
UPI Sports Writer
ONE-YEAR PACT
anytime, and with this thing Spangler, Jimmie Hall and
ker, Terry Mills, Kent Holten.
now, I've thought about the another rookie, Boots Day, kr" Sunday, March 29-NHL hockbeck and the like, and Adolph
YORK (UP!)- Mike
NEW
ey, Boston at Detroit, 1:30 p.m. ORLANDO, Fla.(UPI)-.Don
Rupp appears to have another Shannon is the last of the red possibility I might not come regular work.
I'm
wait
back.
to
to
going
have
(CBS);
NBA basketball, Balti- Jones, former fain State
season.
winner for his 41st
hot kidders.
set and more at New York, 1:55 p.m. quarterback who has been with
is
infield
Chicago
The
these
of
results
the
see
and
America's lar sit Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
Tennessee (16-9) and Auburn
No matter where he is or
the Orlando Panthers and twice
they're taking. I want to will line up the same way it hei (ABC).
(15-11) appear at this long-range what he's doing, he likes to kid tests
Most Valuable Player in the
come back. There's no doubt in the past five seasons with Ernie_
view to be Kentucky's leading somebody. His teammates with
Baeks at first, Glenn Recker( Saturday, April 4-Pro bowl- Continental Football League,
mind about that."
Phone 153-9294
ee ays a.m.- p.m. - I. 9-5
contenders in the Southeastern the St. Louis Cardinals all know my
at second, Don Kessinger at in„ 5100,000 Firestone Tour- has signed a one-year contract
State
Florida
and
Conference
that so they always kid him
Shannon's kidney trouble was short and Ron Santo at third. nament of Champions, Akron, with the Toronto Argonauts of
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
(23-3) Jacksonville's biggest back.
doesn't care to
the Canadian Football League,
discovered during a routine
Durocher
3:30 p.m.
ABC
(
).
ladethreat among the regimes
Mike Shannon- isn't kidding physical exam given all the predict what kind of a ra
pendts.
around so rapch anymore Cardinals' ballplayers.
there will be this year in the
Yenkus vs. Gilmore
today. He's a patient at Jewish
If be were given a clean bill National League East.
Georgia Tech's 6-foot-10 Rich Hospital in St. Louis, underof health and discharged from
Yunkus, who averaged over 30 going tests to determine the the hospital today, the earliest
is
junior,
a
as
game
per
points
cause of a kidney disorder he could start playing again for
expected to challenge Gilmore, which has put his baseball the Cardinals would be June. PRE-Season game
the nation's leading rebounder future in jeopardy.
That's because the condition he
ST. LOUIS (UPI)- The St.
and a 27 ppg scorer, for indiThe congenial 30-year-old has requires rest and it would
vidual honors in the South.
Louis Cardinals and the Chrisplayed
has
third baseman, who
months
two
before
least
at
be
The season just finished in three World Series with thE he could safely become regular- net' Bengals of the National
marked the end of an era as Cards, has thought over all the ly active again.
Football League will meet in a
Saturday,
game
pre-season
Pete Maravich completea his future possibilities since leaving
eligibility at Louisiana State.
their St. Petersburg, Fla., The Cards have told Shannon Aug. 22, at Busch Stadium. It
The South may never see an- training site and entering the not to try to rush back unduly, will be the first meeting of the
Monday. He certainly not at the expense of two clubs.
last
hospital
thought them over on the plane his health. Whether he plays
that he, his wife, and five again or not, there will be a job
children came up on from for him, the Cards say.
ONLY
2 Door Hardtop. Brand nevr!
"When this is over, Bing MIX WILL STAY
Florida and he thought them
and
down
sit
will
I
and
Devine
his
in
alone
over some more
SAN DIEGO (UPI)- Ron Mix
about the future, I
talk
hospital room.
FAMOUS FOR
"A lot of things go through suppose," Shannon says. "I will be back with the San Diego
With all the trimmings! — — — — — — ONLY
team next
HOLDING AN EDGE
your mind," says Mike Shan- think I can make a contribution Chargers football
All
nine
an
season.
in
Mix,
Star
non. "You have to look at a lot to baseball; to society also."
Meanwhile, it isn't a particu- of his 10 years with the club,
of possibilities you never did
Large Selection of 1970 . .
good feeling for Mike had announced his retirement
larly
before."
to enter politics, but has
includigg, the possibility of Shannon to know his ball club is
decided _on one more year of
never colting tack to baseball in Florida and he's in a hospital
pro football.
room in St. Louis.
again?
"If you don't look at that one,
you're foolish," Shannon says.
• MAIN & THIRD
"Being in baseball, though, you
get sort of used to the idea
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer

Durocher Thinks Cubs Have Joe Warren
Quits Post
Better Team Thiss Year
At Benton

LET BLOCK
SOLVE THE
MYSTERY OF
THIS YEAR'S

INCOME TAX

Sports On
TV

LI FE

Sports Parade

[(co.

IAT

EASTER SPECIALS
*NEW CARS*

"Find It At Beale's"

$2,49500

1970 PONTIAC
1970 PONTIAC 6-10 'JUKE'

BUCK KNIVES

$3,760oo

.
aimpeem

OLDSMOBILES PONTIUS CADILLACS
REDUCED UP TO $1,000 OFF!!

Beale Hardware

*USED CARS*
FM CADILLAC
Hardtop Sedan DeVille

1967 FORD
'

4-Door Sedan

• Full Power

• Power steering

• Factory Air
• Kentucky car
• One owner

• Automatic transmission
• V-8 engine
• Radio ,

-ONLY -

-ONLY-

sow°

$89500

LARGE SELECTION OF USED CARS OF ALL MAKES
AND MODELS GOING AT BARGAIN PRICES!!
"11

Something New and Exciting
Is Coming To

CAIN & TREAS
YOUR AMERICAN MOTORS DEALER
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National Organization For Women
Makes Aug.26 National Holiday As Day
For Women To Refuse To Do Duties

Presented At Meet

Ibtrelve members were present for the March 23rd meetwomen's rights wants office
ing of the Women's Society of
and switchboards
machines
Christian Service of the Good
unplugged,
typewriters
silenced,
NEW YORK (I1*- AmeriShepherd United Methodist
can women will participate in a stenographer's pencils stopped,
Church.
holiday from drudgery in the and women, in effect, to sit on
Mrs. Lee Lassiter opened the
office and on the homefront their hands-until bosses get
meeting with prayer and cor.
women
that
deserve
to
idea
the
Aug. 26 -according to an edict
ducted the business session.
sexed ones
from -Betty Friedan, president be paid on a par with men.
Mrs, Alice Knight and Mrs.
packages.
women
homefront,
the
On
of NOW (National Organisation
Libby Mahan presented t b e
They won't let fnela pick up
Mrs. Virginia Frances Duncan
may express themselves by
for Women).
special Easter program, "Choose
luncheon or dinner checks.
Thursday
If you accept, you'll do leaving dishes in the sink, rings They will refuse to accept of Monticello arrived
Life". A recording of "The Day
weekend
to
spend
the
Easter
bathtub,
dust
on
the
the
in
absolutely nothing that day, the
Invitations offered by males
Mrs. Helen Spann entertained Christ Died" was played.
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
SOth anniversary of the 19th mantle. They may refuse to that day. In the spirit of with her
Charles Crawford of West Main members of the Tau Phi Lamb- The next meeting will be held
stand
at
the
range
Amendment to the Constitution take their
*Imlay they will reserve the Street, Murray.
da Sorority, Omicron Alpha on Tuesday, April 21, at two
- which gave women the right and steer clear of the grocery right to issue such invitations.
•• •
chapter, WOW, with a delight- p.m.
means
trip
such
a
store-if
to vote.
•••
The very worst thing that
Chauncey Worley of Murray ful spaghetti dinner held on
You may do some manly victuals for the family.
happen (to bachelors) in Route One has been dismissed Tuesday, March 24, at six-thirty Paperweight
could
steer
even
may
clear
of
They
things -like standing on a
the 24-hour period of equal from the Western Baptist Hos- o'clock in the evening at her NEW YORK (UPI)—Within
corner and whistling at good- the steering wheel itself, if it rights: women would grab
pital, Paducah.
lovely home on Minerva Drive. the next 30 years, 75 per cent of
attention
calling
to
means
their
practicing
while
guys
looking
•••
The invocation was given by the U. S. population will have
the right to propose.
chauffeur.
family
worth
as
you
men,
if
equal pursuits with
Perhaps that wouldn't be bad. Mr. and Mrs. James Gardner Mrs. Jean Richereon.
worn paper clothing of one kind
While
Mrs.
Friedan,
author
of
wish. But, please, don't do
president, or another,
the "Feminine Mystique" (book The year 1970 isn't leap year- Weatherly of Knoxville, Tenn, Mrs. Glenda Smith,
ything womanly.
with its extra day the second are visiting their parents, Mr presided during the business The nredieticin LOMM—from
Mrs. Friedan sounded the call that pepped up this equal rig!?" Month for women to propose and-Mrs. James R. Weaths.
seseWk. The roil call was an- fashion observers at Union Carfor a general strike by women movement), may be on the-marriage to men.
and Mr. and Mrs. IL Glenn Do- swered by what her secret sis- bide, which supplies paper
a
thing
there's
such
right
track,
at
while
day
that anniversary
ter had done for her. Carolyn treating chemicals. Paper clothWomen contemplating ex- ran.
•• *
the annual meeting of NOW is as carrying a movement too pressing that equal right on
Parks, treasurer, gave her re- ing already is a multimilliontft.
pounds per year business.
Des Plaines, ill. Since usual
Aug. 26, better think twice. Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. Crotzer port and stated the respirator Within the next several years,
laborious things will be out,
proposed, they'll and children, Debra, Donna, had been purchased for a small it is expected to reach billions
they've
Once
perhaps fun for all will be the
If her declaration is taken also have to- buy an engage- Steve, Sue, William, Michael, Calloway County boy 33 3 chap- of pounds. The range of paper
result.
and ask the and Robert, of Jeffersontown ter service project.
products is from surgical wear
seriously,
women that anniver- Ment ring
Mrs.
Strictly fun isn't what
The secretary, Mrs. Spann, to political blazers, from pillow
bridegroom's will spend the Easter weekend
prospective
sary
day
in
August
will
refuse
Friedan has in mind. Office
Woodthe
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
from
with
letter
read
a
cases to evening dresses.
his hand in
parents
workers will punch the time- to go through a doorway held
B. W. Burkeen, Almo.
men executive treasurer, T. E
marriage.
•••
clocks but after that, bosses, open by a man, nix seats
chapter
the
Newton, thanking
offered by males on conveyan- But that's not all. They'll
watch out.
the honeymoon. Harold Lloyd Dunn of Atlan- for their fraternalism in the
for
pay
have
to
ces,
refuse
to
have
the
stronger
for
The chief drum-beater
And, if they really want equal ta, Ga., will be the weekend.,community and presented the
after the honeymoon, guest of his mother, Mrs. Hal- sorority a check.
rights
Mr. and Mn. Maxie Templeton Hensley of 1112 Orchard
Drive.
The chapter has available for
to give the new let Dunn, Fairlant
have
they'll
•• •
Drive, Louisville, announce the engagement .of their daughter,
service in the community a
staying
choice
his
-bridegroom
Margaret Ann (Peggy), to Walter Craig Cartoon, son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn wheelckkir,..walker, and child's
home and minding the house or and daughter, Patricia, of At- crutches. lbs. Richerson is
Mrs. Max Griffin Carman, 505 South Eleventh Street, Murray.
Inking on the double-headed lanta, Ga., and their other chairman of this project.
Miss Hensley, who resides at 1310 Olive Boulevard in Murchallenge- mixing a career and daughter,
ray, received the Bachelor of Arts degree in 1969. She is a canrah, a -student at Kra. Annie_Laurs
homemaking chores.
didate for the Master of Arts degree at Murray State University
Sullins College, Bristol, Va., president, reported plans for
where she holds a graduate assistantship in English.
will be the Easter weekend the Spring rush. Her committee.
Mr. Carman is a student at Murray State University where
-guests of their parents, Mrs. is composed of Mrs. Spann, Mrs
he is majoring in philosophy and English.
Hallet Dunn, Fairlane Drive, Loretta Jobs, and Mrs. Smith.The wedding will be solemnized on Thursday. August
end Mr. and Mrs. John Work- A thank you note from Annie
at seven o'clock in the evening at the First United Methodist'
man, Miller Avenue.
Laura Farris wamead concernChurch in Murray. All friends and relatives are cordially invited
ing flowers from the sorority
Friday, March 27
to attend the weddipg and the reception.
while she was hospitalized.
A bake sale, sponsored by the
Mr3. Jane Alley received the
Hazel United Methodist Church
door prize from the co-hostess,
Will be held in Hazel starting
Mrs. Richerson.
at 2:30 p.m.
ROME , L3PIi -- A wedding
Mrs. Alley, Mrs. Richerson,
•••
banquet in a suburban restau- and Mrs. Spann will assist Mrs.
The Sigma Department of the rant.ended in a chair-throwing,
Murray Woman's Club will bottle-smashing free-for-all Smith with the young girls
The
ride will be announced at
trail
sponsor
a bake sale in front of when relatives of the newlyweds Woodmen unit.
Welcome Wagon
The West Kentucky Horseand
dessert
Mrs.
Spann
For
Belk's starting at nine a.m. The complained the bill was too
Hostess with
man's Association met Thurs- a later date.
Mn. Richerson served strawAll members of the West
proceeds from the sale of home- high.
,The
Most
Famous Basket In
day evening at North Marshall
berries and cake to Mesdames
made cakes and pies will go tofor the regular monthly meet- Kentucky Horseman's Associathe
Worlde
Jeanie
Lamb,
Beverly
Young,
DEAR
ABBY:
My
father
is
very
ill
and
Six
we
do
kindergarten
persons,
including
invitation
not expect ward the summer
the
ing with seven of the ten mem- tion were given an
Carolyn
Jane
Alley,
Parks,
bride
him
and
groom,
to
live
more
were
than
a
injured.
couple of months longer.
to participate in the activities
project.
ber clubs represented.
•••
Police rounded up all of the 40 Glenda Smith, Annie Laura
I have a very pretty navy blue suit. It has a straight
of Tater Day to be held the
first Monday in April at Benton
skirt, and there are little gold buttons on the jacket. I plan to
The Waiting Wives Club will guests and charged 12 with Farris, and Loretta Jobs.
brawling.
Gary Wicker, president, an. The meeting was dismissed
wear that to the funeral. I do not have anything suitable in meet at the home of Mr. and
flounced that the written test by the president urging each
1303
Williams,
C.
James
Mn.
black. My friends say that navy blue is not appropriate for a
for the queen candidates would delegate to be at the J. C. Civic
funeral. Do you think I should go out and buy a black outfit Doran Road, at seven p.m. with be served at the Oaks Country To make a quick boiled frostbe held Friday, March 27, at Center in Paducah April 11 at
Mrs. Debbie Williams as hos- Club at 12:15 p.m. For reser- ing without cooking, use one
just for the funeral?
7:30 p.m. at the North Marshall ten o'clock to help decorate
tile.
vations call Polly Seale 71$ cup of jelly and one egg white.
Also, I plan to wear a string of pearls at the viewing and
Club House.
•••
for the banquet.
until the mixture stands
7779, Sue Steele 753-5082, or Beat
also at the funeral. The pearls are a gift from my father and
in peaks.
The Military Ball sponsored
I am very proud of them. My friends say that jewelry is not by the ROTC will be held at Laura Parker 753-2923.
The test will consist of forty
questions on horses, horsemanappropriate. I would like your opinion.
the Student Union Building
ship, and the WKHA rule book. Post-Easter Encores
from eight to 12 midnight.
ANONYMOUS,
4.LEASE
Dice
and
mix
leftover ham
Final plans for the WKHA
is formaL
Dress
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Any dark dress or suit would be
banquet to be held at the Pa- with cream of celery soup
•••
ducah J. C. Civic Center on and green beans or mixed
appropriate. And if, for sentimental reasons, you want to
Saturday, March 21
April 11 at seven p.m. were vegetables for a great daywear the pearls, wear them. In the meantime, don't spend
An Easter Egg Hunt for premade. It was decided to have a after casserole. Serve on
too much time fretting about the outfit for your father's school through third grade chiltalent contest following the crisp chow mein noodles. Or
funeral. He may live.
dren of the Colloway County
crowning of the WKHA queen. for a hearty breakfast or hot
Country Club will be held at
Each club will be given min- lunch, combine diced ham
11:30 a.m.
DEAR ABBY: I am 26 and Ron is 29. He's intelligent, the club from ten to
utes to present their talent and with Easter's hard - cooked
should bring four
child
Each
handsome, successful, and could get married tomorrow if he
a plaque will be awarded to the eggs in a white sauce. Serve
eggs. In charge of the arrangewinning entry.
wanted to.
on toast or split hot biscuits.
ments are Mesdames Bill Hine,
Other businesses brought beWe have practically gone steady for a year now, but get chairman, Bob Billington, Ted
fore the organization was the
this, he doesn't want to even talk about marriage. He says he Blllington, Prue Kelly, Tommy
horse show sponsored by the Minty Mix
loves me, and I know I love him, but he says he doesn't know Chrisp, and Vernon Cohoon.
WKHA to be held May 2 at the
•••
Take a tip from the tradiof one good marriage, and he's not about to spoil our
Reidland Riding Club. A show tional coupling of lamb and
High School AlumHazel
The
"perfect
romance"
by
marrying
me.
Have
you
ever
heard of
committee was appointed com- mint. Heat up a sauce of
Association banquet will be
anything
ni
so
ridiculous?
posed of Mitchell Stom, David fruit cocktail arid mint jelly
We have everything in common and get along beautifully held at the Murray Woman's
Barrett, and the president, Gaty to pass as an
accompaniment
He tells me I'm free to date others. but I don't care to. Far Club louse at seven p.m. M ..e
Wicker.
for hot roast lamb slices.
as I know, I'm the only girl he dates. How can I get him to reservations by March 25 with
The delegates representing
the class representatives or
the riding clubs, expressed a
marry me? I'll eo anything!
WANTS RON
send $2.50 per plate to Tommye
desire to have a trail ride in Single Flip
319, Murray.
DEAR WANTS: Ron is trying to MI you that he can't D, Taylor, Box
The Land Between the Lakes.
When grilling beef -patties
•••
think
of
one good reason to marry YOU. And unless you can
It will be held on Saturday, tura
.them only once. More
The Alpha Department of the
come up with one that makes sense to him, you'd better
May 23 in.the Pond Hollow Biv- often grid they're likely to be
look
Woman's Ch.b will have
ouac Area. Final pliins for the more compact, less juicy*.
elsewhere or content Wxurstlf with a 'perfect romance:. Murray luncheon meeting at
an open
because from the way I read Ron, that's all be's going to the
club house at noon with
offer you. ,
Mesdames Henry McKenzie, Robert Hornsby, Russell Terhune,
_Larson, Preston Jones,
Edwin
wrong for feeling
and Miss Mildred Hatcber as
put out when I drop in on some peciele for
a little
conversation and company and they turn the television on hostesses. •••
right in my face?
1411 OLIVE HOULE\ ARD
Monday, March 30
If I wanted to look at television, I could have
Murray High School
- FREE PICKUP and
stayed
'The
DELIVERY home and watched my own Wouldn't you think people
would Home Economics classes will
Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone
have better manners? What is the matter with some
751-1$S2
folks hold their annual style show at
anyhow? .
the high school auditorium at
PUT OCT
7 30 p.m. The public is invited
DEAR "PUT:" The "matter with some folks" is
that and there is no admission
they don't view situations the same as other folks'. It is
also charge
possible that unexpected "conversation and
compan..- may
oot he as fascinating to a surprised host as the
Wednesday, AprIl 1
television
program he may have planned to watch.
The ladies day luncheon will
In other words. a "drop in" type guest would not
feel pot
Obviously.
out if he'd call first.
So if anything goes wrong with arty of
What's not so obvious, however, is
these ports within 30 days or 1000 miles
why you would gladly buy one.
(whichever comes firstl, worry not.
DEAR ABBY' Is it true that if first cousins marry,
their
So we'll give you a little clue:
The VW dealer guarantees 1007,, to
children will be crazy? The reasiinThwant to know is becaiisc
See that sign by the windshield2 That's
repair or replace it. And it doesn't cost
Mrs. John Terrell,
I am in love with my first cousin. and I have
and
Mr.
heard that this
what you get for buying that thing.
you a cent.
North 4th Street, Murray,
is true In fact. I have even heard that it is
A 100'0 guarantee.*
AGAINST the 1107 the parents of a baby boy,
But not every car he gets in trade gets
law for firs: cousins to marry Can you help me
are
Don't laugh. It's a beautiful thing- in itto get the Shane
that guarantee. Only !hose that pass o
Earl, weighing eight
facts? /low about first cousins marrying if they
self
Because
it
cOvers the big' things that
promise not Pounds 11% ounces, born en
tough 16 -point inspecton earn
to have any children?
can plague you in o used car:
COUSIN LOVER
his guarantee s,gn
Tuesday, March 24, at 3135 p.m.
EnginFr. Transmission, Brakes. Axles. And
Which is your sign Of a car
DEAR !OVER: In SOMF: state'', it is against the law to lat the Murray-Calloway County
electrical system.
that's really beautiful.
Hospital.
marry one's first cousin. Ask a clergyman, or la% t,er
ssh:st
They have one daughter, Sathe laws are in your state. Children of first cousins need
not , brena Marie, age eleven month,.
necessarily be "crazy" unless a hereditarytype
insanit, The father is employed by Hayexisted in the family and the children inherited it.
den Construction Company.
Grandparents are Mr. a it d
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
Mrs. Bud Terrell of Scottsburg,
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MOO. LOS Angeles, (at lad., and Mr. and Mrs Ewin
fool,. For a personal reply enclose stamped:
addressed timore of Muncie, Ind.
envelope.
Great grandparents are Mt
and Mrs. Nolan Tyler of 409
For Abby's booklet,-"Heb to Have a Lovely Wedding: North 6th Street, Murray, .and
Homer Terrell of Scottabute
send St to Abby. Flos°61703. I.os Angeles.
1101141.
• .
.
By PATRICIA McCORMACK

Spaghetti Dinner
Held Spann Home
By Sorority Group

for

r-•••

Now Serving . . .
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
COUNTRY HAM - STEAKS I

FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH DINNERS
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mine
the
vegetab
le needs of of organic matter. Rotted leas
lent tomatoes that bluallPwith
juice nourishment, an tasty the family, and allow for daily es, compost, peat moss, wea
apartment when fire strikes
radishes thin always add that use of produce and home can- thered sawdust, or straw shoulo
somewhere else in the building."
certain something to a fresh ning. Prepare a sketch showing be added in the fall or winter
High-rises usually have builtshape and size, including vege- each year. While this chore
salad.
in features that make them less
But dreams of the bountiful tables to be grown, varieties, might appear , premature in
susceptible than private homes
goodness that comes with a and location of rows. Select an planning the spring garden, it
to a totally devastating fire. One
area
for
the
remains
garden
a point worth remem- CHICAGO (UPI) - When
home are not enough. The prothat will
is fire-resistive construction that
a
provide
maximu
bering
m benefits from
ject requires careful planning,
when summer ends. cliff-dweller looks
out the win- minimizes spread of fire.
the wise selection of quality the soil; preferably where the Soil improvement is a year dow and sees
fire
trucks
outside
ground
is loamy in texture, well- 'round task, and the surcesi
By Hubert W. Davis
seeds, and hard work-on a
drained, and free from shade. of next year's garden will de- hiS apartment, what should he
Extension Specialist In A. daily schedule.
du
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Spring Specialist at the UK College Garden areas should not be pend largely on a program of
Maybe make a rope out of ROBBERS REPENT
has arrived, and soon the bar- of Agriculture recommend that moved too often. Keeping the continuous soil maintenance. 1,lieeti•
and let himself out the
Most vegetable plants grow
ren fields will yield to the fresh- green-thumb enthusiasts start home garden in the same locaGENOA, Italy (UP 1) - Two
ness and promise of warmer planning their home gardens- tion enables the soil to develop best in a soil slightly to mod- *indow? Or dash to the ele- young holdup men Wednesday
vator
a
before
rich
changin
into
g
street
quality.
erately
days.
sour. A soil test is the
now!
sent the loot of a tobacco store
Soils seldom meet the exact best guide in determining the clothes? Or what?
The home gardener will la- Plan the garden plot in adneeds
of garden crops. The lime needs of a garden. Lime 11 ell, says the National Safety robbery to a Roman Catholic
bor under blue skies and eager- vance. This will enable the fammost important step in the is useful for correcting a sour Council, here's what the apart- friest. They said they held up
ly await the tantalizing savor ily to enjoy
produce from
the store with toy pistols to
of crisp green lettuce, succu- spring until late fall. Deter- "building" of good garden soil soil. However, adding lime when ment-dweller Ought to do: stay obtain money
for a trip to Turin
is the addition of large amount it is not need is just as serious in his apartment unless he's in
s
a handicap to vegetables as not immediate danger from the fire. for a soccer game, but repented.
adding lime when it is requir- "Many high-risers find that The loot included $24 in cash and
ed. Gardeners are advised to hard to believe," says Hans c.igar ettes.
check with their local county Grigo, technical consultant in
agricultural Extension agent, in the Council's home departlisted in the telephone direcr- ment, "but for many reasons INSTALLS EQUIPMENT
a
ory under their respective co- person is actually safer
in his
unty. County agents can assist
-PARIS-03NY --, Orly Internagardeners in determining fertional Airport will install equipBy MEL HEMEL
tlizer needs by conducting a early life. Such crops as
ment capable of detecting guns
THE WORLD has turned once or twice since
soil test. The best guide in the lettuce, cabbage, and greens, and bombs in passengers' luggthe golden movie days when Robert Young in
corn deuse of commercial fertilizers is mand large amounts of
age in a campaign to thwart airhis dinner jacket—"I'd put it on in the morning
to follow the recommendations en as they grow toward nitrog- craft hijackers and saboteur,
and wear it to the studio"—made love to such
maturbased on a soil test.
ity. An application of
airport security officials said
as Kate Hepburn, Jean Harlow and Garbo on
As plants grow their need ium nitrate should be ammon- Wednesday. Suspected freight
screen, but at 82 the urbane Bob still is going
sidedres
sfor additional plant food in- ed along the row on
strong, this TV -season as the star of ABC's
some fruit will also undergo detection tests.
creases. Soule plant foods can- -producing vegetable
"Marcus Welby, M.D."
crops afnot,
in
a
ter
single
applicat
fruit has set, and on leaf
He doesn't need it, as, the foolish saying goes.
ion, supply
the
total
needs of the plant vegetables when they
He has a beautiful home near San Diego, more
Long storage below 40 degrees
throughout its life due to loss to five 'weeks old. are four
money than somewhat, a loving wife of 36
Gardeners turns potato starch
of
to sugars,
plant
foods. Tomatoes, egg- should consult their seed dealyears and four charming daughters. So? "I
causing a sweet taste when
plants, and vine crops are a er for the proper
have a good time acting," Young admits candidfew that may suffer from an follow directions fertilizer, and they're cooked. Use a cool, dark
ly. -I like making faces in front of a camera."
place for home storage-not the
oversupply of nitrogen in their label of the bag printed on the refriger
• • •
or container,
ator.
HIS 40 YEARS in show business have left him

Prepare Soil
For Planting
Your Garden

Fire rules for
cliff-people

TV CAMEOS:Robert Young

"Making Faces" Again, Young Loves It

singularly unmarked or ravaged. Tall, fit, still
--Aim- tanned and only bettayed by short gray
hair and a squint wrinkle or two around the
the eyes, Bob should be an inspiration to au
over-60 gaffers to get off their duffs and get ,
with it, rather than just leaning back tiredly

and cashing pension checks.

"When 'Welby' came along," he says, "I hag
been off the TV screen as a regular for a bit,
since the days of 'Father Knows Best' and 'Window on Main Street,'" although he had a juicy
off-beat part in a "Name of the Game" segment
"Then this was offered to me and I could
feel the adrenalin flowing; it really got me excited. So I talked it over with Betty, my wife,
and she astutely noted that (a) I'm happiest
when acting and (b) 'They must want you or
they wouldn't have gone after you—so go do
it.' So, you might say the slumbering beast had
awakened. Here I am back in the trade again—
and living it."
•

•

•

FEW WILL remember that the enormously
successful "Father Knows Best," in which Bob
starred with Jane Wyatt, was cancelled after its
first year. "Then Tom McCabe, a Scott Paper
Co. executive in Philadelphia, went to CBS and
said 'Look, I like this show; I don't care about
its ratings.' So we went on once more, in prime
time on Monday nights—and the show took
off like wildfire," Young recalls.
"Father" ran six years and is in its ninth
year of re-runs; added to its earlier radio years,
is has been going strong for two decades, which
Distributed by King

p.

Robert Young is a specific exampla of
how reaching age 60 doesn't
rily
mean a pip*, slippers and retirement.
Is some kind of track record. "We stopped it
voluntarily." Bob says, "while we still were in
the top ten. People thought we were crazy, but
the consensus was, why not quit while you're
ahead, and not wait until you're 45th in the
ratings?"
He has kind words for Miss Wyatt, the lovely
one who, he insists, held "Father" together and
gave it quality and substance—but then, he has
kind words for nearly all the top stars with
whom he has worked, from Joan Crawford to
Norma Shearer. -The bigger they are," the
Chicago-born Young says flatly, "the nicer they
are." Could be. He is one of the biggest and one
of the nicest.
Teatures Syndicate

TELEVISION SCHEDULES
WSI
I-TV tchedlle

SUNDAY

Mull 4

7:05 Farm Digest(c)
6:30 World Of Disney(c)
7:15 Washington Report(c)
7:30 Bill Cosby(c)
7:30 Day of Discovery (c)
8:00 Bonanza (c)
8:00 Gospel Country (c)
9:00 Bold Ones (c)
8:30 Movie "Our Little Girl" 10:00 News, Weather, Sports (c)
10:00 Easter Service(c)
10:30 Johnny Carson (c)
11:00 Community Worship (c)
MONDAY
11:30 Insight (c)
12:00 Meet The Press (c)
12:30 Frontiers of Faith (c)
6:00 Morning Show (c)
7:00 Today Show (c)
1:00 Wild Kingdom (c)
1:30 Movie "Separate Tables" 9:00 It Takes Two(c)
3:00 Film (c)
9:25 News(c)
9:30 Concentration (c)
3:30 Laredo (c)
l0;00 Sale Of The Century (c)
4:30 Gidget(c
5:00 Frank McGee Report (c) 10:30 Holliwood Squares(c)
11:00 Jeopardy(c)
•.5:30 College Powigc)
6:00 News, weather, sports(c) 11:30 Who, What Or Where (c)

VILAC-TV Schedule

e.

of
es
tri)
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11:55 News(c)
12:00 Noon Show (c)
1:00 Days Of Our Lives (c)
*30 Doctors(c)
2:00 Another World (c)
2:30 Bright Promise(c)
3:00 To Tell The Truth(c)
3:30 Lost In Space(c)
4:30 16th Ave. South (c)
5:25 Weather (c)
5:30 News(c)
6:00 News, Weather, Sports (c)
6:30 My World (c)
47:00 Laugh-In (c)
8:00 Movie "Arabesque"(c)
1D:00 News, Weather, Sports (e)
10:30 Johnny Carson (c)
12:00 Untouchables
•

Chanel 5

p.INDAY
12:05 Singing Convention(c)
8:00 Glen Campbell(c)
6:30 Sunrise Semester (c)
12:30 As The World Turns (c)
9:00 Mission: Impossible(c)
7:00 Tom 81 Jerry CO
1:00 Many Splendored Thing(c)
7:30 Sego Bros. Si Naomi (c) 10:00 News, Weather, Sports(c)
1:30 Guiding Light(c)
World
10:30
Of
Sport
(c)
8:00 Carl Tipton (c)
2:00 Secret Storm (c)
10:35 Mery Griffin(c)
8:30 Heaven's Jubilee(c)
2:30 Edge Of Night(c)
9:30 Lamp Unto My Feet (c)
Monday
3:00 Comer Pyle, USMC (c)
10:00 Easter Service (c)
3:30 Gftligan's Island (c)
11:00 Pattern For Living
5:45 Country Journal(c).
4:00 Movie"Tennessee Champ"
11:30 Face The Nation (c)
6:00 News(c)
5:25 Weather (c)
12:00 Danny Thomas
6:30 Jake Hess (c)
5:30 News(c)
12:30 NHL Hockey (c)
6:55 Morning.,.),ViitcJi(4r6:00 News, Weather, Sports (c)
3:00 Outdoors(c)
8:00 Captain 'Kangaroo
630 Gunsmoke(c)
3:30 Yang People's Concert(c) 8:30 Mike Douglas(c)
7:30 Here's Lucy(c)
4:30 Spelldown(c)
10:00 Andy Griffith (c)
8:00 Mayberry R.F,D.(c)
5:00 Public Affairs(c)
10:30 Love Of Life (c)
8:30 Doris Day (c)
5:30 News(c)
11:00 Where The Heart Is (c) 9:00 Carol Barnett(c)
6:00 Lassie(c)
11:25 News(c)
10:00 News, Weather, Sports (c)
6:30 To Rome With Love (c)11:30 Search For Tomorrow (c)
10:30 Mery Griffin(0
Sulliva
7:00 Ed
12:00 News (c)_
n ca

VISIX-TV Schedule Chanel 8
zawa.
6:30 Agriculture(c)
8:00 Movie "Freud"
1:00 Newlywed Game(c)
7:00 Know Your Bible(c)
10:00
News, Weather, Sports(c) 1:30 Dating Game (c)
7:30 House Of Worship (c)
10:15 Movie "The Chase" (c) 2:00 General Hospital(c)
8:00 Oral Roberts(c)
2:30 One Life To Live(c)
1:00 News(C)
8:30 America Sings (e)
3:00 Dark Shadows(c)
MON DA
9:00 Cathedral of Tomorrow(c)
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies (c)
10:00 Hart Family(c)
4:00 Lucille Ball (c)
6:30 Mcliale's Navy
10:30 Discovery (c)
4:30 Real McCoys
7:00 Bozo (c)
11:00 World Tomorrow Cc)
5:00 News!c)
8:50 Lucille Rivers(e)
11:30 Oak Ridge Boys(c)
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
9:00 Barbara Moore(c)
12:00 At Issue(c)
6:00 News, Weather, Sportslc)
9:30 He Said, She Said (c)
12:30 Issues 6 Answers(c)
&XI it Takes a Thief(c)
12:55 NBA Playoffs(c)
10:00 Bewitched (c)
7:30 Movie "The ,,Deadly
3:00 American Sportsman (c) 10:30 That Girl (c)
(c)
1:00 Movie "Tammy Tell Me 11:00 Best Of Everything (c)
9:30 Now - Report(c)
11:30 World Apart(c)
True"(c)
Lao-Laud - Of Ake. -Giants (c) 12:00. AU My Children(c)--- •I0:00 Next, Weillier,_spof4
112:30 Let's Make A _Dear (c) 10:30 nivIe '41fld-Rfver"
700 FBI(c)
12,15 Dick CaVett(Cr

•

Awe.

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what w
decideeeliih—
reairy going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need-and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Cne Supplies,-equipment, maintenance, extra
-e help, medical bill& educational expenses.
And we know hob( to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year-With a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4th Stfeet
Phone 753-5802

divefrom the wide-awake bank

No matter what you've heard in the past there's
one way to remove the fuss from family finance.
,Put all your t.ggs in one basket.
Use one bin k the wide-awake bank for
all the
services yoLi'ipeed. Because our business is to make
money wok to your best advantage. With savings
accounts, checkite, accounts, car loans, Christmas
Club, mortiftges and home improvement loans,
personal loans, credit cards, or you name it.
Every teller or officer can . make one thing lead
to another so casily. For in our bank the right hand
knows exactl.:Avhat the left hiind has in offer.
And familiarity with our customers breeds consideration and,,underst a ndi ng.
'Nothing comes between pm and all our wideawake services. Because we don't want anything to
come bet weewiyou and the wide-awake bank.

The wide-awake hank
makesitallsoeasy.

BANK
OF
MURRAY
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WALLIS DRUG
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DALLAS (UP!)
from the network's "Another WoIL
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Perot,
who
failed
to
rld." Some of the same actors
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will be seen on both shows.
ican prisoners of war in North •Stutter and Stammer
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for
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Vanther
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"Laugh-In"
;30°
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•
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peat of a show featuring guest]
•
•
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Jonathan Winters.
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The ABC movie is "The Deadin
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de Rainbow pe Monkreq
:
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To Ripen Avocado
•
ly Affair," starring James Ma,
—STARTING SOON—
•
Lynn
and
Schell
Firm avocados ripen at room
son, Maximilian
FOR MORE INFORMATION
•
temperature in a few days. To •
Redgrave in an espionage thrillhasten the ripening process
MatCoupon To: Goners! Delivery, Murray, Ky. 42071•
er.
:OD East-West All
•
put an avocado in a brown paNBC repeats "Arabesque,"st:38 Basketball
•
per
_bag
or
wrap
it
in
plastic
or
egor
y
LoreaandGr
givelnelbettSophia
:re
arring
•
:90 Gideon
KEW
foil. Wrapping speeds the ripIlene*
Peck in a story of International
•
.00 Laredo
CBS Gorr Classic
ening
process
by
confining
and
COS Golf Classic
:30 Laredo
intrigue.
•
concentrating gases that the
Turn On
Wide _World of Sports
00 Carl Smith _
TUESDAY
•
Something Else
wide 'World of Souris
Jien Ed Brown
fruit -exhales." An avocado is
CBS preemas "Lancer" to
•
r
:00 Wilburn Bros. ShowAll Amer Lot, Show Wide World of Sports
fully ripe when it feels soft to S.
:30 Porter Waegner MLROWIr Mudd News
Falls COY FROMM* $how
Presented by The Lockyear Forum
present a documentary special,
•
gentle pressure in the palm of
SATURDAY EVE NING PROGRAMS
"The Lions Are Free," a sequel
the hand.
:00 Lester FAtt Show News: Whir
Sports All Star Wrestling
to the motion picture, "Born
Q
:30 Andy WilliOnts Eh. leurie Gieason
anow Water Planet
Free,"
1411 AWAY 11011111eratilli. Jacla• G'eay,e Show Water Planet
My urea Sons
I
• 30 Adam-12
The Lawrence Welk Sh
• NBC repeats "The Brass Are
Coming," starring Herb Alpert
Death Vagev earS
:oo Movits
The
and the Tijuana Brass and singSisters
:30 Moyle
7
News: Wthr ; Si.orts
The AMLennon
Anderson Sh
er Petula Clark.
On -"mod Squad" on ABC a
film producer seeks police protection when his work on a movie
12 :03% "TtzneUrstoritiven- MoyA& m4n,9he
about an unsolved murder cage
meets with "accidents."
"Goldilocks" on NBC at 8:30
is a half-hour special in which
stars Dinah Shore and plays on
live action is combined with anFEMME the theme of the difference betimation in a modern version'Of the Holland Tunnel, the
ween "hap" and "hip".
the fairy tale classic. Bing Cros- Canal and so on. •
&MIR DAY
by, wife Kathryn, daughter Mary- On NBC's "Ironside" a (bog"CBS Golf Classic" has a
Frances and son Nathaniel part- napper specializes in pets of
San Francisco socialites.
semifinal match in selich Gene
icipate.
The CBS movie repeats "Fate Littler and tcen Still play Al
''Seven in'Darkness" is the
• Self-propelled high wheeler
made - for - TV film on ABC's Is the Hunter," starring Glenn Geiberger and Dave Stockton.
NBC presents a hall - hour
• Mows finest lawns, toughest weeds
"Movie of the Week". Dina Me- Ford and Nancy Kvran in a sus• Easy to maneuver in the rough
rrill Barry Nelson and Alejandro pense tale about investigation special, "The 1969 World Series," a specially edited version
• 22" cutting width
Rey are blind survivors of a pla- of an airplane crash.
choir of how the New York Mets won
the
Jr.
and
Davis
Sammy
engine
ne
crash.
h.p.
4-cycle
•3
of the Welsh guards are features the title.
• Easy-pull stand-up safety
on ABC's "This is Tom Jones."
NBC shows "The Pink Jung• Excli...siye Flexor Blade .
FR[DAY
le," starring James Garner as
WEDNESDAY
instant cutting height adjustment
a photographer who, with a mod• Tool-tote -r on handle
Merle Haggard and Linda RonNBC has a documentary spe- el, is trapped in a primitive
stadt are guests on "Hee Haw"
• Meets A S.A. safety standards
cial, "The Unexplained."-Play- South American country.
for CBS,
Rod Serling is off-camera
"The third Bill Cosby Spe- wright
narrator of this examination of
cial" on NBC at 9 preempts
mysteries of the human body.
"Music Hall." The comedian
The annual repeat of the 1965
does several monologues with
Richard Rodgers - Oscar Rama humorous slant on current
"Cinder°.
problems, Guest star Roberta merstein c/PPerettai
lla," is on CBS.
Flack sings.
The Johnny Cash show on ABC
'The Name of the Game" on
offers as guests Roy Orbison,
Gordon Terry and Shel Silver- NBC has Howard seeking an eccentric industrialist who is trying
stein.
The CBS "Medical Center" to put him out of business.
story deals with a young ath- CBS has a one-hour special,
lete with Olympic prospects who "The Don Knotts Nice, Clean,
POWER MOWERS, has developed a muscular ail- Decent, Wholesome Show." Guests are Andy Williams, Juliet
ment.
Prowse and The Establishment.
THURSDAY
NBC preempts "Daniel Boo- CBS follows with musical-varne" for a documentary special, iety special, "Like Hop!" which
"It Couldn't Be Done." Lee Maicky
rvin narrates this look at various
great accomplishments such as
Murray, Ky.
the Mount Rushmore memorial,

monic Young Peoples Concerts"
has conductor Leorised Bernstein
NEV YORK (UPI )— Crosby presenting a concert version of
"Fideand Cosby — Bing and Bill - have Beethoven's only opera,
ho."
NBC-TV
network
specials on the
"Nature's Strangest Odckee
during the week.
NBC,
The same network features Us" is the Disney fare so
two documentary specials deal- combining live action and animaing, respectively, with great ac- tion.
Comedians Marty Allen and
complishments in the face ofodds
on
and an exploration of mysteries George Kirby are featured
Ed Sullivan's CBS hour, enterof the human body. •
ABC offers two new daytime taining wounded Vietnam veterans.
serials, beginning Monday.
CBS has an all-special pro- The ABC movie rescreen*
gram Friday, including a repeat "The Chase starring Marion
modern
of the Rodgers - Hammerstein Brando as a sheriff in a
"Cinderella," a Don Knotts com- town gone berserk.
MONDAY
edy special and a variety show.
Details for March 29 - April ABC introduces a new daytime
serial, "The Best of Every4:
thing". Geraldine Fitzgerald,GaSUNDAY
CBS will have a eine-hour Eas- le Sondergaard and Patty McCoref-thisdnima
ter special addffett "The Yenr naek
based on Rona Jaffe's novel ofthe
1200."
NBC has a one-hour telecast same title.
of the Pontifical Easter Mas in A second new.ABC serial is
St. Peter's Square, Vatican City. "A World Apart," which focuses
The CBS "New York Philhar- on lives of two families, one re-
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Key Note,Speaker - 7:30-8:00
Study Hall, Age 3-5 Program,
Nursery Provided During Classes
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Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors
Serving Murray, Hazel and PUryear

NEW YORK (UPI)— The
stock market has been in
process of changing from
"bear" market declining trend
to a "bull" market advance'
since • last fall, Wright hives-,
tors' Service says. This recovery could take six months or
more, as in 1957-58, before it is
completed, and
could
le
delayed this - year by the "unduly
deliberate
Federal:
Reserve Board delay in easult:'
credit restrictions," it adds,
The possibility of a delay,
however, does not mean that
new -investment commitments
should be deferred.
--In six of the past ei4tit yea;
stocks selling below book valuron Dec. 31 outgained the I
Jones industrial average tJ4
following year, according in ,t
computerized study by Path,

Ford Dealers offer more lowpriced cars than anybody!
Come save today.

Webber, la,kson
Curtis, Such stocks offer ,c.
average performance pOttg it ,
, the firm feels. To deterr .
book value, arid up all •
1 assets of a company, sui,r, t
liabilities and divide by t!.f.
number of shares outstaipig,
lie L;eneral publir
utsH.
to be reluctant to Patti
aggressively in the rtiark0
some of the prevailinv
tainties are better ,
resolved, Ilayden, Stotir,
' serves. However, the (mei ,.
surplus buyinv powt,r
available to institution:„
may be worried about
, a p4r1od of further ro
7 r,
should cushion the 11,,,:
during any near-term srttr!1
provided pie, Dow ,10(le.:
trial averaee eoes 116 1,,
111111"Tffiall. Tfier760-7C5 level, it ,

Save on cars like "Simple
big Ford
Machine" Maverick
Custom ... all-new 70, 1 Falcon .
new -clear -through Torino and eight
other excitingly low cost car;
Wa:i.pm,
• ratd S Suggested
mcluded no,
y

tr,
tt•,))

t,res are not tncluded, they are $3000 extra Sr:e. r.,i r,,,portatier, charges and Vale and local lase* vary,
retorted by state laws Deaier preparation charges :1 any) are ncg included in lee $1995 HaveriCk price.
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Sawa IMMODEST
0/1111111011
Pint and Third Iheaday
s:
a.day Odessa .... 10:00
Horan* Ilsevlos .... 11:00 am.
am.
lisamed and Fourth Sunday
s:
Sandy
10:00

VIDE YOU IV MIS CHURCH
innismr CHRISTIAN
ORRIN PLAIN CHURCH
intrucir
OF CHRIST
WOW Wall. d &
Mornkg Worship
Maple
10:46 a.m.
Bible Scheoi
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
0:30 am. Wed.
Bible Sind,
7:30 p.m.
WeirshiP Slervise
10:15 am.
ST.
LEO
CATHOLIC CHURCH
IilvenStg Service
1:00 p.M.
401 N. 12th Street
Rey. Martha Mattingly. pester
UNITED PRNTACOSTAL
Sunday Masses: 8 a.m.,11. a.m.
CHURL 11
and
4:30 p.m.
New Concord on Hwy. 444
Sunday School
10:00 arts.
COLD WATER UNITED
Morning Worship
11:00 am
METHODIST CHURcH
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
fiat Baker, Paster
SPRING CREZA BAPTIST
eine Sunday
Church
School
Mhrning Worship
10:00
. 11:00 am. Worship Service
Training Union
11:00
.... 7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship .... 1:00
p.m.
SCOTTS GROVIE BAPTIST
NORTIESIDs RAFT1197
irtorghtp Service .... 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 aid.-.Trail:lbw Union
0:30 pm.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
EMMANITEL MISSIONARY
SINKING SPRINGS BAPTI
BAPTI
ST CHURCH
ST
CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
Morning Worship
II:30 p.m.
. 11:00 a.m. Evening Worship
Training Union
7:10
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
WEST FORK BAPTIST
OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND
Morning Worealp
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Morning Worsnip
11:00 a.m.
4:30 pm.
Evening Wnrshin
7.00 p.m
LOCUST DROVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZAR
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
ENE
Kirksey, Kentucky
111 N. Fifth Street
Morning Worship
Worship Hour
11:00 a.m.
--uoday Night
10:30 a.m.
Evening Service
Service . 7:00 p.m.
7:00 pm.

•
••

1•71•

•
lbee
IHMIESIF

HAZEL BA1 MT CHURC
H
R. WInchestvr. pastor

and ma, we

Morning. Worship
Training Union
Evening worship

Because He liter, uy knou- we -too shall lire

Man is not

in the heart of NUM
This Easter. we share the immortaliry of
Jesus Christ. His journes to Golgotha

trinsfigufed the cross forever, turning that
symbol of suffering into a

\

Morning Worship
11:00 am..
Sunday Night Ferrite.. 7:00
p.m.

IA within Service
Sunday night

HAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
11110 Raft Mulberry Street

91,ora4s. Worship
Worship Service

. 10:46 lam.
7:00

. _ : .
•
- -expect to go on and on forever

y.
a,
es

.. world ssithour end This is indeed
our true Christian hope. This is What
Easter means to us todas.

11:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

..INIVIERSITY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
106 North 15th Street

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

&TRACI BAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street

...:.__.
1104
symbol of triumphant life. i.„
r --'• Then let Lis loe site women and men who

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
CHURCH
South 16th and Glendale
Road

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PREsBYTRRIAN CHC11(

Worship Service
Evening Worship • • •

mortal, but rather immortal.

For God bath set eternity

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:90 p.m

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:30 tim.

bloom and

Thc Greeks were wrong.

et orthip
11:00 am. Sunday School ....
10:00 a.m.
?raising
1:10 p.m. Preaching .........11:00
a.m.
Evening V orshin . • • •
7:30 ti.m.
•
POPLAS SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Route I- Pottertowo

Weeektp Service
Wen

sing Hallelujah!_For

the Lord is risen The lilies are in
men and angels are in jubilation.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN

a.

Morning Worship ..
Evening Worship ..

10'3.1 a.m.
6,9 p m

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Mere* H. Reflect. Paster
Church School
9:30 a.m
Service of Worship .... 11:00 a.m.

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST
Highway 444. New Concor
az1111641*.ws wiriness*,
d. KY.
Iter North Fowth Street
Morning Worship ... 11:00
Geerse R. Readarra
a m.
Watchtower Study . . 10 30 am
Evening Worship
. 6:30 p. m.
Bible Lecture Sunday
9 30 am

Is. it De dee
Thor OssI I is

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...
IStokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Max H. Churchill Funeral Home

•

Kentucky Friel eltickes
"Ws Finger Ulan' Good"
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
Try Our Delicious Beef & Ham Sandwich
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

Mack & Mack
Auntorixed Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass and Aluminum Boat Repair
Sales and Service
W. End Eggner's Ferry - U.S. 68 (Aurora)
Phone 474-2344

The Hitching Post

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Selig, Parts, Service- Complete Boating Suppli
es
94 E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753-3734

Featuring Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish & Bar-B-Q Ribs
Open All `emir — 6:80 a.m. to 9:1111 p.m.
Aurora. Ky.
Phone 474-2228
I

Murray Auto Parts

.

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Men., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin. Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

- s

Nerth 12th Street
r

Phone 753 2221
—

v,

Holmes Ellis, Mgr .
Phone

641 Super Shell

Flowers for All Occasions
Member E.T.D.
502 N. 9th St.
753-3251

Free Pick-Up and Delivery

1915

Main Street

Five Points

Ezell Beauty School

Phone 753-7992

Beauty Services To All . . . At School Prices
"We Build Successful Careers"
406 No. 4th St.

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
New & Used
Ilgt

Phone 753-4723

,

Kentucky
' Lake Oil Company
Jobbers of Shell Oil Products

Cot G 1-10P,ON
I-I , , mr t`r. 4 el n S filar-,

Murray and Mayfield

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.

/
Susie's Cafe

11(..itini.; Sheet Metal
Air conditioning
Rill ;it I 'a•stniit
Phont. 753 4832

National Hotel Building

-

.
West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
0112

Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Industrial Road
Phone 753-2924

Phone 753-2202

Palace Drive-In

0

-; , t

Open 6:00 a.m. - Close 12:10 p.m.
South 12th Street — Phone 753-9131

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

Bowling At its Best — Fine Feed

75 s .`905

1, 11,,10

V

-

,

Hutson Chiemical Co., Inc.

Colonial House Smorgasbord

13e1 Air Shopping Center

Shirley Florist

E. W. Outland, Supt.
753 R220

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
Murray IC
ill, !II` 753-1933

Herman 'K. Ellis
- J. W. Young

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Grain Division

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily • Banquet Room
Facilit
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetin ies
gs
So. Side Manor Shopping Center
753 3892

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads
Meats - Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Semite
Open Sundays
Hwy 641 North
Phone 75.12700
JO' 0
—
sia.

_

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.

Southside Restaurant

...

-,

Hugh Adams Owner
Portable Service - Custom Wrought iron
Fabrication and Repair
Main & Industrial Road
Phone 753 1378

Lifetime Muffler installation & Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars and Beats
North 4th Street
Phone 753-8119

Tom's Pizza Palace

Robert Young
Wm. E. Dodson

Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding

Jerry & Barbara Atkins Owners
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Served "Year Round
'
Plate Lunches - Steaks - Bar-B-Q Ribs - Sea
Feed
Junction Hwy. 80 & 68. Aurora
Phone 474-2273

.
Storey's Food Giant

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 753-5334

'
518 W. main
Phone 753-7724
s .',.
Residential - Commercial Farm — Building Lois
and Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing

Jerry's Triangle Inn

1

Murray Livestock Company

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
Special Rate to Church Parties of 15 or Over
Open 7 Days A Week from 5 a.m. to 9 p m.
Aurora ftd. on Hv.. 68
Ph. 474-2259

Phone 474-2202

fa

..
Lassiter Auto Sales

Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant
i

The Cleaner That's Interes
ted In You

1105 Pogue }Block E. of S 12th - Phone
753-1489

Phone 753-15

Phone 753-5209

Boone's Incorporated

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

Beal's Tune-Up & Carburetor
Service

Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions - Radiators
Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424

Mobile Homes Court

Carroll Tire Service

hellotors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Grecian Steak House

Holiday' Restaurant

r

621 So. 4th

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

On Hwy. 68 at Aurora

Commercial and Residential _ sales a samitm
Repairs & Installation — Gas & Sewer
Phone 753-6168
501 N. 4th

The Best Plug In Kentucky

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
S
el Buildings
•

Holiday inn

Ferneus Fish Dinnen

Claude Vaughn

Shady Oaks

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Mayfield Highway 121

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
1-•,---,U.S. Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-5906
_ ...Bring The Whole Family In
For Easter Dinner.

1:1e

.
Cain .& ,aylor Gulf Service

.

.

—
-

-

I ...ed . A I,
Diu. 73, .Q.01..!

Minor Repairs
NIVIlt 7S:1-.1.548

a.m.

GROWN
IIHTROD11117 CHURCH
Phut sad Third Sundays:
Worship Service
$:45 a.m.
RIESIMAT CHURCH OP
Simla, WNW .... 10:46 am.
THI NAZARMICZ
Seoend and Fourth Sunday
:
South 18th and Plainview
Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
TIIIIIPLE UL
UNIT= METHODIST CHURCH
Prealthillg:
COLEYS CAMP GROUND
Mot and Third Sundays at II a.m.
11111TMODDIT CHURCH
Preaching:
Jerry Looker, pester
Sod sad 4th litmdays at 8:80 a.m.
PIM Sunday:
RUSSELLS oslarzi,
.
Illanday &boot
10:00 a.m.
Intr=1) METHODIST CHURCH
Osgood Sunday:
Proachiag:
Illenday School .... 10:00 a.m.
!Ira and Third Sunday, 0:10 am.
Worship Service .... 11:00 a.m.
Preaching:
Sod and 4th Sundays at 11 am. Third Salida,:
Sunday Sr
00 a.m.
Fourth Sunday.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worehl” See, ire .
CHURCH
em
Sunday School .... 10:46 van.
, Main & Broach Streets"
— Sunday "School
7:48.
70 • Pewter
Morning Worship
. CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:3D am.
Sooldloy
Holy Communion Each Third
,
Plifblo
Salami
Sunday at 10:30
0
.
:46 ass.
Worship Hour .... 10:40 a.m.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Evening Worship
II:00 am.
OF LATTIMR-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 16th and Sycamore _
- Sunday School
NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m"
CHURCH OF CHRIST
CHBOTIIIIIT STRUT
Bibb nooses
TABRRNACLE
10:00 a.m.
Worship & Preaching
Cherry & Chestnut
10:10 a.m
Evening Worship
Sunday School
•
7:00 p.m.
10:00 A.M.
Morning Worship
RUE DROPS
11:00 A.M.
Hymning Worship
BAPTIST CHURCH
7:80 P.M.
Smear School
117111TRD PENTECOSTAL
10:00
Worship 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 Sall
CHURCH
p.m
MR CHURCH OF
Ill Irma Avg.
MRCS
CHRIS
T
OF
Sunday School
LATTI
R-DAY
10 A.M.
Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 P.M.
is/inirre
Meeting hekV'Ifp the white chattel
WRIT MURRAY CRUNCH
HOOD SHEPHERD UNITU
OF CHRIST
D
magrontsp.CRURCH
Solfth 18th Street
rrerlaurii:How Hoes sad Smas, Her,10di& sat.
Sulphur Springs Cbsreli
sow., Hoeshig — SAO
esi
p.m. Church School
10:40
Wiarehlp Service
8:10 a.m.
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
VIM amid Maple Streets
Morning Worship
1:46 A 10:60 a.m.
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
IIIRKPEY BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
METHODIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
11:00 a.m
7:30 p.m. Weevilly Service
Church
School
10:00 a.m.
IMMORTAL MAPTIST CHURCH
Male Street at 10th
Sunday School
PLEAS
SOUTH
0:40 a.m
ANT GROVE
Morning. Worship
10:60 a.m. UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Evening Worship:
Morning Worship
10:46 am.
(Sept.-March)
Evening Worship
II:10
6:00 p.m
(April-Aug.)
7:10 p.m.
CHRIS
TIAN
SCIEN
CE
NEW MOUNT CARMICL
SIBVICES
YISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning worship
11:00 a.m. Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:10 p.m. Sunday School
•
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 turn
SALEM BAPTIST C11517RC11
Evening Worship
7:10 p.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Evening Worship
7:11 p.m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 a.m:
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
OF CHRIST
Evening Worship .... 6:10 p.m
Hurray-Pottertown Road
KTRESEY UNITED
Morning Worship .... 11:00 am.
METHODIST CHURCH
Evening Worship
6:20 p.m.
Worship Service:
11:00 a.m & 7:00 p.m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
16th & Sycamore
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST
Sabbath School
1:00 p.m.
CHURCH
Worship Service
2:00 p.m.
Sunday School
10 am
UNION GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11. am.
OF CHRIST
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Sunday School
10: 0 &XI].
Warship Service
10:60 am
Evening Service
:10
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
CHURCH
OF CHRIST
15th & Main
Murray-Pottertown Road
Sunday School
1:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

i

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

See The Old Country Store
Vs Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin, Ky. — Ph. 492-2286

Vary,

@PPP°

"The Friendly Funeral Horne"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
311 No. 4th Street
Phone 753-4612

Massey-Ferguson Sales & Service
Industrial Road
Phone 7534319

r

WORTH PLMASANT
0E01111
OVILISMILLARD PRIIIISTTMES
.
CHURCH
Ileasilay School
10:00
Montag Worship
11:00 a.m.
Ovenkas Wordily7:1110

mom

Lynhurst Resort
Col. and Mrs. Thomas E.- Brown Phone 436 2345 or 436 5376

1
-_Owner
.s—•
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Can Pro Football Knock Off
Prime-Time Series Next Year?
ww; wbo
example can Red skeu
NBC-TV
from
moving to
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Can las.7m, make headway against
profeastnnal football knock o "Gunawice," a powerhouse of
some of television's hottest the network that canceled him?
prime-time series in a weekly ABC TV's "Mod Squad,"
head-to-bead battle for the meanwhile, will have W comratings?
pete with the new Don Kaotts
That's what the video imam_ Variety Show, and new May
try is waiting to see nest Tyler Moore situation aomeft
season when ABC-TV, for the and "To llotne with Love," KIRSCH RODS, close out. Lit111-31.0
first time on a weekly basis, transferred from Sunday W Uetose
puts National Football League Tuesday.
TWO IRISH SETTER pups, six TRUCK TOPPERS; also truck
EXTRA NICE horse posy, good
games up against the potent Danny Thomas, returning W
old. One male, $30.00,
a situation one female $20.00. Phone 753- toppers custom built. Lowell" game p:.-ny, brc-le to pony cart.
with
Monday night lineups of C.. ABC-TV
Lamb, Sedalia, Kentucky. Phone Also pony cart and harness.
TV and NBC-TV.
M-27-C
will have W go up 7588.
111-27-P Cart large enough for small
320.8321.
The games will start at 9 comedy,
Virginian" and a FOR EASTER, youllil
horse or big pony. Phone 753p.m, EST, and since they will against "Tile
bright
as
new.
FLUFFY soft and
be live across the nation they new series called "Storefront young parakeets, and toy pood- That's what cleaning rugs will 3064 after 8:00 p. in. M-30-C
Andy Griffith's new les. Mrs. Raymond Starks, Alwill -because of the tune Lawyers."
has as its foes m, Kentucky, Phone 753-1882. Jo when you use Blue Lustre%
show
comedy
differences
actually have a
shampooer $1. Big
of
the Game" and
Name
"The
11-28-C Rent electric
crack at every Monday night
11-28-C
:ers of Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority at
IL
"REIVERS" REHEARSAL — These mem ,
Partridge
Family,"
about
"The
series on the opposing netMurray State University rehearse for their parody of "The Reivers," to be presented in
FOR "a job well done feeling"
her
offspring
in
a
and
mother
a
works.
the
I "Last Res3rt" program at 8 p.m. April 2-3 in tho University Auditorium. The
clean carpets with Blue Lustre. ANTIQUE, 150 year old walnut
This means that the gridiron traveling rook :and roll band.
program, sponsored by Sigma Chi social frat ernity, centers around the "Academy Awards"
Rent electric shampooer $1. Grandfather striking elk,
versicmall-Negro
The
Shown—httre—Ittlf-eats-will- square off against
Home. Bach campus sererity_will-present a parody of • recont ~Vic
Western Auto, Home of "The tall, made in England, $275.00.
CBS-TV's lineup of 'Tains- "Barefoot W We Park" wila Wishing Will".
7-(1e0 to right) Donna Jones, Murray; Beth Terns, Louisville; Pam Clifford, Waiter V.I.
11-284 Phone 753-7883 after 5:80 p. a. MICE GET BREAK
the
compete
with
W
have
mote," "here's Lucy," "May.
Icy; Pat Drerup,..Uniets,' City, Tenn.; Vifki McDermott, Benton; Marsha Hayes, Murray;
11-30-P
and
movie
"IronThursday
1988 173 RONDA, five speed,
berry 11.F.D.," the Doris Day
DENVER (UPI) - Colorado
Phyllis-Sureer, Lesoisvilie; Paulette Copeland, Behton; Marsha Bryan, Frankfort; and Dot
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) Show and the Carol Burnett side." and Flip Wilson's Variety orange, turn signals and 1969 MODEL 70 Winchester 3048 Mice got a Weak Thursday
Anderson, (under the table) St. lotis, Mo.
Hour goes up against am license. Real nice bike, good with weaver 4x to 12a variable under a newly adopted state
Flour.
M-28-C scope, case and sling. Only five
It also moans the games will Nabors 'Family Affair" and tires. Phone 489-2892.
Game, Fish and Parks Commonths old. Phone 753-6420.
go up against NBC-TV's lineup Vince l'Awarcis' drama entry,
mission regulation.
Line,'
"Dhil
Hot
M-27-C
YOUNG RABBITS. Will make
of Red Skelton, "Rowan and
Although officials admit it
nice Easter gifts. Phone 753Martin's Laugh-In" and the
won't be enforced, the rule
8505 after 5:00 p. in. M-27-C FOUR pure bred Charolias technically requires housewives
'cancer.
heifers, $850.00. each. Phone to obtain small game huntins
HOLLYWOOD (IWO- JOLul else does the same.
A five-pack-a-day cigarette Monday Night Movie.
PIANOS and Organs,
753-7575.
11-30-C licenses before they can trig
ABC-TV's Monday movies ILLEGAL BOC6T
For the second time in his 40 smoker, Wayne came out of
Wayne, favored to win his first
Rent or buy. Used, new piano
Academy Award next month, years as a motion picture surgery still cursing and will be bumped to make way
as
from
Poet
Office,
Lonerwith
Mx rodents.
1989
SUZUKt
350,
PORT NECHES, Tex. (UPI)
thinks of Mexico as his second actor, Duke- as his friends and vowing to beat the disease. for the fiaotball games in the
do Piano Co., Paris, Tenn.
speed
transmission,
turn
sigTexas state crawfish
home-he travels there for acquaintances' call him- has From all appearances, he has. fall, but it is widely believed -The
H-M-274 nals and only 700 miles, 18 ft.
commissioners have disqualimovie locations and vacations, been nominated for an Oscar. He's quit smoking but chews that the network will again put
fiberglass canoe and all pieces,
Nan
La
La
from
fied
all
future
on the motion pictures when the
taking his family with lihn. ,
stories, like new. Also used GE
tobacco.
OLD
CARNIVAL
GLASS,
varirst Nomination
besanctioned crawfish races
gridiron season is over.
SYRACUSE,- --ft:Y. (UPI).The big, hard-living, outspo-644conatk washer.--All- priced
Action Movies
iety
of
old
bottles
and
jars,
He was first nominated in
You've heard of television's cause the crawfish was docken Wayne goes his own way 1949 for
for quick sale. Phone 489-333! When Syracuse newspaper re"Rio
starring
in
Currently
concrete
water
fountains
and
"The Sands of Iwo
tored in its last outing.
•
and is pleased when everyone Jima."
M-30-C. porters Peter Volmes and Mar)
Lobos," his 183,rd movie, Wayne weekend football widows. Now The commissioners disquali- sea horse bird bath. Also life
.
they
may
be
forced
to
accept
Kunz discovered their coats had
primarily
in
starred
size reindeers and other conLike Charles Chaplin and has
fied
the
crawfish,
belonging
to
what they consider another day
been stolen, they only had to
crete
animals.
Willie's
Place,
Cary Grant it was always Westerns, war pictures and
of video torture. For us football Vidor, Tex., newspaper publish- near New Concord just off 123
walk a few feet to the city
something of a mystery why aetien-adventure yarns.
buffs, of course, ABC-TV's er Morel Luker, following an on Hwy. 814.
police
complaint desk.
M-27-C
strong
himself,
Physically
the big guy had never come
Investigation of the race last
The coats were taken from
COCKER-P00
puppies,
six
-now past 60- enjoys Monday night series of games Sunday at the Vidor City Hall
away with a golden statuette. Wayne
GOOD
USED,
black
and white weeks old, 813.00 each. Phone the press room in the Public
is delightful to contemplate.
As Rooster Cogburn in "True doing as many of his own
television console. Phone 753- 753-4710.
Besides the Monday night which Nan La La won.
11-30-C Safety Building, which houses
Grit," he turns in his best stunts as possible.
M-27-C
competition, other The four commissioners re- 3914.
not may city police headquarBetween films the actor lives head - on
performance.
matchups next season will be vealed somebody put Louisiana
ters, but the Onondaga County
But Wayne has more than in a rambling beachfront home
Hot Sauce on the racer.
Sheriff's Office and county jail.
Calif., watched with interest. For
just a good part in a hit picture in Newport Beach
going for him. There is playing with his children by his
present wife, Pilar, and a
sentiment and affection, too,
The big fellow left Cuernava- handful of grandchildren by a
A total of 16 different camping
session beginning May 4 and end- ca Mexico, last week to fly to previous marriage.
He takes frequent trips
' Angeles for the funeral of
ing August 22are expected to ser- Los
ve more than 600 toys and girls his mother who died at the age -aboard his yacht, a converted
Navy mine-sweeper and visits
f 81.
this year at Camp Kysoc.
Special sessions are also sc- More than five years ago he his cattle range in Arizona
heduled for adults and fanilly was operated on for lung where his herds roam on 80
sections of land.
campDag 'during the spring and
"At my age, I can't play
sumnsas months, according to
leading men," Wayne says,
Alan Kelley, director of the Eas- the state.
Local residents interested in "But hell, who wants to. I'll
ter Seal resident camp, at Carrsending a physically handicapped stick to Westerns. I like 'em
oUton.
The only resident campincht_c- or blind youngster to Camp Kysoc better anyhow."
WO in Kentucky designed to ser- this spring or summer are asked
ve children with practically all to write the Kentucky Easter Seal
types of handicaps, Camp Kysoc Society,zn East Broadway,Lou- CUB WILL CLOSE
Is owned and operated by the isvUle (40202). Session are scheKentucky Easter Seal Society for duled to serve individuals and
LONDON (UP1)-Crockford's
Crippled Children and Adults. groups on the basis of age and one of
London's most famous
Trained conuselors experienc- type of handicap, the camp direc- gambling clubs
will close Tuesed in working with crippled child- tor said.
day because it; license has not
ren
. carry out the programs at Recreational a tivities include
HE SAYS HE'S
been renewed, the club's manageCamp Kysoc, Kelley said. The swimming in a heated pool, fishDEMONSTRATING
ment said Wednesday night.
special camp completed its eigh- ing, boating, crafts, nature lore, The
Gaming Board saldrecentAGAINST THE
th year of operation last year, photography, cook. outs, camply-it would not renew the club's
PROFESSORS
and served 592 handicapped Ken- fites and sports adapted to the
license but gave no reason. A
tuckians from every section of handicaps of the campers.
AT HIS
appears court upheld the decision
SCHOOLto withhold the license.
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- John Wayne Thinks Mexico Is 2nd Home
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ACROSS
3 Neer
=MOM
4 Scott
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4-A continent
7 Note of scale
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10 Number
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1 -- DON'T KNOW How 1 dor
WHERE I CAME FROM...
..........
OR.. OR WHO I AM.„ALL I KNOW
IS-- IVet AINFIIL MINGR Y...

HERE.. OR

Sytt•Kst• 1t-t 548..27_

CHARLIE IS A Woo SWIMMER.
SO HE PROBABLY SWAM AWAY -AND -- IS VOW WAITING FOR A
BOAT TO COME ALONG AND
PICK HIM UP. RIGHT, POP?

I W.4Wr IT T' BE"RiCsscre;
SUE --BUT TWO DAYS HAVE
PASSED--AND NOT A SIGH
0' THE BOY!
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I CAN'T Gi\JE mils COUNTRY TO
M LI'L ZEPPELIN -I MEAN MY
Li'L zEPHYR - 1 N THIS
CONDITION -

-VT:7'067
*/,'•

by UnIted Fe tare SNr.1:,ate lnr

YOU TAKE NO CHAN( i; WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

so
lid T
wIn
thn.).
us
FULTON YO
7549
an: Map
46; le,
ishm
Home phones:
1534.

'OSTRA BOSS
u.7
'Bo.

MurraA, Ks
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — 1.0%1 PRO1 II
"Service Built Our liuNiipss'
IT WILL PAY YOU '10 SE F :
NEW OR USED CAR

NATURALLY!! I'LL DESIGN SOME
CUTE,COLORFUL PEASANT
COSTUMES — I3EADED ESODICES
)
FOR THE LADIES,AND LEATHER
SHORTS FOR THE MEN!!

uario
Ire the
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FOUR-BEDRO
fOrmal living
fireplace in f
basement, clout)
lion room in
00000. Phone

Ling

A CORNER
Ole- zoned f
menus. S8;50.00
after 13.00 o. m
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

e pony, good
to pony cart.
'ad harness.
for small
Phone 753m. M-30-C
E refrigeratiree months
er 4:30 p. m.
M-30-C
4

LARGE

I-BEDROOM
brick
eree,-just-s- miles
IliCilsouth on US 841. Elm 1% ceramic bathe, wall to wall carpeting, draperies, marble fireplace,
separate dining room, 2-car garage, large breezeway, fenced
heck yard. Interior of house
has just been re-decorated.
Shown by appointment.
3-BEDROOM brick home, 5 miles
east of Murray. Has large living room with a fireplace, entry hall, 2 ceramic tiled baths,
carpeting, central heat and air,
sliding glass doors to the patio,
utility room furnished with
washer and dryer. Shown by
appointment
SPACIOUS 3-bedroom
brick
home, Just outside the Murray
City Limits. Has living room.
kitchen-family room, utility, 2
ceramic baths, carpeting. central heat and air. .
3-BEDROOM BRICK in the city
school district. Panelled kitchen-family room, central heat
and air, carpeting, draperies,
11
/
2 baths, large utility room.
3-BEDROOM FURNISHED "Double Mobile Home", on a nice
wooded lot near Kentucky Lake.
This 4 acre property has complete facilities and has been licensed by the State of Kentucky
for ten (10) trailer spaces to
rent. Also has a good 10' x 34'
utility building, fenced pasture.
and several producing fruit
trees. Owner must sell due to
ill health.
3-BEDROOM FRAME home on
14 acres land. Located one mile
west of Murray on Hwy. 121.
Has a full
basement, storm
doors and windows, gas furnace,
screened porches and a garage
3-BEDROOM, two-story frame
home on US 641, in Hazel. Has
central heat, storm doors and
windows, two kitchens, large
utility room, nice corner lot.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home in
klmo. Has storm doors and windows, floor furnace, practically
new roof, garage and a 3/4 acre.
.ot.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home on
Hwy. 121, 31
/
2 miles S. E. of
Murray. This is a nice neatly
kept home with a very low price.
92 ACRE CATTLE Farm with
a
i-room frame house. Good
fences and stock ponds, large
grain base, good blacktop frontage. Located 8 miles from Murray, near New Providence.
108 ACRES on Ky. 614, approximately 9 miles S E. of Murray.
40 acres bottomland, 14 acres
corn base. Priced $125 acre.
142 ACRES near Puryear, Tenn.
Has 90 acres cleared and 22
acres bottom land, 2-bedroom
brick home, several good outbuildings, marketable timber
all the machinery you need to
operate the farm, and owner
will assist in financing.
158 ACRES near Crossland,
Tenn. Has 120 acres cleared and
30 acres bottom land, 2 frame
houses, 2 wells, and has been
heavily limed for the past several years. 1/3 down and ovinet
will finance the balance.
190 ACRES on Watts Road, approximately 13 miles S. E. of
Murray. Has a good well, 25
acres of bottomland and lots of

on
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

-BEDROOM "Double Mobile
ome", on 2/
1
2 acres. Located
US 641, four tulles south of
urray. Has paved walks, front
d back porches, sliding glass
oors to the paved patio, 11
/
2
aths, good well, two brand new
rage sheds with plywood
oors, many large shade trees.
n be bought with 3 addition.
acres, if desired. Low down
yment, balance like rent.
EDROOM Stucco House, on
acres. Located on Hwy. 121,
ne mile S. E. of Murray. Also
a 2-room garage apartment.
oed at $10,000 and owner
ill finance.

highway frontage. Priced $115
acre.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Sherwood Forest, Pine Bluff Shores,
Panorama Shores, Jackson Acres, Lynnwood Estates, Fairview Acres, Westwood Subdivl
sion and Plainview Acres.
A NEW BRICK home, designed
to suit YOUR needs, can be
built with a very low down payment and 6%% interest on the
balance. Call us for details.
TO BUY ... see us! TO SELL...
list with tut! (Licensed in Ky.
and Tenn.).•-•
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
and Maple, Phone 753-7333.
Home phones: Fulton E. Young.
753-4846; Ishmael Stinson, 7531534.
M-28-C

REAL ESTATE POE SALE

Throe bedroom brick veneer, 1511 Belmon
t. Central heat
and air.
Two bedroom brick veneer in Hazel,
real good buy.
Three bedroom home in Panorama
Shores. Has everything you could want in year around
home.
Apartment building at 1311 Main
Street, $600.00 per
month.
Two bedroom frame on two acres.
Priced right.
Eight stall clean up shop. Here is
another good buy.
Four bedroom frame on two acres near
town.
Thirty five acre hog farm. All modern
equipment.
Thirty five acres adjoining TVA
contour.
Two Ideff priced cottages at Kentucky
Lake Development.
Three water front lots at Pine Bluff
Shores.
Twenty acres wooded land adjoining
Chandler Park.
1000 feet commercial property on 94 Hwy.,
just east of
Stuckey's Candy Shop, near Barkley Lake.
Candy Shop, near Barkley Lake.
Eighty acres near Pottertown
Good buy at $7,000.00.
Forty six acres bottom land near
Murray.
Reel nice water front lot, Lake
Way Shores.
Very nice three bedroom brick. Central
heat and air,
carpeting.
Three bedroom brick veneer. Has fire
place at 1625
A C_o_111114 Farm Road.
Two story brick veneer on Ford Road.
Fine home.
Three bedrooms, fire place, family room.
In Gatesboro
Estates.
Reduced for quick sale. Locate
d on Wlswell Road.
Three bedroom brick veneer in tameiot subdivi
sion.
Central heat and air. You can move right in.
Beautiful stone home on two acre wooded lot near
Ken
Lake Hotel.
Pretty three bedroom on West Dogwood Drive.
One year old three bedroom brick veneer on
Broad
Street extended in Bagwell Manor.
Nice frame house and 11
/
4 or 5 acres near Kentucky
Lake.
Three bedroom brick veneer 11
/
2 miles from Murray.
Here is a good buy.
This two bedroom brick veneer at 801 North 17th Street
One new duplex, ready to move In.
Central heat and air,
cart, two bedrooms.
has
reduced $3000.00.
Three bedroom brick veneer three miles north
on Coles
Camp Ground Road.
One of our finest three bedroom brick veneer
homes.
Located six miles east of Murray.
The building at 9th and Sycamore has two
apartments
upstairs, plus grocery store down stairs. We will
se:1
with or without business rental income, over
$400.00
per month.
Real fine duplex, three bedrooms on one side,
two bed
rooms on the other.
340 acre farm. New frame home, good fence, two
real
good tobacco barns: Check this one.
118 acre farm. Good house, double garage, $15000
0
year income from corn base. Has good fence.
Only 8
miles from Murray.
24 acres with beautiful building site. Good well.
This
place is priced right.
50 acre farm with real nice frame house, near New
Concord. Owner leaving town, needs to sell.
Good Income property at 710 Poplar
Two story lake front cottage. This is a beauty. You
need
to see it.
Just listed, John Parker house on
North 10th Street. New
central heat and air conditioning.
Beautiful den with
fire place. Check this one.
In Coldwater; Four bedroom trl-level, one year
old. A
picture to look it. On one acre lot.
Due to the many'housesthat have been sold
in the last
weeks, we are desperate for new listings in and around
Murray. Give us a call and we will be glad to come
out
and appraise your property.
Two bedroom frame at 903 North 18th Street Rat-gain
Beautiful stone home at 903 Payne Has large swimming
pool, Wooded lawn, two fire places.
8% acres„ lovely home, plus three shop buildings. Pi
miles north on 641 Also has fishing lake.

For more information on any of the above
listings
CALL

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

MEAL ESTATE

FOR SALE

ALBlil'ITEN FARM: 92 acres,
good stock barn with electricity,
one old tobacco barn, ten acres
bottom land, 45 acres cleared.
This farm is priced to sell. Lo
oated H1VY 94, turn right just
east of Elm Grove Baptist Chueh on old Newburg Road, 11
/
2
miles on the right- Contact
Peel & Holland Real Estate,
1120 Main Street, Benton, Ky.
42025, phone 527-8821.
April-2-C
THREE-BEDROOM, all electric,
brick ranch with patio, two
years old, central air, wall to
wall carpeting, two spacious
baths, large living room with
dining area, family room. Large
convenient kitchen with builtin range, oven, dishwasher and
disposal. Utility room, two car
garage, situated on nicely landscaped lot located at Kingswood
Subdivision. For appointment
by transferred owner call evenings or weekends 753-7810.
H-M-28-NC
COMFORTABLE three-bedroom
residence on large site in Lakeway Shores. Tile bath, air-cooditioner, electric heat and stone
fireplace, sun deck with weak
view, also garage and concrete
drivewwy. Completely furnished
with attractive decor including
bard reek maple dinette, braided rags, linens and kitchen
equipment. 15 ft. Richline aluminum boat and 18 HP Johnson
motor included. Phone 436-2380
for appointment.
H-M-28-NC

HELP WANTED

Assistant

Managers

for
Training Program
L..ka.. f•• tipplitheolly2
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P. Williams

Time Finance Co.
Southside Manor
Phone 7534701
Murray. Kentucky tfc

Bankruptcy

- 5 - Sdlid Wood Bedroom Suits
8 - Living Room Suits
2 - Dinette Suits, Wood
Several Odd Chairs

TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
carpeted, refrigerator and stove,
air conditioned. Couples and
teachers only. Call 753-2898.
M-17-C

MUST BE SOLD IN

10' x 55' TWO-BEDROOM trailer, three miles from Murray.
Phone 753-7856.
M-30-C

10 DAYS

TWO-BEDROOM
house, 403
South Ilth Street, $65.00 per
month.
ssession immediately.
Phone Bob Miller 753-2920.
M-27-C

107 N. 5th Street Downtown
NEAR PEOPLES BANK
Next to Shroat's Meat Market

AUTOS FOR SALE

TWO-BEDROOM trailer, utili
ties paid. Adults only, no pets.
Call 753-8069.
M-28-C
ONE-BEDROOM air-conditioned
efficiency apartment, completely furnished, one block from
University. Call 753-4109 or 7534478.
A-1-C
FOUR-ROOM furnished apartment, two blocks from Court
Square. Private entrance. Call
753-5034.
M-28-C

Sale

ALL NEW FURNITURE

ELZCTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3ES2
LYenville, Kentucky. April4C

NEATLY FURNISHED two bed
room apartment, kitchen and
den. Located 100 South 130
Street, Kelly's Pen Control.
M-28-C

NOT1C.11

NOTICE
1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
and refills are now available at
the Ledger & Times Office Sup
ply slue.
TFNC

NEW DATSUN
TRADE-INS
1989

VOLKSWAGEN Sun- ANYONE WANTING to join
a
roof. Automatic trans coin club call 753-8958
or 753mission. Like new, Save =54 after 6:00 p. m. M-27-N
C

1969 DATSUN pickup, extra
nice, low mileage, save
196$500.00.
$5
DATS1
.11.N4-door station
Wagon, very
clean,

FURNISHED efficiency apart1968 $
C1UTLAS
men& available April 1. Prefer
695.00.S
-- convert
working lady or working coupC.-ile, nice 11995.00.
1988 DATSUN 2000 Sports
le. Utilities furnished. Call 7531794.
Car, 5-4,eed transmisM-30-C
sion, 135 HP. Special
ROOM for two girls. Electric
Price $1895.00.
heat, air conditioned, cooking
1964 FORD /
1
2-ton, V-8, overprivileges, private
entrance.
drive, nice $988.00.
1603 College Farm Road, phone
1961 THUNDERBIRD, air
753-2377.
M-30-C
conditioner, all power,
NEW FURNISHED apartment 1$495.00.
$495
with electric heat, carpet, air
3/4 ton, stake
bed, $796.00.
conditioned, private entrance.
One block from
University. 1966 AUSTIN HEALY Sprite,
Phone 753-5330 after 5:00 p. m.
convertible. Sp ec i a 1
$745.00
M-30-C
HOUSE TRAILER, two-bedroom.
LASSITER-McKINNEY
furnished, like new. References
required. Contact Robert WigDATSUN
gins at Wiggins Furniture Corn
pany.
M-28-C
610 Sycamore - 753-7114 i
-..0pan Ueda.

LOOKING FOR something unusual in an extra nice 4-bedroom
HELP WANTED
house then you need to take
WORKI
NG
MOTHER
needs
a look at this one on Melrose.
Has two full baths, carpet, cen- housekeeper and baby sitter to
tral heat and air, fireplace, two Live in Must love children and
car garage, on large lot Possea have good references. Salary
open. Phone 753-7241.
M-27-C
sion with deed.
NICE 3-bedroom brick with WANTE
D: Waitress 4:00 p. m
den on 1 acre lot, 31
/
2 miles till 1:00 a. m. shift. Apply
in
from city limits, has carpet in person
to Tom's Pizza Palace,
living room and hall, built-in
North 12th Street.
M-28-C
air conditioning, electric heat,
good well, $18,500.00.
WANTED: man to help train
A 3-BEDROOM brick on nice bird dogs and run dogs in field
lot. Has central heat and air, trials. Phone 436-2406, Chrysler
carpet, range, dishwasher, dis- Bard Dog Kennels.
TFC
posal, shower in utility, ceramic
AUTOS FOR SALE
ARGAI
N!!!
Every
bath,
day
tile
is "sale"
carport and priced
CARD OF THANKS
Day when you show people 1964
under $20,000.00.
MALIBU Super Sport. Isola (Bull) Billington wishes
Avon's
wonderful range of cos- Black interior and
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick
exterior, to take this opportunity to
on Catalina Drive. Has two metics. Profit from your spare bucket seats, console
, Automat- hank all the lovely friends and
baths, extra nice hardwood hours-Sell Avon. Call now, ic 283. Phone 753-548
9 after relatives of Lerianell Pool for
floors, drapes, range, kitchen Mrs. Evelyn L Brown, Avon 5:00 p. m.
M-27-C all the comforting words, cards.
and dining room, carport and Mgr., 965-3363, Shady Grove
letters, food, and the beautiful
outside storage, $18,500. Posses- Road, Marion, Ky. 42064.
1963 FORD Fairlane 500. Phone flowers, the doctors, Donald
sion with deed.
Hughes, C. C. Lowry, J. R. AmM-28-C 489-2498 before 6:00 p. m.
or
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on
489-2653 after 6:00 p. m. M-27-P mons, Stanley Huffman, and the
Belmonte, central heat and air,
SERVICES OFFERED
wonderful nurses at the Mur_
carpet, patio, carport, large
1969 DODGE Charger RT 440, ray-Calloway County Hospital,
SAWS
electri
FILED
c
,
heaters
utility, 11
/
2 baths and priced at
11,000 actual miles. William Rev. W. A. Farmer, Max 11
and all &-n ill appliances repair$20,000.
Scheffer, Benton, Kentucky, Churchill Funeral Home, the
ed.
512
R So. 12th Si, 753-6067. phone 527-8744.
2 BLOCKS from
University
M-27-P six honorary pallbearers, Dot
March-27-C
campu; a 3-bedroom frame
Lovett, Shirley Smith, Bobbie
•
house on corner lot, carpeted CARPE
NTER WORK of all 1961 CHEVROLET Impala, good Burkeen, Louise Jackson, Obera
throughout, glassed in sun pot-, kinds.
McClard,
Building houses. addi- condition, low mileage, $450.00. Brittain, Geraldine
eh, electric heat, garage, own- tions,
remodeling, paneling. Phone 753-8243 or 753-8066 af- and the eight pallbearers, Charer must leave town, price has Get
les Burkeen, Dwayne McClard,
your work done before the ter 5:00 p. m.
M-27-P Joe Rob Houston, Eddie
been reduced to $14,000.
Smith,
spring rush. Call Mack, 753-3366.
ON SOUTH 7TH Street we have
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, clean, like Hayden Jackson, Ovie Lee, Peg
Free estimates.
April-17-C
one of the cleanest little 3-bednew, good tires, radio, light Cothran, Young Lovett,
room houses in town. Has car- BACKHOE WORK, septic tank green color.
Phone 753-6776 or
pet in living room, hall, and installation and cleaning, all 753-3411.
Words have never been made
M-27-C that
one bedroom, utility, range, car- tiies of digging. Call Gene
can tell our fellow man
just haw we feel, but our prayport and outside storage, fen- at eely, South Side Shopping
1964 IMPALA, 327 motor, four Os will always be near you if
ced back yard, $14,750.
.anter, phone 753-7950.•
door hardtop, all power and we can't. In your hours our
ON SOUTH 16th Street we have
prayers are that God will be
an extra nice 3-bedroom brick a ILL MOW YARDS on north factory air. Call 753-2527.
.
11.27_c so near you that you will be
:oo p l'hon
with large paneled family room, de o5ftoa.
m
e 753-7262
br
'able to feel his presence with
GE range, dishwasher, disposM-28-NC
you.
al, carpeted, two baths, air conNOTICE
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Workditionecli_doublak carport, large
man, Sister, Billi Billingoutside storage room, lot 95
ton, Two nieces, patty
200 fff $23,500.
Nell Miller and Cyndy
WANT SOME income, we have
Carroll, nephew, Bob Billan extra nice brick duplex with
ington, great nieces, Deb3 bedrooms on each side, carbie Billington, Holli Milpeted, central heat and air, now
ler, Terri Lee Miller
rented for $305.00 per month,
great nephews, Bobby
$32,500.00.
Mark Billington, Scott
LOT FOR duplex, 112 x 200 ft.,
Miller.
1TP
city water and sewer, $4200.00
HOUSE AND LOT at, Dexter
CARD OF THANKS
Has 3 bedrooms, on city water,
1 wish to express my sincere
city gas, one-half bath, $4250.
Shanks and appreciation to my
BUSINESS LOT on Story across
many neighbors and friends for
from Liberty with small house,
the many cards, flowers, many
$6500.
visits and phone calls during
my illness at Murray and St
WE HAVE 6 very nice buildin
Thomas Hospital. To Dr. I. C. 0.
g
lots on Sherry Lane, $3150
all the nurses on each shift and
and
$3500. Large lot with
the physical therapists for your
large
former
A
Pianist
with
the
shade trees, in sight of Univer
many acts of kindness shown
sity and Robertson School. On
and given me at all times. Again
Peggy Ann Drive a lot with
_;./
Woody Herman Orchestra
I thank you. •
90
ft. frontage for $2600.
May God bless and keep each
Check at ROBERTS REALT
of you.
Y
for all your real estate needs,
Bqaty akGehee
505 Main or call 753-1651 Office
1TC
or call Hoyt or Ray
Roberts.
we are always glad to talk
Real
Estati with you.
NOT1CS
M-27-C

.rFc

Now AppearinfrJ

for the first time in this area

Friday & Saturday, March 27 & 28

'THE FRANK PUZZULLO TRIO'

and Other Jazz Artists at the

at 518 West Main, National Hotel Building.
Business Phone 753-7724. Nome Phone: Guy Spann 7532587; Louise Baker 7512409; Onyx Ray 753-0918.

EDNA KNIGHT is no
associated with Wayne
Real Estate. ForaReal
transactions contact her
4910.

ASSUME PAYMENTS of $10.65
on corer TV at Leach's Mune
Center. Phone 753-7575. A-1-C
PRIVATE employment franchise or partnership offices
completely furnished opanity;
won in your city. Small invest
ment; as little as $1,000.00,
earnings $15,000-430,000 the
first
Year. No age limit. Staff Consultants, Inc., 16* S. E. Second
Street Evaec,alle lea'-na 47708,
Phone 425-3185 or 435-3186, Don
D. Varner, Executive Vice President.
.A-3-C

GET
ATTENTION
AUTOS POI SALE

The next best thing
to a new car:
a used car with
a DO% guarantee.
1969 OLDS Cutlass 442, 4speed, 14,000 miles, local, one owner, AMFM radio, like new.
1969 PONTIAC Catalina 2door hardtop, double
power, factory air, vinyl
top, 14,000 miles.
1968 PONTIAC Catalina 4door hardtop, double
power, air conditoner.
1968 CHEVFJJ-F, green with
black vinyl top, power
steering and brakes.
1969 VW
Karman
Ghi a,
coupe, yellow, black leather interior, air condi. tioner, wire wheel covers, AM-FM radio, like
new.
1969 VW Formula Vee seddan, mag wheels, oversized tires, green.
GOOD SELECTION of used
domestic as well as Volkswagens to choose from.
M-,28.q

CARROLL.VOLKSWAGEN
810 Chestnut

Etcetera Lounge

1-T-C

Murray, Ky.

NOTICE

1200 North 8th Street

LOST

FOUND

Paducah, Kentucky 4.
/
7
.

LOST: White gold watch with
stretch hand. Lost in vicinit‘
of 807 Olive. Phone 753-2479 .
reather-wait
M-27-1' ,
NEW YORK .UPIi -- The after 5.00 p. m
Executive's Di!,e.,
t report,
. a
London rid n-encv dispatchi d LOST: west of Hazel Saturday
120 rnr,,a-1
1/1.11,11, a small white, black, with tan ,
to. .progitoottvf,
heed, '-feinale-. ink dog with
tilstru( I ion- n hom to re collar on in name of
White- Phone 492-8552. M 28 1.

The

Leo Blair onilass
••••••••••••••-

LOTS FOR LEASE
Valuable building

sites

Palate, facing Arcadi
a

Chuck Simons on Drums.

I

••

Trio Also Features

F.

longer
Wilson
Estate
at 753M-31-P

EPTECTIVE April 1, 1970, the
bus station will close at 5:30
p. m. Buses will operate as us
ual.
M-28-C

Prentice Dunn 753-5725

FOUR-BEDROOM, two baths,
formal living room and dining,
fireplace in family room, full
basement, double garage, recreaWANTED TO OUT
tion room in basement, $30,00000. Phone 7534073.
A-2-C WANT TO BUY complete fish
IrallA CORNER LOT, 13th and
L
ig Alulahlumc,ilb°Thi.amitat'
01 et zoned for- four apartinn-,,,r
ITN
$8750.00 Phone 753-6202 after 5110 P rn
,
after 6.00 p. in.
Ha91.27-C
•

NOM.

TWO-BEDROOM duplex spirtments. central
and elf,
built-in range, ceramic We bath,
carpet throughout Call or IN
Gan Steely, Southaide Shopping Center, Murray, Kentucky,
7S3-7880.
TFC

behind

Tom's Pizza

Court for lease

You

build or we build See
Tom Karyounis at Tern's
Pizza Palace.

•
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Persons Are Fined In
The Murray City Court

SEEN& HEARD ..
(Continued From Page 1)

& TIMES

'Approval . . .
(Cont!nuirJ From Page 1)

(Conti.lued From Pao* 1)

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Mayfield Gets

FRIDAY - MARCH 27, 1970

154 Anniversary

(Continued From Palsy 1)
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make their community at- an's Club. Still residents of MurGeneral Fund .. $120,00014 to
to be worth atractive to industry. It is ano- ray are Mrs. G. B. Scott, presi6°17 estimated
can be dent from 1917 to 1921; Mrs.
Total Amount Needed
Several persons were charged,
bout $500.000 in value - Will
ther example of what
51,115,092.00
entered pleas of guilty, and were
accomplished when people get B. 13, Keys, 1921-22; Mrs. Georbete within a few days. A
West told the council that together in a concerted effort ge Hart, 1942-44; Mrs.
building in downtown Murray
fined in the City Court of Judge
Garnett
has been lamed for the oper- at the present time the city has to benefit their community.
Don Overbey during the past
Jones, 1944-46; Mrs. Myrtle J.
only one-half day's supply of The plant will manufacture Wall, 1951-52;
week. R ecor cis show the following
Mrs. Maurice HuA male and a female Cardusal awn•
Shrewsbury said the study water above ground. "We units for industrial air compres- mphrey, 1952-53; Mrs, H. T.
occurrect
fames
a
raise
to
ready
getting
and
two
mahave
the
for
company's
system
should
one-half
a
the
provide
reckless
of
Farley,
will
Michael Joe
sors, one
Waldrop, 1955-56; Mrs. J. I.
No others in sight. Our Sackateouticetion and monitoring of days' supply in the event of an jor product lines.
driving, fined $10.00 costs yard is their domain
Hosick, 1956-58; Mrs. John Passaid.
he
which
West
emergency,"
worldabout
a
said Ingersoll-Rand is
mantic pollution
$10.00.
co, 1959-60; Mrs . James Rudy
the need for more pressure on wide supplier of machinery,
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Men's wear

Instinct
saves a life,
diabetic says
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Have Any Questions About Clothing Care?

By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) — If you
get grease on a necktie rub a
small amount of corn starch on
the spot and brush it off when
dry. If that doesn't work try one
HEREFORD, Tex. (UPI)- of those aerosol cleaning sprays.
Instinct, whether it be natural, If that doesn't work you'd
checks.
By WALTER LOGAN
a Mother's or a .woman's, can better keep a couple of clean ties
Blass also has introduced the sometimes be very important. tucked away at the office.
NEW YORK (UPI) — They
aren't just printing newspapen signature print to nien-s wear — A Texan Panhandle
woman
If you get ballpoint ink marks
these days. They're printing a gimmick be turned into a credits an occupational instinct on your washable clothing rub
blazers, slacks, ties, shirts, beach status symbol for women's wear. with saving her life.
the spots with petroleum jelly
bags, shirt-wits, anything wore And while be was concentrating
and then wash in hot detergent
operan
Harkins,
Norma
Mrs.
by men. You can blame (or on geometries Ken Scott
water. If you have any
company
credit) most of it on the featured benloo knits, silks and ator for the telephone
petroleum jelly left over use it to
emergence of the name cotton duck printed in sea gulls, in Hereford, said recently she loosen_ up lipstick marks on
seashells and other conversatioq. felt herself blacking out after shirts.
designers.
taking too much insulin for her
Chip Tolbert, fashion director prints
If you get tar on your hands
Weitz has taken the total diabetes. Instinctively she took and feet while swimming you
for Esquire Magazine, notes that
"prints in menswear have wardrobe approach in design, the phone off the hook.
can get it off with gasoline or
his geometnc checkered and
An operator at the switch- kerosene but don't light any
primarily been a spring summer
fabric, but with the exciung new Itnped slacks and shirts are board noticed the permanent matches. If you get tar on your
printed wools, it's year around 'coordinated and contrasted with 1 busy signal and another operator, swim trunks use kerosene only.
hats. scarves and ties. A who also is a licensed vocational
fashion." You might add their
If you have any turpentine you
it is in the Big Man look nurse, called police.
are also new printed pols-ester
sometimes get tar spots out
can
.for leisure wear with bared
knits that look woven.
Since the office was only four with that.
Such designers as John Weitz_ khests Lilly Pulitzer who almost blocks away, the operator-nurse
If you use wash and wear
Bill Blass, Oleg Cassini_ Ken n'rentd printed pants uses rushed to Mrs. Harkins' home shirts button every other button
florets.
plus
prints
tchwork
as
Scott and others all see prints
and , with the help of police when you hang them up to dry.
lege letters and mascots.
rnssor fashion newsin the 1970a
forced her way into the house. If your shirt collar isn't correctly
Blazers
And such new arrivals on the
. found Mrs. Harkins, also turned down to the fold line
The,
Traditional blazer
American scene as Italy's Carlo
slumped in a chair.
when you put it on it will be
Palszzi also are beery on prints. manufacturers such as Stanley
untidy all clay long and you
minutes
few
a
%orking
After
print
designer's
The shirt-suit is the
Blacker and Louis Roth
won't be sure why.
pioneering approach to the their summer wear in a wide with Mrs. Harkins and getting
._1f you lay out your suit,shirt,
leisure suit —.coordinated shin range tWabWract animals, florets additional -heti), the-tie and socks for the next day
and pants usually pulled and geometries. Alexander returned to work—only gone 25 before you go to bed you will be
together by a wide belt carrying Shields strongly leans to bold minutes.
better dressed and it won't take
a big buckle. Blass. who helped geometries in blazers that can be
Mrs. Harkins said they were so long.
originate this fashion. also worn to the country club on a
If you're not daring enough
the most important minutes of
adapts it to cotton knits and weekend.
her life, and without the help of to wear a maxi coat your pants
cotton flannels with an emphasis
You are given a choice — the other operator, Mrs. Harkins legs will get wet in a rainstorm.
on geometries and concentrated printed blazers ,with solid slacks said she would be dead today. If'they do they will look better
or solid color Wazers with
printed slacks. Puritan's line
offers trousers in geometries,
checkerboards, woodgrains, .
Donis and art deco...

See all the clothes
that are fit to print
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regular
if you give them a "finger press" before putting in the
by squeezing a crease back into laundry. If you've slopped
them with your fingers. If you mustard on yourself try ginger
really are smart you'll wear old ale. If you do all that you should
pants and change into the good read up on table manners.
ones you've carried in your
If you're sitting there after
briefcase.
dinner and spill coffee or cake or
If the linings of your shoes fruit on your woolen suit sponge
are badly worn the shoes might it with cold water. If you are
be large or too wide. If the toes eating steak and get blood on
are wearing out they may be too your shirt sponge with cold
short. If you fail to rub off the water and powder it with starch.
dirt before polishing them you
If you step in some chewing
will grind the dirt in. If you gum you can remove a lot of it
didn't shine your golf shoes and with hot water and the rest with
put them away in shoe trees turpentine. If they're new shoes
they'll hurt your feet next you should wear them only at
spring. If you have a new pair intervals so your feet won't hurt.
and aren't sure whether they fit If they're absolutely brand new,
put them on, cover them with polish them before wearing. If
some old socks and walk around they're soaked in a rain rub
the house. If they hurt take them with saddle soap and let
them back — the soles will be the soap dry. If you get shoe
polish on your pants you can
spotless.
remove black stains with
Losing Buttons'?
If you have a very loose turpentine and tan polish with
button on a jacket and cannot alcohol.
If you've got so many stains
have it stitched tight at once,
wrap cellulose tape around the on your shirt you can't wear it
threads till someone can sew it any more cut off the sleeves and
for you. If the cord of a carry them in your car for
buttonhole gets loose trim it as wearing over your clean sleeves
close as possible but do not pull when changing a tire, If you're
wearing a button-down shirt and
it out.
If you spill food on your want the collar to curl wear a
clothes in a restaurant some wide knot in your tie. If you
restaurateurs will use sauterne to want the collar straight wear a
clean it off. If you have slopped small knot.
If you sit around and worry
red wine all over yourself soak
the spots with cold water then about moths in your closet keep
rub with a cut lemon.
a light on. If you find a moth it's
If you're an unbelievably best to dry-clean everything. If
sloppy eater and spill catsup on you find lint in cuffs,throw
your washable clothes sponge away the lint — it may be full of
them with clear cold water moth eggs.
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Cardin's printed stripe body
By WALTER LOGAN - ' wedding shirt ofliTew years ago.
shirt epitomizes the look, with
John Weitz was in It last year
NEW YORK (UPI) — A few
SAN ANT6N10,Tex. (1...-P1)— the stripes accentuating the
designs (in
A San Antonio family with fire bodyhugging fit. Puritan uses years ago manufacturers came with his Big Man
men in the future will be a
belief
shirt
own
called
something
their
shirts
with
sports
out
found
its
in
knits
printed
have
daughters
answer to the use of a telephone — tiny ovals, big florets, jacs which were to be worn with lot bigger than they are now)
matching slacks. Somehow they and again this year with his Big
geometries, mosaics.
and its privacy.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Rowe
The print look also extends looked like those work clothes Man in the Sun designs which
renovated an old telephone to evening wear and After Six that had been washed with an featured bare chests for' the
booth and placed it in the hall shows four- and six-button enzyme detergent on a television beach even in the shirt suits
which gaped open in a manly
of their home. They equipped double breasted jackets as well commercial.
it with a yellow wail phone to as shaped, single breasted ones in
Now the designers have taken way. He also showed cardigan
provide 'exclusive use for their bright florets, the art deco over and there is a complete new suits, some jazzy looking whaler
five daughters, time of whom designs of the 1920s and stripes. look for men's leisure wear for pants with a feel of the sea and a
are teen-agers.
The jackets are longer and the Spring.' They are called lot of pullover shirts.
Geoffrey Beene came along
"With five daughters needing lapels are much wider.
"multiples" because they
a phone and privacy to use it
The printed look also carries combine almost every facet of with a collection for this Spring
a .phone booth-seemed ideal," over into accessories and some leisure wear—and they even and the true meaning of
sad Mrs. Rowe. "1 contacted men will mix their print designs ,include shirt yacs which were expression "multiple"' came with
the local telephone company and for contrast. For the less daring designed to be worn like a it—shirt suits but also matching
they told me how to get an old there are printed ties and scarves locket. If you're too bashfull to jackets, sweaters, belts, jersey
wear an old fashioned tank top, knits and leather to mix and
to be worn with plain shirts.
After sanding the booth and
In ties the prints are louder one outfit showed a tank top match as the wearer desires.
repainting it silver, orange and than ever. Ashear Bros., Berkley over a sports shirt.
Bright combination
mustard, the Rowes placed it in Cravats and Rivetz of Boston use
Many designers use the
a hallway of the house, centrally all widths, mostly wide, with big expression "shirt suit" and word
of Beene's brightest was
One
located to their daughters prints. Apache scarves and big from Acapulco, that Mexican
combination that
bedrooms.
butterfly bows are included. winter haven where so many a plaid
sports jacket, shirt
a
included
Karen,
—
17;
standbys
that
is
girls—Janet,
old
The
men's styles originated,
Even the
the same fabric and
in
slacks
and
and
11;
—
ties
15; Donna, 13; Angie,
paisleys, foulards and club
the shirt suit has become more
a light
Mindy, 9—agree the booth pro- are printed in bigger and bolder or less a uniform, following in print. Though of
still
the steps of the Mexican summery fabric the jacket
vides the privacy they want. patterns.
had the very wide lapels and the
basic cut of a sports jacket.
Bill Blass might even be
considered the most spectacular
when he starts combining
various patterns and fabrics in
his leisure wear. He also came up
for spring with a shirt, trouser,
pants combination in a silk and
wool blend fabric. The long shirt
jac is worn with one of his wide
belts, preferably webbing and of
course he has some two-tone
shoes to complete the picture.
You couldn't really say who
did it first but Pierre Cardin
began making long 'tunic-like
shirts with broad belts some
years back and for Spring he
Meredith MacRae %vitt' parents Gordon . Maureen Reagan uith mother Jane Nyman.
Matireen's father k Ronald Reagan, the
teamed a navy polyester and
and 'Sheila- Meredith is a veteran of "Petgosernor of California.
ticoat Junction."
linen jacket with a somewhat
lightar. weight shirt and trousers
in an outfit made to be worn
together or as separate parts of
the multiple scheme.
London designer Peter
Golding, now with Van lieusen,
has long been famous for .his
youthful look despite his own
youth, and one of his best
combinations took the sleeves
off, a bush or safari jacket and
teamed it .with matching pants
and a ribbed Beery shirt with
long sleeves. The Beery shirt, as
teen-agers • already know, is
modeled after Weave Beery's
old undershirts—the kind he
wore in "Min and Bill."
Mickey Rooney Jr. gets
Francesca Hilton with
Jeanette 'Freezer, who designs
an earful from father.
mother Zso 7..taa Gabor.
for Frejer, showed some
whimsical patterns in her
shirt-pant combination including
the pages of old newspapers and
an old fashioned Liberty print 0
English flowers. One teutfit was
bright chrome yellow floral strip
accented in black and beige. The
Shirt in this instance tucked into
the matching pants designed for
a 2'.2 inch wide belt
And if you ever brought back
a long sleeve 'flowered sporta
shirt from Hawaii don't throe,it
away. Many of the spring leisure
outfits are sleeveless and are
teamed with everything from
Hawaiian prints to large plaids,
to bright marble prints to Carlo
I.ar
a
r
JP,
IM-anna
ilanghtd.r
and
Martin
Deati
Palsozi's famous linked chain
Id son, .r1,1
designs. Palizzi then takes it a
nta ttimni, nt
11 •
TRYING TO MAKE IT, LIKE lIPIEIR PARENTS
.
V,
,I1, t
step further and you have
olitn f.,,,,,,iipt.w.tcotitt..viLtiu,iii:c.trytrig.tia...i..k. it big in
'
matching chain- link slacks.
to,ri ..f
hr
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LIKE GRANDFATHER, LIKE GRANDSON -Members

of the older
generation may notice the remarkable similarity of Prince
Charles 9f Wales (right) and his grandfather, King George
VI (shown in 1929 when he was the Duke of York), as the
British royal family tours Australia.
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• MAN'S GUIDE TO THE
WELL DRESSED LOOK
FOR SPRING & EASTER
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Melissa Treas, Miss Spring of-1970, is admiring the dazzling new styles and colors of the ties and also the tapestry
print bell bottom slacks that Rob Ray and Buddy Buckingham are featuring for the Spring "Color Revolution"
that is taking place in men's clothing at . . .
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Imaginative Interiors

mbers of the older
milarity of Prince
ther, King George
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Emily Malino dogWilla
enties a room it has the
trot& sing of today and plenty
of inspired ideas that can be
copied for lifSe cost.
Who else but' this talented
Interior designer would hang
a colorful kite over a dining
room table, use a carpeted
swing in a family room, create a long dining table with a
dab of wood supported by
saw-horse legs?
The settings pictured here
were created by Miss Malino
a design consultant to Monmato Textiles Division, for a
prefabricated barn vacation
home built by Emil Moulin
In the New Seabury development on Cape Cod. They are
bright and imaginative but,
more than this, they're all
planned for ease of care and
maintenance. Nobody wants
to waste vacation hours on
heavy housework.
The dining table with its
sawhorse legs has a top that's
covered with colorful and
carefree vinyl.
/tertian rugs, used throughout the house are patchwork
Jobs—odds and ends of remnants bought cheaply, then
piltrised together to make interesting designs.
Plastic furniture with brilliant upholstery brightens almost every room, getting
away from the somber Colonial shades so often found on
the Cape.
The kite that hangs over
the dining table is whimsical,
admits Miss Malin° — but
what's wrong with whimsy,
especially when it adds a vivid tow* of color and design?
Lighting is also rather special in this home. Miss Malino
opts for Modern lamps with
unusual shapes. In many
cases, she uses paper shades.

Some tricks
make rooms
look bigger

In a bedroom, two Tiffany.
type fabric shades make the
decorathre most at bare bulbs
suspended by wires from the

ceiling.
There's a green touch evident all through the house.
Because this is a vacation

home, Miss Malino has
brought outdoors inside with
leafy green plants that lead a
fresh touch to the settings

PATCHWORK makes Acrtian rug of yellow, turquoise and white in vacation home's library loft. The rug could be duplicated with remnants, a giant needle and much patience.

FLYING OR.TECT over the table is a colorful box kite. The
table top—a wood stab resting on saw-horse legs—has been
covered with vinyl filmic that can be sponged clean.

Tips on how to shop

Melissa Treas

for casual furniture
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK 41.1PLi — Yoblve
found a house — three or four
bedrooms, living room, dining
room, kitchen, a nice big fiunily
room and a terrace-or patio.
You have furniture for,
perhaps, two bedrooms, a
somewhat smaller living room,
and the kitchen.
How to fill up the empty
spaces?

horizontal position and, with
their thick, tufted pads,-provide
comfortable extra sleeping.
As permanent pieces are
acquired, the outdoor pieces can
take their place on porch, patio
or pooiside. .
Maintenance-free

Practically maintenance-free
indoors, casual furniture requires
only minimal care outdoors as
tips on
You.could run out on a grand well. Orent has some
shopping spree — if the budget this, too.
Steel mesh and wrought iron
allowed. But, even if finances are
he says, should be
pieces,
more
not a problem, it's usually
mild detergent,
PITTSBURGH (UPI) — Ever satisfactory to choose furniture washed with a
in the
think of hanging a mirror from a bit at a time, as you get the rinsed with a hose and left
solvents
the ceiling, or using it as a feel of a house. In the interval, sun to dry. Avoid using
through
window of color and pattern, or you might fill in with casual or spot removers. If,
chipped
making it a whole Wall of furniture, destined for later use misuse, the furniture is
remove the rust with
reflection?
in the outdoor living areas of and rusted,
steel wool and touch up with
These are new design trends your home.
paint matching
that use mirrors in
Some tips on choosing such paint. Usually,
can be
finish
original
the
B.
to
broaden
ways
onal
Norman
from
unconventi
furniture come
or auto
hardware
at
obtained
greater
reflections and add
Orent, president of Hampden
through the
decorative dimension to a home. Specialty ProdIfets Corp., casual supply stores, or
manufacturer, but be sure to ask
Designers for PPG Industries, furniture manufacturer.
dry",type.
which manufactures mirrors,
Family rooms, particularly, for the "air
Aluminum and plastic
conducted a national survey of lend themselves to use of casual
can best be cleaned
homes and apartments, to learn furniture. All types are suitable: furniture
mild detergent and
a
with
wrought
how effectively builders and the modern steel mesh,
dampen the
Simply
sponge.
designers were using both gloss iron, aluminum and redwood
piece with a hose to get off
and mirrors in new home combinations, rattan, even the
dirt, go over it with a
more rustic redwood pieces. surface
construction.
sponge and hot soapy water, and
are
often
rooms
the
such
Since
apartments
In many new
rinse with the hose. If the
"outside" wall is of metal adjacent to outdoor living areas,
aluminum is pitted, rub it gently
and
in
moved
construction that prevents the furniture can be
with fine or extra fine steel wool
attachment of decorative Out, easily while it is doing
to remove most stains and all
accessories. pne inventive double duty.
but the deepest scratches.
designer who wanted to use a
Dining areas are another ideal
Most pads used on chairs and
mirror
large vertical gold-framed
temporary furnishing chaise lounges are made of a
for
spot
over a long low stereo unit with outdoor pieces. In a "supported fabric," a heavy
solved the problem by attaching
contemporary room, mesh or duty cloth impregnated with
the mirror to the ceiling with
wrought Iron pieces are vinyl. They can tire cleaned with
chains.
gold
decorative
particularly effective. You Might mild soap and warm water.
to
attached
were
chains
The
'fi rid these pieces a Missing tufting buttons can be
even
that
heavy gold ceiling hooks
solution for dinettes replaced. Most sewing centers
permanent
became part of the design. Both
or combination dining, game and variety stores carry them.
chains and hooks can be
areas. The heavier wooden Put them back to back on
purchased in hardware stores
tables, both the round and opposite sides of the pad like a
accessory
sod In drapery
harvest styles, can be used. A pair of cufflinks.
sections of department stores.
Preventive medicine is the
of enamel, or an attractive
coat
Another imaginative
table covering and bench watchword for redwood. Since
decorator, PPG found, used an
cushions, can make these pieces the wood is soft and relatively
ordinary painted frame mirror
_absorbent, it is much easier to
fit in handsomely.
on the bookcase wall to build in
rooms, the casual prevent stains than to remove
living
In
unusual reflected color and add
pieces can serve for occasional them. "The best stain
decorative sweep and unity.
seating, for lamp and coffee preventative we know of," Orent
In many homes, the
tables. They also can be.adapted says, "is the high-quality marine
full-length door minor has been
for bedroom use, the eh-airs wax that's used to preserve the
replaced by sliding mirror particularly. A wrought iron finish on fiberglass racing yachts.
wardrobe doors that are a smart table and chair could make a It's available at boat yards and
new coverup for closet areas and pretty bedroom writing desk'. A marine supply stores, is quite
also act as a fool.the-eye device couple of steel mesh or rattan easy to apply and gives a very
in expanding dimensions.
chairs, comfortably padded, and durable finish."
PPG says one of the newest a low table could make a cozy
If redwood is scratched or
beauty attractions In spot for conversation, reading or stained, sandpaper will fix it.
architectural designs is the television.
Careful sanding with a medium
vaulted or cathedral ceiling.
An extra bedroom, furnished to fine grain paper, followed by
Designers have used mirrors to with casual pieces, can make a smoothing with fine steel wool
extend the window line to the pleasant sitting-sewing-guest and several coats of redwood
ceiling with a mirror paneled room. Many of the new chaise stain, will bring the wood back
wall that carries out the illusion lounges are sturdy, recline to a to its original finish.
of great space.

WHITE SHAG ACKILAN carpeting upholsters sofa/swing
In family room, while a bevy of toss cushions, some of
• them covered with wet-look vinyl, provide colorful touchea.

MISS MING OF 1910
Admires the luxurious Furniture at Enix Interiors

Miss Spring Is Shown Above In A Beautiful
LIVING ROOM By DREXEL At (NIX INTERIORS

For all your home furnishings and
interior decorating needs call
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Miss Sprit says 'LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY'. Here she views some modern Electric appiances
Below are a few of the serdees offered by West Ky. Rural Electric to their customers

*HOME ECONOMIST

*DIAGRAM HOUSE WIRING
Building a house to be serviced by
West Ky. Rural Electric? If so lust
bring your house plans to us for
FREE diagraming of wiring and
electrical instalations.

babble for consubtion on home
economics problems on an idividval
basis and as a service to clubs.

•PLAN FARM ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
Want to make your farm completely modern? Just cal on
us for FREE advice and diagrams to make yours an al electric farm.
sommaginipo,_

--4■••=ms

--410mimmum

-1.1•1111ilim

FOR A NOMINAL FEE WE WILL INSTALL OUTDOOR MERCURY VAPOR LIGHTS ON YOUR FARM.
THESE HELP MAKE YOUR FARM & HOME MUCH SAFER AT NIGHT AND HELP TO DISCOURAGE PROWLERS.
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Robin Hood Still Aids the English

NORTH FORK
NEWS

He'll
Robin's grave, and nearby is the Hood isn't really dead:
By JOSEPH mon
where Robin Hood died. help us again. Wasn't he the
nunnery
on
Associati
Press
Central
outlaws?"
Says a tourist official. "Robin prince of English
Correspondent
and
Hood
—Robin
LONDON
his Merry Men, legendary outlaws of old England who robbed
the rich and helped the poor, is
helping his countrymen again—
THE
this time by earning tourist
IS MUCH BETTER,BUT
dollars.
SHE'LL NEED PHYSICAL
"Robin Hood has followers in
THERAPY. WHO CAN HELP
the United States," said an official of Nottingham, where
Us!
Robin and his band used to
roam. "Now they can buy an
oak tree in Sherwood Forest
for $25.
redeive a charter
proving their title to the tree.
But, of course, they won't own
the land and they won't be permitted to chop down the tree."
Sherwood Forest is full of
giant oaks. One can imagine
Robin with his lieutenant, LitUe
John, fat Friar Tuck, and his
minstrel, Alan a Dale, killing a
king's deer and feasting under
these trees.
"There are enough trees for
all potential buyers," said the
official.

By Mrs. R. D. Key

March 20, 1970
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistilli and
children of California were called here due to the death of Homer Pa-schall. Mike returned home
Saturday. Mrs. Pistilli and children will stay two weeks with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall.
Miss Annie Hooper visited
Mrs. R. D. Key Monday alter.

DOCTOR SAYS CORA

DOM.

Mrs. Cordia Morris spent Mo..
Way with Mrs. Torn MIAs.
Mrs. Carlene Paschall visited
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs. Glynn
Orr Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistilli
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and
daughter, Zipora Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall
cited Mrs. Ella Morris and
and Mrs. Oman Paschall
Statue of Robin Hood at Nottingham.
rece*. Mr. Paschall is unable
• • •
to walk )sround any more and is
T even more
ATTRAC
TO
using a wheel chair. We that
the rate reported for the two pretourists to Sherwood Forest, the
can walk arosfl4 and have good
vious years."
local member of Parliament is
health are not thakfuI enough
But even more alarming,is the pressing that the world archery
away:.
taken
until it is
growing number of juveniles bei- championships should be held In
Mrs. R. D. Key was in Paris
ng caught behind the wheel in this part of England.
Southern
the
for
n
repairma
Nichols,
Burt
Newman.
LION'S BUSY —
Friday to see Dr.
cars, Crutchfield says. "By using to the fullest the
stolen
phone
armored
new
a
installs
0o.,
e
New England Telephon
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke has th
During 1968, 345 youths under traditions of Robin Hood," the
cord at the home of Dr. Thomas Mirabile in East Hampton,
flu.
19 were arrested and charged member of Parliament said,
Conn., under the watchful gaze of Bali. The lion cub had
Mrs. Brenda Jenkins visited
with auto theft. By the end of "t4 championshipti could be a
- been teething on the old cord.
Jenkins
Morris
Mr. and Mrs.
year that figure climbed to major tourist attraction."
the
her
join
Sunday. She hopes to
And KSP records do not The Grand National Archery
456.
husband, Tommy, sow, who Is
By
Leonar
Include
arrest statistics com- Society, dedicated to the presstationed in Texas. Tommy's
police department erVation of the bow-and-arrow
by
every
piled
time is extended two months Frentdort, Ky.
so
those totals are sport in England, takes a cool
state,
the
in
view of the MP's suggestion.
longtIr due to his schooling. Ten are stripping Kentucky of
to
almost certain be higher,
he hopes to get a few days loos of hard-earned dollars
are
we
"And, of those numbers
-We don't intend this highly
hgoe.
year.
tlittios 1969 prices,
vering, more and, more competitive sport to be turned
visited
Jenkins
Bertie
Vrs.
tate
the-S
of
Sgt.Robert Metter
$1400
area' en old enough to legally Into something like 'Yoicks, a
Mr. and Mrs. - Oman Paschall Police auto theft and vehicle re- acquire a a 'ver's license,' Cr- worthy shaft, Robin.'" says the
WHERE THE MONEY GOES
Saturday afternoon.
society's secretary. "Archery is
gistration section said last year utchfield says.'--'.,
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd
ir•
will
spending
arrests by a skill. It requires physical
total
.alone, whether working tor aqui- In a breakdown
Four ways
visaed mr. and les. °nun pas
1200
ck profit in eastlydisposablepar- age groups, KSP rélsris show stamina and hours of hard pracbe divided in next five years
chall last week.
those tice. We're serious."
ts of just out to "borrow" a ear that about 24 per cent
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited for joyride, car thieves, looted arrested for auto theft in
9 So are the Nottingham businessmen. They publicize their
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones last the state of more than $27,000 were 15 or younger,
1000
associations with Robin
Sunday.
in stolen vehicles andparts every "Not only is that pretty young Hoo y A statue of the outlaw
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Farley day.
felony,"
a
to be charged with
stands
and children from Memphis, Once every 58 minutes, some- Crutchfield says, "but being un- holding bow and arrow
m Castle, now a
Tenn., spent the weekend with one - somewhere in Kentucky - licensed, untrained in good driv- near Notti
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones. filed a stolen vehicle report. ing habits and out on the road museum but o e the strongiff of NotClay Cook is in the Henry "And, for some reason," for some high speed fun in a sto- hold where the sh
Robin
plotted to ea
tingham
from
suffering
County Hospital
Moser says,"the owners of Ch- len car, makes a pretty deadly and his men.
a broken hip and shoulder.
evrolet cars and trucks were combination for any motorist who There is also the large boul
Clyde Nichols is in Henry Co- victimized more often than any- happens across their path."
which Little John placed on
unty Nursing Home and says he one else."
likes the horde fine.
Ranking second among felonies
Mrs. R. D. Key spent Tuesday In the Bluegrass state last year
Zipand
TM Mrs. Ella Morris
only burglars were busier - car
era Morris.
theft increased 19 per cent over
visited
Mrs. Wilms Paschall
the number reported during 1968
the Oman Paschalls recently. for a new record high of 9043 veState and local government purchases
Shayle Martin visited Susan hicles.
Sykes %lofty.
Hardest hit were Louisville
Federal government purchases
Para Gallimore spent Friday and' Jefferson County with auth1975
1974
1973
1972
Sykes.
1911
1974
night with Susan
UM
orities there reporting 6938 thefMrs. Glynn Orr spent Monday ts in 1969. Lexington-Fayette CoEconomic
Data: U.S. Department of Commerce and Council of
with Mrs. Ella Morris and Zip- unty Police reported another 472
29
Advisors
ora Morris.
car thefts. Leading the field in
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke State Police posts receiving stolPasOman
Mrs.
CONsumets by 1975 will spend two-thirds of the estimated
and
Mr.
visited
en vehicle complaints were Bow.
$1.2 trillion Gross National Product (total spending -on finchall last Smelay afternoon.
Green (200), Elizabethtown
ling
will
one-third
g
.
remainin
The
economy
ished output in the
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr visit- and Richmond (149).
governof
levels
all
and
be split evenly between business
ed Mrs. Bertie Jenkins last Sun- A cause for alarm? Moser
ment. Even though the GNP is expected to grow by $256
day afternoon.
thinks so. And, so do a lot Of
billion in the next five years, most of the growth will be
other police officers.
rise
about
will
spending
Personal
s.
consumer
by
absorbed
NOW YOU KNOW
"What worries us," says KSP
federal
the
that
is
expected
It
billion,
one-third, to $769
Col. Charles B. Crutchdirector,
by
decline
will
GNP
government's share in the larger 1975
by United Press internationai field, "Is the way these thefts
16 per cent, while the share of state and local governments
The City of Santo Domingo, continue to multiply. The perwill rise by 26 per cent. These are the conolusions reached
capital of the Dominican Re- centage of increase between 1968
in the Nixon budget for 1971 and the new annual report of
public, was founded Aug. 4 and last year is morethan double

Car Thieves
Get Miffions
Kentucky

Miss Spring models a beautiful outfit chosen from the
many fashions at Campus Casual Shop.
FASHION BY COUNTRY MISS

CAMPUS CASUAL
Across from Administration Building

SPRING SALE - AT — Mack & Mack

the President's Council of Economic Advisers. These results
assume 11,4.3 per cent annual growth of real (adjusted for
inflation 1 GNP and production up to potential by 1972.

1496 and is considered the oldest permanent European settie- Mini-Pass
ment in the New World.
HARTFORD, Conn. UPI
The record for the shorte,. fir.
ward pass completion ti • a
touchdown in National 1.
ball League history Is
Inches, made in 1960, rei
the °Winger sports bin
Eddie LeBaron of the
Cowboys tossed the Is
to end Dick Bielski aga
Washington Redskins

at Mack & Mack.

Diversification
SFAV
instiratne whali
personal clic, Is p

USED MOTORS
"MACK
MACK'S
4 HP to 20 HP
Mercury
w/65
Tri.HuII
s
Mechanic Aren't
1970 Arrow Glass
Good Deals, Tool
r
Only Factory Trained1970 It' Mark Twain wile() Mercruise
Mirro craft, Aluminacratt
They're Factory
1970 11' Mark Twain Tri-Hull w/135 Mercury
(new and used), Polar Kraft
1970 1r Mark Twain Tr -Hull w/140 Mercruiser
Educated"
and GM Jon Boats
1970 11' Winner Cabin Cruise! v‘1140 Mercruiser
1970 17' Arrow Glass vo/1411 Mercruisar
1970 15' Arrow Glass w/65 Mercury
SEE THE
igrn 16' Arrow Glass w/110 Mercury
NEW 20' and 24'
1170 17' Arrow Glass w/115 Mercury _
ALUMINUM PONTOON BOATS
Mercury
1969
w/125
-Hull
Tr
wain
1
Mark
194 16'
with Tops and Complete Rigs
1970 15' Beecraft Trl-Hull vr/65 Mercury
1970 17' Winner Tri-Hull w/125 Mercury
USED GLASSPAR G-3
that the chrimnion harm fisher1970 16' Winner vr/50 Mercury
With spring
with Trailer. Like newt
usingi
are
men
1949 15' Ebbtlde Trl-Hull w/65 Mercury
loaded swivel seats, rod box,
1949 Mercary 20 h.p. on 15' Starcraft
20' SKI BARGE with Trailer
live well. Rated up to 135 h.p.
Chrysler
w/75
Chrysler
1967 16'
t
1967 Johnson 20 h.p. on 14' Mirrocraf
1966 15' Crown Line w/45 Mercuric;
1945 20' Hydrodyne w/150 Mercruiser
1945 16' Larson vo/75 Evinrude
Tri Mutt -fiber Glass Fishing Boats, Arrow Glass, Astro Glass,
1943 15' Giasspar strf75 Evinrude
194215' Swiss 6 w/S5 Mercury
Fisherman's Favorite, Man 0 War, Glass Mate arid Ranger
1947 15' Cobia Tri Hull w/641 Evinrude
1959 15' Glasspar w/70 Mercury
1965 16' Black Hawk w/75 Johnson
1961 14' Owens w/45 Mercury
1951 16' Glass Glide w/S0 Evinrude
1959 16' Speed Queen w/50 Johnson
I-,',, 8,140
OUT BOA/VIS
1965 17' Traveler w '90 Evinrude
1960 14' Qualify Glass w/40 West Bend
U.S. 611 - ', Mile West Ky Ldke grudge - Aurora, Ky - 4744344

READY TO GO RIGS

fine ;Iris and mdm

,•

:11)1c proper t s.
tleteloped to (e,t
transit oilier 1)1.111
tiliscrx es the 1
fOrilLitiOn

"Mack" shows MISS Spring a DM 1970 Mark Twain boat with
Mercury motor.
Melissa is amazed by the low, low prices on boats and motors

7

Ijistititir

NEW 16' RANGER
TRI-HULL

MISS SPRING goes for a ride in
the newly purchased PIPER COMMANCHE at Kyle Field.
This plane will be available for charter flights.

JONES AVIATION
SUNNY1ANE
•

753-8633

Mack Ea Mack Sport-A-Rama

RETURN TO WORK
Iltv,i , 14
lii•nr
1,.j1,1 CAP I 1,1
.11Ir

1

NG MOTOR
1 H.P. SILVERTROL ELECTRIC TROLLI

II

I,

Ih••

•

i,f1 .1.. 1.1. -.1 I.
I , • !AI

.fi licY• I

-

Trolling Motor
1,1 H. P. SILVERTROL ELEC. Super Duty
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Show Them the Way

4
4
•

ay JOAN O'SULLIVAN

4

\jou CANT take your chili dren by the hand and lead
them off to school forever
There comes a moment when
they're old enough to go by
themselves. It may be a worr-:, but you must let them go.
Its a step in growing upbut a step that shouldn't be
taker until you literally show
them the way.
The school may be only
three blocks from home—a
short distance but one that
may present hazards. Go over
the route, every Inch of it.
keeping an eye out for safety

4

4

4
4
4
4

factors.

• For

4
4

IF YOU drive

your youngster to school

make sure

that

you pull up at curb side when you

discharge your little pawnor.

4

:4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4

'4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Noise is Killing Me!!! Possibly...
Housewives complaining of York Task Force on Noise Conheadaches after a few hours in trol reported, after three years
. . typists of study, that noise,in the city
their own kitchen
with jangled nerves . . con- had "reached a leverriitense.
struction workers suffering from continuous and persistent enough
electronic musi- to threaten basic community
tremors .
life."
cians with ringing ears . .
According to the study, the
what do these people have in
noisy perils showed subways at
corn moor
They, may all be the victims 100 decibels and construction air
of the deafening-noises of mod- compressors at 110 decibels.
Many noisemakers, including
ern &tog__
The din in cities and suburban high-powered trucks, top the
areas has raised its pitch with safe limit. An average tractor
the increase in construction, ve- truck tunes in at 88 decibels.
This amount of noise becomes
hicles, and human voices. And
it has taken its toll on the hu- more apparent when you realize
that above 52 decibels you can't
man ear.
Chauncey Leake, Ph.D., an even near a coinpanion speakotolaryngologist at the Univer- '
According to the Health Insity of California Medical Center in San Francisco, says the seance.„ Idstiiute, noise can
constant background noise in- cause more damage than hearside the _ American_ home
ing problems and •11/7noyituLt.
risen by about 10 decibles in the Tension induced toy noise may
past 50 years. In. addition to lead to high blood pressure or
noisier homes, everything has heart disease in certain individ___ _—
become
A kitchen with stove vent, Roy F. Sullivan. an audiolodishwasher, garbage disposer gist at Long Island College
unit or food blender all going at Hospital in Brooklyn, N. Y. and
once records well over 1CO deci- a member of the New York task
bels, which is dsafening. Injury force, says "noise pollution is
to hearing begins at 85 decibels basically an infringement of
and anything above that can one's rights and a person should
result in permanent hearing be able to choose his owe Amindamage.
tical milieu" without having it
Just a few weeks ago, a New forced on him.

•'True. nobody's ever heard of California and Oregon.
But there is no national noise
anyone being honked to death,"
Mr. Sullivan says, but he adds abatement law in the United
there are definite medical bases States although such laws exist
for complaints against hearing in Switzerland, England, France,
Germany, the Soviet Union and
loss.
Gradual loss of hearing caused the Scandinavian countries. In
by a noisy environment is "like 1938. the Wals1vHealey Public
getting a severe blow to the Contraets Act was passed granthead in small doses," be said. lig the US. Labor Department
He cited subway employees, jet the right to set up noise standpilots, construction workers and ards to protect the hearing of
musicians among the likely vic- industrial workers. The act has
tims of acoustic trauma, for- never been enforckl.
merly called the "boilermaker In 1988, President Johnson announced a stepped-up Federal
disease."
Another potential danger lurks program of noise abatement but
in the earphones of hi-fidelity legislative steps have not yet
been made to reduce unnecessystems.
Whilf father sets himself up sary noise.
However, there is one optimisin a musical vacuum, away
from the squeals of children or tic note.
According to Clifford T. Morthe crash of housework, he is inticting a sound level of 110-gen- and -Richard A-.--KIng1-db
decibels, which even Leonard psychologists at the University
of North Carolina, many perBernstein might balk it.
Power term mowers and mo- sons are bombarded with a mul, yeles -fell in the same high,4ittide-of noise stimuli-yet-ordrk
clearsound category, as do disco- few sounds. are perceived
ly at any given time. For the
theques.
attention is a basic
You don's even have to be on hearer, then,
•
stage to be in danger. An Aus- factor in perception.
around
din
the
to
out
Tuning
tralian professor, Dr. Grahame
best solution.
Clark of Sydney University, said you is perhaps the
recently that attendance at a
discotheque once or twice week- How Quiet Is
ly for six to 12 months was Your setting?
enough to damage the delicate
Depending on what you do, you
cochlea of the ear.
may encounter the following
Among the wost offenders of noise situation:
sound for flying enthusiasts is
Decibel
the single engine light plane. Equipment
Level
The "putt-putt" of a small craft
10-20
pictures
sound
for
Studio
can be more injurious to hearing
whisper
romantic
Soft
larger
a
than the "whoosh" of
30
•
at 5 ft
-.prop plane. '
40
office
Audiology studies say that Quiet
so
home
Average
suffiis
there
"putt"
after each
60
Conversational speech
mechanear
the
for
cient time
74
Average automobile
one
that
so
relax
to
ism reflex
80
Noisy restaurant
gets another blow from the next Machine shop
90
sound.
90-98
Boiler room
The very word "noise" gives Grinding
90-103
a. hint at its own offensiveness. Furnaces
98-115
It is of obscure origin but two Punch press
100
known sources are the Latin Subway
100
"nausea," sickness. and "noxia," Woodworking
110
Limited noise abatement pro- Siren
120.140
grams have been adopted in Jet plane
140
Wisconsin, Illinois, New York,

decide
example,
where streets are to be crossed, selecting the crooning on
the safest side of the street.
Look out for alley entrances.
railroad crossings, heavy traffic areas—and warn your child
about them.
• Make sure he understands traffic signals and
knows which face of the stop-

the
Chic
rnn
fraoi
usual

that
hat
cent

sTuErrs are

not for play.

their
side of the car, that he featens his seat belt before you
get started, that you avoid
double or triple parking.
Each year, reports the National Safety Council, some
50,000 children are injured between home and school so be
on the lookout for trouble and
help your child to avoid it.

nature
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is the store of
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TEACH TOTS

to beware of dogs—they may be unfriendly'

CONsTRI'eTION sites

on way to school may be hazardous.

SPRING VALUE TIME
HAS ARRIVED AT

WARD-ELKINS

PEOPLE seem to have more
mule:: these days. and that
r%ay be the reaLon they are lesmg, more ab.:,•tit $2 billion
year!
If you're a woman, you're
moie likely t) lose it than a
man is: if you're between 18 to
yati'll lose more than adults
r'o. and if you're college educated you're more likely to lose
more than thcse of high seh7.•ol
vrl and belc.A.:
However. don't feel bad if
'-ise a $10 bill now anddit
triam. for you'll be just one
the 7 million person.; who
se money, of one denomination or anoth:0 each yeir. iic,• irding to Opinicn Research
l'i.rroration. of Princct:in, N.J
AMERICAN affluence is partially responsible for the vast
Amount lost each year, for it
has grown from an estimated
$700 million in 1965. and the
t.ict that youths and- young
adults lose the most is perliaps indicative that matly don't
krvm• how to handle money
ur are imaiware of its value
flow is most nione• lost ?
One-fourth, believe it or not, is
lost around the house or,apart•
ment, according to the survey
People traveling lost 15 per
ent of the total. shoppers
'hopped 1:1 her cent
11 per
was
Itt work. 10 per
ent at entertainna•nt slots, six
rer rtont on public transporta' (Ion. five 'per cent in or from
;ars, with 18 per
unsure
where or how Wes. lost theirs
• .

acreenta
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Do You Have "Lose" Cash?
Boom destrois quiet

and-go light he.is to watch in several parked cars. Had the
children followed their usual
order to cross on the green.
•Look for unexpected haz- route past the demolition site
have
ards that might lure a child a number of them might
been seriously hurt or killed.
Into trouble or accident-- a
•It's also a wise idea to
deserted building, construction Job, chained dog, street give your child an "emergenhim how
repair project, building demo- cy" dime" and show
that he
lition job. Remember that to use a pay phone so
If he
children are curious. Alert can call home in a crisis.
school, for
them to possible dangers so has to stay late at
know 90
they will know enough to a- example, you should
you won't worry.
void them.
• Go over the route to
Safety
National
• The
with your youngster for
school
an
of
case
the
reports
Council
or so before he solos
week
a
foresight
whose
alert mother
certain
may have saved the lives of When you do, make
you set a good example, by
many children. She noticed a
obeying traffic rules. Even if
demolition company was razyou're late, wait the extra
ing a building along the route
second so you can cross—at
to school. One of the walls
--- on
looked shaky to her so she ad- the corner, of course
Do obey
vised the crossing guard to green. Don't jaywalk!
instructions from crossing
have students use the sidewalk on the opposite side of _guards.
•If school is so far from
the street. Just a few hours
drive
later, the wall toppled over, home that you must
your child each— day, make
covering the sidewalk with
curb
bricks and badly damaging sure he exits from the
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MISS SPRING enjoys looking at the largest selections of FRIGIDAIRE,
MAYTAG APPLIANCES, and RCA T.V.'S available at WARD-ELKINS. ise

FOR THE BEST APPLIANCE OR T.V. BUY IN TOWN
SHOP AT

WARD-ELKINS
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RAGE THREE

Mexican-Americans rap some video commercials

Little woman is big
help with paint brush

are not for play.
car, that he fastt belt before you
that you avoid
riple parking.
r, reports the Naty Council, some
ran are injured be.
and school so be
t for trouble and
hild to avoid it.
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s and advertisements symbolically
STAMFORD, Calif. (UPI) - utilize Mexican
have reaffinn the inferior social status
s
American
Mexicana
On the television screen,
and of Mexicans and Mexicany
presented
selectivel
Pot- bellied Mexican banditp,
Americans in the eyes of the
cultural
and
racial
d
exaggerate
halts his gang on a dusty plain,
Exaggerated Mexican
Shyly pulls a small object from characteristics," says Martinez. audience.
cultural
his saddlebag and sprays himself "The consequence is logical: an racial and
,,tith the canister which contains ethnic group is portrayed in a characteristics, together with
a deodorant.
manner that renders esteem to some outright misconceptions
of life,
The deep-voiced narrator the values and beliefs of the about their way
to the
saxs: "If it works for him, it will audience and, conversely, the symbolically suggest
ethnic group is perceived as audience that such people are
work for you."
comical, lazy and thieving, who
You sit back and chuckle, 'naturally inferior.'"
want what the Anglos can have
"TV
adds:
he
,
Continuing
mind
your
noting in the back of
that the commercial is cleverly commercials and magazine by virtue of their superior taste
done and, perhaps, the product

By DOROTHEA H.BROOKS
In some additional tips to the
NEW YORK (UPI)-Out of do-it-yourself painter (whether
the morning mail come some, male or female, member of a
painting hints "for men only'
do-it-together partnership or not)
from Armstrong Chemcon, Inc.,
Armstrong suggests:
psi.!
r.
Chicago
lanufacture
-For best results when using
Not surpi.sed that women a paint roller, wash cover to
usually are the instigators of remove lint or dust. Be sure it
any redecorating project, nor is thoroughly dry for oil-based
that they have about 100 per paint. It can be damp for latex.
\coral checking out.
cent participation in color choice Roll lightly, evenly and not too
But, according to Thomas
and the like, the company's fast. As you bring the roller-to
Martinez, director of the
customer services people do a stop, lift it, but do not stop
Mexican-American seminars at
seem intrigued by the finding in the roller completely as it will
Stanford University, all you're
their recentifurvey that "women leave a stippled spot if you do.
doing is helping several of
are active participants in 62 per
America's largest firms
*5 *
cent of actual interior painting
contribute to racist thinking and
Left-over enamel from a preefforts."
stereotypes through their
vious paint job can be used if
Thus, the company con- you are careful to strain out any
portrayal of Mexicans and
cludes, "do-it-yourself has, more lumps or broken skin that may
Mexican-Americans.
often than not, become do-it- have developed duringstorage.
The gist of the commercial,
together," and it points out, to Just mix paint thoroughly, cut a
says Martinez, is that Mexicans
husbands, of course, "these piece of screening to e dimensmell the most. The "spot" isn't
several ways in which the little sion of the inside of the can and
the only one shown, he adds.
lady can be helpful:
There are other firms advertising
place it on top of the enamel.
es a
"1-Since women usually are As it sinks to the bottom, it will A PSICLE... proves en c g o ric Carr, 9, as he
arious products.
more patient, why not let her take lumps with it.
lick of maple slyrup near Ashtabula, Ohio. Its sappy season.
"Advertising Media that
do some of the detail work like
* 5*
moldings ,baseboards,. awl winbase frames?
dow and'
To insure a more flattering
"2-Take advantage (!) of reflection in
your bathroom
her kitchen experience and let mirror, use shades such as pink
her be the one to stir the paint coral and melon on the walls.
lm going. -I'd like to become
often.
Greens and yellow greens will
ay ARMY ARCHER')
a superstar in baseball, that
"3-Women can help tremen- lend a sickly pallor.
Central Press Association
I.
he smiled. "Everyone . who
dously when preparing to paint
Correspondent
enters a certain field has the
by removing pictures, drapes,
rHOLLYWOOD -- A 29-yea
4.ireara to become the best. I'm
no different. I want to have at
old rookie in show biz is Willie
and the like, also by washing
least five great years and -esHenry Davis. He's tall, darkwoodwork, walls and cabinets
and also very relaxed. He's no..
tablish myself as a superstar,
to remove dust and grease.
and then, it may be time to
rookie in baseball, he plays cen"4-She'd be great at doing
.tninli seriously about the actterfield for the Los Angeles
the- stairs--but remember to tell
ing business." At 34, most acDodgers for whom he'll get
her to paint every other one, so
By JACK WOLISTON
tors also hit their peak: Willie).
something higher than $65,000
continue
to
able
be
that youwill
NEW YORK (UPI) - A few for 1970.
Last year. on the diamond,
fo use them ..."
score years ago several dozen
Davis is making his film deDay:, was the victim of cirNOW, however, a word to the makes of automobiles vied for but in the inappropriately
ctithstanees hit by a pitch.
wives from the writer whce-has the consumer dollar. But in time named "Which Way to the
suffered a broken arm; hit in
Willie
"do-itLewis.
a
Jerry
through
and
the face and suffered a frac-4
Front?" for
just gone
many went out of business
tare! cheekbone; and hit in the
together partnership" with one others were gobbled up by the knows his way to the front.
smashing
a
making
head in the final game! Perhusband who seems to have an- more successful manufacturers aside from
screen
first
his
in
haps this May have encouraged
ticipated the Armstrong advice and today it adds up virtually to impression the bleacher bunch
he has
it to investigate the less-denthe Big Three of the role-- he'll hit .400 this season.
by several weeks.
saying
wortd of show biz. BeSaid writer-of course, she industry-General Motors, Ford Willie thinks he'll do it, too!
hr knows how much monwas on vacation - somehow and Chrysler.
ey sonic of his teammates
Davis joins a list of athletesA lot of businessmen believe
found herself following more-orsuch as Maury Wills made perturned - movie - television - acsed
Davis-dres
in
Willie
a
emerging
in
is
pattern
program
same
the
above
less the
forming in Las Vegas.
tor including Jim Brown. Rosie
for his movie role.
situation involving: eight walls the boating industry. The Grier, Joe Narnath and an ex his
and
(two panelled, at that) two ceil- independent boat builder
Jerry and other members of
basketball player. Hill cosby
WILLIE thinks working with
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mass
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future
large,
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vinced
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him get ready for the
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screen if he wants it
house) and with assorted beams, production-oriented companies.
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filma
in
future
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suming
breed"
by
"new
enrole
these
of
And many
Davis was chosen for the
doors, bookshelves, radiator
laying catch with him every
in these lean times in
lay. Any time we could take a
closures, woodwork and nine boat builders have in turn been Lewis himself. Jerry happens to making
Hollywood!
player
a
break to relax. Jerry and I got
'beautiful, brand new windows, pure hissed__ by major be a baseball fan, and
•
of some note. We know, since
out the gloves and ball anti
delightful spic and sport un- Conglomerates.
most
relaxed
the
is
"DAVIS
oh
him
against
started tossing. My arm has
Today, about 80 per cent of we've played
touched wood casing, each reJerry
met."
ever
have
I
actnr
teams
star
valious movie
never been in better shape this
quiring undercoat and three (he all boat sales are made by when
the right-handed Lewis said. "His' lines come easy, his early and I never have to worcompanies listed on the New
effortand
said) topcoats.
smooth
is
delivery
leftusually
the
did OK-playing
ry about my legs. Jerry's also
NEXT TIME, writer wields York Stock Exchange, according hand-held first base. Willie less and he is a natural actor." good fot in athlete he keeps
is a rehe
as
same
the
Much
chose
Lewis
the roller over lovely, wide open to industry estimates.
claims
modestly
you loose_ And believe me.
While Chris-Craft retains the him for the role because he laxed outfielder Davis makes working in a movie is not easy
expanses of wall and'ceiling; husing
fence-bend
and
t
position
toughes
sales
the
catch
steps
one
play
s
number
to
Armstrong'
wanted someone
band follows
I had to be Ilp at 5 i ni to
look easy to nab
And
be ready for shooting by
1, 2, and 3. Mercifully, our hall independence, it has been with him at lunch and between smashes
sat 'c,
a
war
film.
this
In
be
well
other
into
very
could
ying
diversif
takes. That
some days We filmed until .5 (ir
stairs are carpeted.
Lewis' chauffeur

and culture."
The result is especially
difficult on impressionable
youngsters, Martinez says in El
Grito, a journal of contemporary
Mexican-American thought.
"Even unprejudiced parents,
of which there are few, are not
equipped to counter the steady
and subtle bombardment of
prejudicial iuggestions that
advertisers conveniently
communicate to their children,"
he says.

SPRING IS NEAR
DANIEL BOONE CHICKEN 1 BEEF
NOW IS THE TIME FOR

New Movie Catch Baseballer Willie Davis

Boating

part of the reason. but Jerry
industries.
Willie's
"A do-it-together partnerBusiness sources put admits he also liked
and
ship," Armstrong concludes its Bangor-Punta, a conglomerate looks, and his personalitytalent
had a natural
advice, "should enhance the corporation with interests in figured he It
was proven in the
acting.
quality of your paint job and many industries, as the number for
eight-week shooting schedule--survey
The
speed it up, too.'
two boating complex. In 1965, which wound up before spring
had no conclusions as to its it began acquiring boat makers training began for Willie.
and today owns seven-Jensen
effect on marital harmony.
Marine, Luhrs. O'Day, Seagoing•
Boats, Star-Craft, Duo-Marine,
and Rent-A-Cruise of America.

Predicts gals
to earn as
much as guys

Others
Other diversified corporations
are also going into the boating
business. Whittaker Corp. nqw
owns Bertram, Columbia and
Trojan. Fugua Industries has
(Illy acquired Thunderbird and
PHILADELPHIA
American
Women will catch up will] men Pacemaker. North
otenS Hatteras.
Corp.
Rockwell
1970s,
the
during
salaries
in
according to the president of an and AMF has purchased Alcourt.
Brunswick Corp. has taken
employment service.
Robert O. Snelling Sr.. presi- under its Wing the Owens
dent of Snelling and Snelling. company and Mercury Motors.
of
Inc., said in hi book “The Outboard Marine Corp. is,
ished
long-establ
the
course,
that
Explosion
Opportunity
business. industry and the pr6. producer of Johnson and
ressions will finally accept the Evinrude Motors.
Eventually, some industry
female job holder at her trui
believe, there may even
urces
worth.
consolidations among
some
be
Civil
the
that
Snelling,admits
further
Rights Act P;oilibiting sex dis- these major groups, in the
crimination in hiring has not narrowing the market
has developed in the
convinced all employers that a pattern that
industry.
auto
job
his
fill
always
can
woman
Charles M. Leighton, vice
needs. But he notes that women
of Bangor-Punta and
now hold jobs ranging from bank presidentof its leisure group. says
director
•
president to lumberjack.
tes are not only
Women have almost taken conglomera on a good market,
capitalizing
jobs.
Man
Brush
Fuller
over the
are making it better. He
There are 34,500 Fuller Brush they
that by developing and
believes
Snelling.
"men-, according to
the broadest range of
offering
But 27,(K00 of them are women. products possible, they will
Snelling quotes one finance
more people to enjoy
compaoy manager, who prefers enable
boating.
saying
as
collectors,
bill
"more tenacious, "The corporation permits-the
Wollien are
boa tmak ers it acquires to
more persistent, more direct." maintain considerable
"To put it bluntly, a lady
be a gentleman, independence," he says. -They

doesn't have to
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buy existing boat companies as
much to acquire the existing
management as the pphysical
assets.
operating
"While
independently, the subsidiaries
still have the financial security
of being backed by a giant
corporation that acts as a
•anking agencx. The companies
benefit by the sophisticated
marketing procedures .of the
corporation and-Ione the capital
necessary to res.eich and
nen
in
des e lop new
products and 1140% manufacturing
techniques." .

Willie plays
who joins an elite group of a
half dozen Arms rejects ..s ho
form their own fighting foH
Of his baseball areer. Vi
says that for the first tin., in
11) years of major league Iing he firmly believes he's

9 at night.- 'Almost like playing a day-night 11.0de-header'.
'In a lot cif ways. ai ting :sii
lot like athletics ''
Autographed pictures. inste:id
of baseballs. But the critics toss
the same brickbats Willie'

SPRING is COMING

SKIP CROOK, MANAGER OF DANIEL BOONE TELLS
MISS SPRING ABOUT THE MANY DELICIOUS FOODS
AVAILABLE AT DANIEL BOONE.

IN HONOR OF MISS SPRING WE OFFER THIS

SPRING SPECIAL
LUNCH
SPECIAL

1.0 2 Pieces Chicken
so Cole Slaw
soo Mashed Potatoes & Gravy

so• Baked Beans & Roll

Daniel Boone
CHESTNUT STREET

NOW

95c

CHICKEN
'N BEEF
or 753-4334

IS THE TIME FOR

BOATS

* Service
* Repairs
* Overhaul
* Refinishing
* Complete Line
of Marine Hardware
* Skis
* Ski Accessories

Aluma—Craft
* Ouachita
* Cherokee
Mirro Craft
* Duo
* Johnson
* Ensign
* Paris Line
Trailers

MISS SPRING inspects a new 'DUO' RUNABOUT
with JOHNSON MOTOR & PARIS LINE TRAILER.

COME SEE OUR SELECTIONS; BOATS 81 MOTORS FOR EVERY PURPOSE.
FOR THE BEST DEAL AFLOAT SEE:

DARNELL MARINE

•

Hwy 94 Est

4

Murray

is

Phone 153-3134

A SPRING AFTERNOON

AY, KENTUCKY
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Most for Your Money

Quick, Easy, Economical

thrifty substitutions. Avoid
the
waste by buying only
especially
amount of food
that you
perishable food

Dishes Made
With Macaroni

need.
• Convenience Foods Instant foods, mixes canned and
frozen foods often cost less
than the basics you make from
'scratch and can frequently tie

By JOAN O'SULUVAN
Ny7HAT'S quick, easy and
VA` economical to prepare?
Macaroni, egg noodles and
spaghetti! What's more they
used in ,onibination with leftrate raves from cooks on other
an
ng
provide
interesti
to
overs
counts, too, for they are wellmeal
liked, lend themselves to many
0 Large Sizes You can
treatments and combine well
buying
by
save
es
scmetim
fo.eads
th
f
0th
thr00
wip
of
rs
containe
foods
size
larger
pudding—or the
small
but
cans
s
grocerie
and
macaroni—can be found in toa
for
family
of
better
may he
days recipes.
two since they eliminate lefti
variety.
allow
and
EGG NOODLES WITH
overs
PORK SAUCE
•Freeze It: /f your freezer
is. large enough, buy a big
14 pounds boneless pork
enough cut of meat for ...wshoulder, cut into
ent meals when it is on spe2-inch strips
2 'c'
l
Into
individua
it
Cut
cial.
1 tablespoon flour
before
portions
meal -size
1 tablespoon salad oil
freezing uncooked. Or cook
12 cup chopped celery
then
freeze
cut,
the whole
12 cup chopped green
"the planned_jeftovers".
pepper
down
Cut
Magic:
• Meat
1 clove garlic, minced
less
buying
by
bills
on meat
1 teaspoon salt
tender cuts of beef, less popu1. teaspoon pepper
veal
and
lamb
pork,
lar cuts of
1 onion bouillon cube
to use in stews and meat pies
1 can (1 pound) cut green
or for pot roast.
beans, drained and liquid
• Fishful Thinking: Vary
reserved
using
by
dish
the protein main
Water
'
fish.
frozen
and
canned, fresh
?..2 cup dairy sour cream
often
fish
filleted
A pound of
j,1 tablespoon salt
' give* four earrings at a coat
3 quarts boiling water
making
before
meat.
if,
ket
lean
supermar
of
less than that
weekly shopping trip to the
ounces'medium egg
8
items
sale
the
of
YOU'LL DO REITER on your
around
cans
ounce)
Two (.6L4 to 7
ads and then plan basic menus
noodles (about 4 cups)
• tuna for under a dollar can
out your store list. you check the
4 cup butter or margarine
make a main dish for a medi4 teaspoon caraway seed,
Sy JOAN O'SULLIVAN
turn-size family.
(optional)
HERE FOOD is con• Dairy Do's: Discover the
Paprika and chopped
spendyou're
if
cerned,
many ways to use eggs and
parsley
ing much more but bringing cheese for main courses, often
Toss pork with f 1 osi r. In
home less, you're not alone. 4$1th rice, noodles and macaskillet, brown in hot oil.
The high cost of eating is a roni products or in meat or large
Remove excess fat.
problem for everyone, but fish casaeroles. •
.
Add celery, green pepper
there are ways to beat it and
• Bake It: Bake your own
to get the absolute most for goodies. They cost a good deal and garlic; eta 3 minutes.
Stir in 1 teaspoon salt, pepper
your money. less than bakery creations.
bouillon cube.
Budget is the magic ciord• Make Your Own: Home- and
Combine bean liquid with
not budgeting to pinch pen- made salad dressings and
nies but budgeting in a realis- quick blender - made mann- ,enouKh water to measure 1
tic- way to -get more for your naise -coat less than commer- cup. Add to pork mixture
Cover and simmer 40 to 45
available dollars.
cial products.
minutes or until pork is ten"With a budget as a guide• More Savings: Save monder. Stir in beans and sour
line, a little pre-planning and ey by buying poultry and cuts
cream: heat to serving tema shopping list, in your hand." of meat whole rather than cut
perature.
says Zoe Coulson. "you should
of
instead
bread
of
loaves
up;
Meanwhile, add 1 tablespoon
be able to offset spiraling
large bags of onions and
rolls;
salt to rapidly boiling water.
costs to a considerable de- potatoes instead of small ones;
Gradually add noodles so that
gree."
cheese by the wedge rather
water continues to boil. Cook
Miss Coulson, director of than the slice; ice milk rather
uncovered, stirring occasionGood Housekeeping's foods than ice cream; day-old baked
tender_ Drain in
and cookery depurtment. is an goods instead of fresh; rice.
colander.
expert on the subject. It ia her
noodles and macaroni_ to serve
Toss noodles with butter
responsibility to keep women
as tasty extenders for many
and caraway seed. Serve pork
Informed on meal-planning and
dishes
over noodles, sprinkled with
wise buying decisions. Here
paprika and parsley.
are her tips for making every
Serves 4 to 6.
nt you `spend on food count:
• Check the Ads: Before
SPAGHETTINI WITH HOT
you shop, read the ads for
SAUSAGE SAUCE
1 pound Italian hot
specials in food. Plan your
sausage, cut in chunks
basic menu for the week and
do a shopping list based on
14 cup hot water
MAKE THE COMPARISON TEST. Read labels to see which
good buys. Also take advant1,2 pound medium
package or can actually offers you the most for your money
mushrooms, sliced
age of coupons and discounts
or
to stock up on staples
cup shredded carrot
DENVER. I010.
1 medium onion, sliced

\V

Hospital
offers.free
care to sick

gtiP14

THE SHOE TREE

'
There is an -international hou.r.
among hospitals in this mile-high
city.
National Jewish Hospital and
Research Crntrr is a -court of
last resort- for chronic diseases,
including tuberculoris. -asthma.
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surround a delectable sauce of pork
NOURISHING AND ECONOMICAL egg noodles
cream Green beans add bright color
sour
with
blended
shoulder that's well seasoned and
K cup chopped celery
y4 cup choppea parsiey
2 pounds ground beef
chuck
1 can (1 pound, 12
ounces) plum tomatoes
2 cans (6 ounces each)
tomato past/
1 cup dry red wine or
, water
1 bay leaf
—
2. teaspoons salt
.. 1 teaspoon basil leaves
K teaspoon pepper
(optional)
3 tablespoons salt
6 to 9 quarts boiling water
14 pounds spaghettini or
spaghetti
In Dutch oven or- kettle,
cook sausage in 14 cup hot

water 10 minutes, tightly covered, stirring occasionally. Remove sausage with slotted
spoon.
In same kettle, saute mushrooms, carrots, onion, celery
and parsley in sausage drippings until crisp - tender. Remove and add beef; cook, stirring frequently, until lightly
browned and liquid is cooked
down. Remove any excess fat.
Return sausage and vegetables; add tomatoes, tomato
paste, wine, bay leaf, 2 teaspoons salt, basil and pepper.
Cover and simmer 14 hour;
uncover and simmer 1 Li hours,
stirring occasionally.
Meanwhile, add 3 tablespoons salt to rapidly boiling
water. Gradually add spag-

hettini so water continues to
boil. Cook uncovered, stirring
occasionally, until tender
Drain in colander, Serve with
sausage sauce. Pass grated
Parmesan cheese, if desired.
Serves 12.
MACARONI CHICKEN
SKILLEI'
. 1 broiler-fryer, cut in
serving pieces
Salt and pepper 3
Flour
Salad oil for frying
)4 cup chopped celery
14 cup chopped onion
4 cup chopped green
Pe9Per
2 tablespoons chopped
parsley
1 can (1 pound) green
peas, drained and liquid
reserved
Chicken broth
1 teaspoon salt
14 teaspoon paprika
1‘2 teaspoon pepper
teaspoon nutmeg
2 cups elbow macaroni
(8 ounces)
1-2 cup grated sharp
Cheddar cheese
14 cup chopped pimiento
Sprinkle chicken with salt
and pepper; dredge with flour.
In large skillet or Dutch
oven, fry chicken in hot oil
(depth of K -inch) for 15 to 20
minutes on each side or until
tender. Remove chicken; keep
hot. Remove oil, reserving 2
tablespoons.

In same skillet, cook celery.
onion, green pepper and parsley in reserved oil 3 minutes
Combine liquid drained from
peas with enough chicken
broth to measure 1 quart. Add
to celery 4mixture with 1 teaspoon salt, paprika, 14 teaspoon pepper and nutmeg.
Bring to boll. Gradually add
macaroni so that liquid continues to boil. Cover and simmer 15 minutes. Stir in cheese
and pimiento. Top with chicken; cover and simmer 10 minutes longer or until chicken is
thoroughly heated
Serves 4 to 6

As such. it accepts
orders.
patients from all over the world.

Included are departn7;ant heads,
staff pbs sicians and researchers.

'[he staff is engaged in rnanyr
projects that Jr.- joint efforts
researchers in other
with

-The
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Miss Spring Of 1970
selects matching shoes and handbag for Easter at the
Shoe Tree. She is assisted by Jane Lovett.
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Miss Spring suggests that you go by The Shoe Tree for.
all your Easter and Spring Shoes, Handbags and
Stockings.

THE SHOE TREE
Souitis,de Shopping Center
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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MISS SPRING looks at lace, saten, bridal illusion and a head piece of her choice for that
'#
special day.

MURRAY SIAPPRNOVEDGDEALEER R
SEWING CENTER

Whatk new for tomorrow is at SINGER today!*
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

OPEN 8 AM to 9 PM
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For eye and appetite appeal plan to use more than one color
in meals. An all-white or an allred meal lacks interest Children, especially dislike the allwhite meal.

17011Intrir,..
In ./nr, such prnyl.t.
Jewish Hospital s I Ir. %rrner B.
Schaeffer cooperated with .a seterinari laboratori. arid luircrciireport
losts center in WArs.

a
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Crispy almond chicken is
made with a mix. Prepare 24
pounds of cut-up chicken with
an envelope of seasoned coating
mix for chicken -as dticc-Wd on
package, using 14 cup of dry
vermouth instead of water to
moisten chicken. Sprinkle with
14 cup of slivered almonds before baking. Serve 'garnished
with clusters of grapes, if desired. Makes 4 servings.

MURRAY SEWING CENTER NOW HAS A BRIDAL DEPARTMENT
WITH A COMPLETE LINE FOR BRIDES-TO-BE. MATERIALS TO
OUTFIT EVERY MEMBER OF THE WEDDING PARTY

staff is from foreign countries.

amo

Chix-Min

FOR THAT SPECIAL DAY

anti other inimunological

Patients conic from Korea.
Pakistan. Poland, Israel - from
ativ. where disease strikes. 'the
non-4ctarian and free-care Iliapita1 has treated -l18 for-ign
patients from five continents.
11nr-third of the profesaional
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Reading skill sought
in ambitious project

T H E LEDGER & TIMES — MURRA
Y, KENTUCKY

Help children Here's help for
o keep hands
off poisons Smokey the bear

:net, cook celery.
pepper and parsid oil 3 minutes.
ukt drained from
sough chicken
lure 1 quart. Add
ture with 1 teaiaprika, HI teaand nutmeg.
. Gradually add
that liquid conCover and aim!5. 5th- in cheese
Top with chicksimmer 10 mmuntil chicken is
ated.
6.

,ond chicken is
mix. Prepare 2'2
-up chicken with
seasoned coating
en as directed on
Vi cup of dry
bead of water to
an. Sprinkle with
rred almonds beServe garnished
of grapes, if deI servings.

appetite appal.
,re than one color
11-white or an all:s interest. Chily. dislike the all-
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Jeweled Easter Eggs

YORK (UPI) - The
newest proposed solution to the
doctor shortage in the United
By EDWARD V. DI PIETRO interest in the project.
States is the physician assistant.
By SAN Dl GOULD
There are 25 inner-city hig
ma) hes, starting fires or bring- Training programs to place such
COLUMBUS (UPI)-A proBy HUSTON HARVEY
COLUMBUS, Ohio ( UPI) ing %mid from home fireplaces assistants alongside the 'doctor
ject aimed at improving reading school students in the program
have increased from one a few
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)- and for campfires.
skills of lower grade children and this year, two of them white. Furniture polish transferred
"It thtl, are prevented from years.4*0 to some 20 in medical
recruiting Negro teachers is being Six of 21 students in the pro- from its original container to e Although children start nearly
the
given an ambitious test in public gram last year have returned soft drink bottle may be handier a quarter of the fires on Cali- experiencing the legitimate uses institutions throughout
this winter.
for the housewife, but the fornia state forest lands, it's i)f fire, their fascination with the country. Four more institutions
schools here.
are
planning to add similar pro"Conflicts in scheduling pre- familiar bottle may tempt not time for Smokey the Bear 111 ,trrirs of a forbidden activity
The program, called "Project
grams shortly.
Promise," is the brainchild of E. vented more students from children to drink a lethal dose of to hang up his flat-brimmed intensifies.hat and retire as a failure.
He warned parents most
Jane Porter, who received her returning," said Joan Glazier, a poison.
Officials at the Poison
A government expert say child-caused fires are - started _ A survey lay Medical World
doctorate at Ohio State Univer- teaching associate at the OSU
Control
College
Center
of Education. "Last
here report most youngsters want to be near home, not in the mount- News, a weekly newsmagazine,
sity's College of Education last
year 16 of the 21 readers showed hundreds of children drink friends with the bear, a symbol ains during camping trips.
shows that the programs are
month.
furniture polish each year.
of fire prevention, but that
Folkinan added that most training child health aides for
Sponswed ty the OSU an interest in education as a
They say housewives put the Smokey needs to get more speci- err,- caused by average young- pediatricians, surgical assistants,
College of Education and the career."
hydro-carbon base polish in a fic about what he wants his ,tere sho accidentally
Seminar
Columbus public school system,
set one emergency medical care techniThe readers are required to smaller or handier bottle to young admirers to do.
fire. H
the program provides inner-city
He said his concern was cians, associates in anesthesia
And parents need to give with these youngsters, not the and ophthalmic assistants. The
high school juniors, who show attend an hour-long seminar at make housework easier.
Dr. Phillip Ambuel, director their children some "socially ac- Iry who repeatedly set fires. programs range from an eight.
promise of becoming teachers, Ohio State University once a
-The big increase in child. week course for those with
the opportunity to read alouri to week, where they select their of the Poison Control Center at ceptable" experience with fire,
elementary school children in reading assignments from a list Children's Hospital, said children rather than trying to re- started fires is largely due to two years of college to a fourof award winning books•on consume furniture polish, press their interestiinadvertently the big increase in the number year degree-granting
city schook
.o4..
"The program has a two-fold-TiGell"' icirap&es, fiction and turpentine, kerosene, gasoline increasing their fascination with of children living adjacent to fered to qualified high school
and aspirin.
the forbidden.
brush-covered hills due to su- graduates.
purpose,' said Dr. Charlotte fables.
He said many men will
William S. Folkman said the burbanization," he said.
"During the seminars the stu[luck of the College of Education
m
Petruska adds jewels to one of her decorated Easier eggs.
of forest fires started
faculty. "It gives students in- dents write a report on each transfer turpentine, kerosene or nuber
small boys playing with matvolved in the project an idea of reading and the reaction of the gasoline from a larger, bulky
By SANFORD MARKEY
and the inside is coated with a
container into a tin can or even a
s has increased steadily in
what teaching is like and de- students," Miss Glazier said.
Written Especially for Central mixture of earth and pure beesbottle,
again
to
make
reeent
suburbs
their
as
work.
The students -read to Their
Press arid This Newspaper
velops enthusiasm for reading
wax. The design is then
spread/or
yearg
woodlands.
THE UNBREAKABLE sketched on the shell and, with
classes twice weekly for a period easier. The children are into brush-covered
among the younger students."
fascinated
by
what
During 1968, youngsters
is in the
EGG? Pertruska makes it
eer-like touch, be
s,
Educators hope Project Prom. of 30-45 minutes each time. familiar can or bottle.
started 23.5 per 'cent of the
Able.
methods.
jewels ind gold leafing is apise will attract more inner-city The readers'read to children in
LONDON
(UPI)
- When a
"These are among the most man-caused fires on California
"If I had my way,U) he said, When this attractive artiste plied. A special coating of
the third, fourth, fifth and sixth
group of younger British "executives of our countries has completed one of her lacquer-adherent is added and
high school graduates, especially
grades. The amount of reading frequently taken toxics," he lands, nearly 1,000 blazes.
Negroessio teaching careers anti time
Children were responsible for executives went to the Harvard would study each other's jeweled eggs, it is not only un- the egg is ready for market.
is determined by the atten- said.
help reverse tbe, tendency of tion span.
"But the consumption of 10.5 per cent, or 200 fires,School of Business methods on their home grounds. breakable, but it is a collector's Often, the egg is designed so
The
younger
the
class,
inner-city children to lose inter- the shorter
Administration for acrash We have a lot to learn from each item, much in demand as a gift it can be opened to become a
the attention span. aspirin remains the number one in 1954. More than 90 per cent course
est in reading and fall below
in American methods the other and a blending of that fits both the Easter and richly coated jewel box. „
of all forest fires are man-caused.
'The reader may hold dis- poison.
financial community sat. back knowledge and experience holiday seasons.
• • •
"I- wish parents would lock
grade level as they advance in cussion periods
Folkman,
sociologist
a
in
in class if he
Petruska—o childhood nickschool.
decides the reading should be medicine cabinets. It would be a charge of fire prevention re- and waited for results - if any. 'gained on both sides has helped name that Patricia Ferko uses PETRUSKA'S eggs, particugood idea if the household search for the Agriculture De .After his return, Trevor E. me and Must help other to sign all her work—is in,the larly desired at Easter, are in the
"Recruiting actually has de- discussed to continue
interest cleaning
tamales pacific
likwasi Chinn, 34-year-old managing businessmen"
veloped from the program," Dr. and deeper
agents could be locked
tradition of Peter Carl Faberge, triidiUon of the use of eggs to
""J'"'"lidill of the up, too, but that's neirrly orest arid Range
Huck said. •
Recently th,e Sunday Timm the Russian court jeweler of symbolize miring. The ancient'
subject, Miss
Experiment director of the Lex Service
Glazier said.
The program is in its second
Station, said recent studies show Group and one of those most commented approvingly; the Czar Nicholas II era who Persians. for example, chose
The readers, are dismissed impossible."
year and, although primarily tar- from study halls to
He said the contents Pi nearly fire-starting children are surpris- highly regarded by the Harvard "Beating the trend is nothing created history's most elegant colored eggs to mark the seamentors took- the stock of his newt for Lex." And the Investors eggs of gold and silver. His of- son's arrivals The Jews have
geted to- the recruiting of Mark -Project Promise participate in,a the ...ler dewing agents ingly young.
and are paid were toxiizcomplex against the trend to a Chronicle lauded its "superior ferings for the courts and no- used eggs as an emblem of the
teachers, there have been some $1.40 per hour
Three-fourths of the fires ac- new market high.
plus transporbility of the world are priceless flight from Egypt, marked by
Ambuel placed blame for cidentally set by
white students who have shown tation costs,
management."
children
in
goldsmith's touch re- their observance in Spring at
and
Harvard
helped,
he
says.
accidental poisonings on Angeles National
Lex is involved in automobile sultedhis
Forest
involved
creations never dupli- the feast of Passover.
in
Since
Chinn came back to sales, air freight and travel.
negligent parents and the youngsters
Decorated eggs are excated.
under
10
years
of
join his father and uncle in the
manufacturers who place the age. Children
"In any business you have got
• • •
changed as Easter gifts in the
under five started family business he has
contents in attractive containers. 12
per cent, while five to seven frequently paid tribute to the to end up big," Chinn said, AS a child in Cleveland, Pe- Ukraine, the finest usually
Ambuel urged parents to use year olds
started 34 per cent. value of studying in an American adding with a grin: "I learned truska learned to-decorate eggs blessed at church services. Serthe facilities of poison control Nearly
from her father, a Russian im- bian farmers plant red eggs at
all of. the match-wielding business school. But at the same that at Harvard."
centers once an accidental children were
migrant who had seen Fa- Easter as a protection against
boys.
••
time he says it has made hiin TULSA, Okla. (UPI)
poisoning occurs. There are
— berge's works before he came hail, while Greek men traditionFolkman said the. figures
to this country. Although she ally compete in an egg-cracking
poison control centers in most show school
fire prevention prce !Bore aware of the importance of Whether they deserve it or not, and her dad made the usual contest for good luck.
urban areas nationwide.
grams, which usually start in time-tested conservative British women drivers were considered painted Easter egg variety that In the United States, as well
a problem long before the comIn the 12 years the Poison the fifth grade, aren t reaching
pleased the faintly, they also as in many other countries,
ing of the automobile.
Control Center here has been in the right children. As a result, r
Invented a special adherent and colored eggs are exchanged this
operation, officials said some experimental programs have
lacquer treatment that kept the time of the year, while the
5,000 calls are received each been set up for pretschoolens
egg from turning yellow. Fur- White House marks spring and
year. About 1,200 patients are kindergarteners and first through
thermore, once the egg is hol- Easter with its annual lawn
brought into the emergency third graders.
lowed and treated, it can be egg roll.
room for treatment.
dropped and won't break.
The egg has Icing • been an
"We were very encouraged
If the patient must be
Petruska uses eggs of all omen of good luck and good
prevention
ty
fire
a
program
sizes and from all areas of the fortune, particularly when
brought in for treatment,
world: from Africa to Aus- made into an ObtsteVirsirt.
attendants ask that the container for pre-schoolers used by Head I
tralia and from the farm near Turned into a jeweled box, it
of poison accompany the Start in Riverside (Calif.),"
her home
Folkman said. "It was quite
has become a gift with special
patient.
'
Each egg is carefully cleaned meaning and thought.
Such centers offer effective in sensitizing the three'
information on what to do once and one-half to five year olds
an accidental poisoning does to fire dangers."
lie said the younger childoccur. The staff maintains a card
eatatogue for treatments of ren -- those three and four
-• are influenced most by the
about 10,000 toxic agents.
Most generally attendants Smokey the Bear type of appeal,
recommend the patient be while five Near olds can grasp
WHEELCHAIR PIGGYBACK—Monroe Arnold Lerman, who lost
forced
to vomit to remove the some of the cause-effect relathe use of his legs due to a spinal injury at birth, takes his
tionships. poison.
wife Lorraine for a ride in Hollywood, Fla., on his latest
"Stookey is a good symbol
"But
if
the
poison
is
a
invention—a wheelchair piggyback. It operates with a 3-hp
for children after'about three
hydro
-carbon,
such
as
furniture
gasoline engine up to 25 miles an hour. and climbs curbs.
polish, gasoline, kerosene, or any years of age or so.- the socioloRight handlebar accelerates vehicle and left controls
brakes
type of lye, vomitting is not gist said. "Ile serves as a model
recommended." one doctor said. of good behavior, and get• the
child's heart in the right place.
-But Smokey doesn't give
them any specifics about how
they are supposed 40 behave.
They nerd to be told sr,ifically what the- can and csimot
do with fire."
Parents can help by relaxing
stringent taboos on fire, :ma
also by providing additional
good P xamples.
"Fire is second only to ,..cx
in its vigorously repressed hand
ling by parents," lie said. ••1 1111
can't shield a child from kmm
Ing about fire. You wish( a. NEW
MEXICO U. CLAIMS RECORD Playboy Magazine says
well char riel his urges ii) w
the university of New l'tteXico in Albuquerque holds the
that an' socially aCi‘eptabic
record for the shGrtest mini-s
ha Mae Mule shows Miss Spring several swimsuits
Folkman said children -boob{ ilefti, 18. winnetka. Ill., and kirts. Coeds Roberta Davis
Diane Bickel. 18, Albuquerque,
be allowed to leuni
say, 'Judge for yourself.'•
by Jantzen.
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Briton credits Harvard
business know-how

SPRING IS HERE

NOW IS THE BEST TIME TO GO HONDA
You meet the nicest people on a Honda.

Melissa Treas, is
wearing a beautiful Spring outfit
selected from the new Spring merchandise at Town & Country Shop.
Miss Spring, Miss

The Town & Country Shop carries such
• jan
Fatm
ze
onus Name brands as.
•• Jean Castle
• American Scene
• Douglas Marc

• Talbott

• Wearabout

• Eloquent Miss

• Miss Elaine

•

• Helen Whiting

• Pine Hurst

H. B. Juniors

for that

R today!*

.6 Su ndo y
111111=mmiNMIL

MISS SPRING on the fabulous HONDA.

TOWN & COUNTRY

THOMAS HONDA SALES
Hwy

121 South Murray, Kentucky

KENTUCKY LINCOLN SHRINE--The Mary Todd Lincoln house in Lexingto
n
would become the latest official Lincoln shrine in the state when Mrs. Louie B.
iunit and.lin_Ftderated,BAPublicsui.Vionvea'sCluba4f-lientueky completetheir
project. The women seek to.raise $.38,000 to buy the house and turn it
over to.
the slate far re-41=019n ag-a-sikrige,

ttigielarid .Shopping

Center.'

• Chi

Street
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Camping is combined
with therapy for deaf

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
IF IT CAN be avoided, don't
I take the children along
when you shop for groceries.

Turn Jour back for a minute
Supermarkets present super
hazed.: warns the National and small fry can get into
trouble. If children shop with
Safety Council.
you. keep these tips in mind:
• Keep them away from
tipsy display racks.
• Watch out for pegboard
nooks that can catch on
clothes or project far enough
to cause an eye or face injury.
• Beware Of glass counters
and bins.
•Keep your child away
from sharp-edged or precariously displayed merchandise.
• Do not allow rough-house
play.
• Don't let older children
swing off shopping carts—and
possibly topple them.
• Keep an eye on your children every minute you're in
the store.

Photos by Family Safety
SHOPPING CARTS are a hazard. Don't let children climb on them or they may topple.
The danger is doubled, as ShON171 here, if shopping cart also carries a small passenger.

This year, college students
BOZEMAN, Mont. (UPI) —
will get into the act
A unique camp, combini
Students may earn up to 14
scenic beauty and oral and written instruction for deaf children, hours of college credit by taking
will open for the second time courses to be held prior to and
this summer at Hyalite Canyon during the camp.
"Quite a number of students
south of here.
Or, Jack Olson of Montana at Montana State have expressed
State University's speech depart- an interest in learning to work
ment, who operates the camp, with deaf youngsters," he said,
said 40 youngsters from Mon- "but we want to encourage stu-,
tana and surrounding states will dents in other Montana colleges
attend the four-week camp this to participate, too."
Courses in teaching the deaf
summer.
t.
Last year, Olson said, 22 spoken and written communicaMontana youths with speech and tion will be offered on the MSU
hearing afflictions attended and carnpus from June 15 to July
were taken on trips to Yellow. 15.
When the camp opens July
stone Park, historic Virginia City
and Lewis and Clark Caverns. 18, students enrolled in the
There is the grandeur of moun- courses may put their new
tain scenery and traditional knowledge to work in a "practicurn course," Olson said.
camping activities, he said.
."This kind of thing opens up
a whole new world to many of No, thanks
these, kids, and we use the exCAMBRIDGE, England (UPI)
periences to stimulate their de- — A church has refused to
sire to communicate -- to use accept the 50 pounds ($120)
proceeds of a women's football
the language."
The camp was widely praised match because the game was
for its approach to the problem. played on Sunday.

HE WAS trying to help Morn but when he reached for the
bleach, the bottle fell and broke—luckily he wasn't cut

la-Allt SOPPING COM
ROUGH-HOUSE play in a supermarket can lead to trouble
Note the long hooka projecting in display behind children.

The owners & employees
of STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
are pleased to offer you these

WATCH OUT BELOW! If
she pulls bottom jar out,
all may topple on her head.

The 60s left a plastic trail
easy-to-clean synthetics. "Vinyl plague of the 1960s." He said,
literally saved the wall covering no matter what advertisers
CHICAGO (UPI) — The industry," he said.
claim, such carpeting is not easy
Synthetics are also more to keep clean.
1960s saw more color, more
plastics and more synthetics durable than wallpaper, Denst
Synthetics Were used for an
everywhere in home decorating. said, and vinyl coverings in solid elegant look in draperies and
colors
are
being
used
instead
of upholstery that would have been
New concepts brought the
elegance of personalized paints for more permanent out of reach of the average
decorating along with the easy decorating.
pocketbook 20 years ago.
Denst said he thinks the use
c„are made possible by
The revival of Mediterranean
of patterned wall coverings will styles in furniture
technology.
was one of the
Advancing developments will continue, although patterns may hallmarks of the closing decade.
not
be
quite so bold. They bring Steinhauser said Mediterranean
be even more important to the
homemaker and interior a sense of well being and make designs were "great money
people feel more comfortable makers for the industry" but
decorator of the '70s.
he
The '60s saw man-made than the stark feeling of plain agreed with a sampling of other
walls,
he
said.
materials used as floor coverings,
designers that many items were
In floor coverings. Denst in bad taste.
window treatments, upholstery
and entire pieces of furniture as deplored the introduction of
They deplored plastic
indoor-outdoor carpeting as "the imitations of wood that were
well as accent pieces.
The influx of synthetics came
molded poorly into shapes that
about because of an increasing
would have taken a master
shortage of natural materials.
craftsman many days to carve
Wood is becoming scarce and
from woo&
real silk and wool are often
furniture that convert for several
prohibitively expensive.
different uses. He and Berm also
Wool will become even more
saw the '70s as harbingers of
scarce in the 1970s, leading to
pre-modeled :units of complete
increasing use of plastic and
rooms.
By
CARL
MILLER
other synthetics as well as
Denst said home decorating
metals, many furnitUre designers
VAN WIWI.
usually follows the trend of
ill'1)
feel.
larderkrant. that tangy .•hee--e women's fashion. He predicted a
Plastics that are processed to most iseople think is imp..rted return to the 1930s look. The
look like wood—both the cheap from Europe, aettiall
furniture designs of Frank Lloyd
and good imitations—will show this wei.derii I Ohio s•inn ri.iinuh Wright, the use of geometric
up in abundance in furniture It wasn't even invented in designs for detail and straight
showrooms in the coming Europe.
edges will return, he said.
-Ur make all the Lieflerkranz
decade, according to several
Furniture of 1970s, it
in the world.- said a 9)t)ke,
Chicago area designers.
tnan appears, will be simple and
Color came into its own in for the Borden Foods Co. plant practical, easy to care for and
the 1960s, but colors of the '70s here. -1;sers one thinks it is nil- comfortable.
will be inore pure and more plirteil from Gernianx . lout &The '60s saw more diversity
in design than any pervious
brilliant—if they are used not.Ile explained that
properly, decorator Karl
pasteur- recent decade. This was made
ized wind..
milk eheese was possible by advancing
Steinhauser Said.
Steinhauser heads his own imented In F mil I rx . a •-‘,. iss technology and brought
interior decorating firm here and immigran t ii, \ev. ),•rk .11',,111111 designing to a stage when you
could truly "do your own
is associated- with both the OW turn of OW entur%
ry f1.11,11,1 hlAmerican Institute of Interior
1// thing."
Designers and the National Ih1,111,r .11 hl- hOs,,
The Mediterranean styles
l'keltrlig,•11
\r,
"
Society of Interior Designers.
I irderkranz have been slowing in popularity
seti a singing yrosip.
in the last couple of years, but
A wider range of colors is
available now than ever before,
diederkranz. 1N111,11a1.•(1
furniture experts predict they
means -wreath 4.1
Steinhauser said, and
will continue to sell along with
1-1
technologists have learned how
Nififir”•• Early American and traditional
III
)1,,r1 is In h lines.
to put color into more different
111.fibers so that they can be used 1111.11 ,I 11This was a prospect seen as
.•.iris
many new ways in the home
dreary by Jay Dublin, vu'e
lb
I'
Jack Denst, designer of wall
is .1- !W.I.,
president of t'nimark and a
covering, said, "My crystal ball is .-istr.111‘ 'all I ,,
designer himself
Doblin
foggy on color" But he .111,1 , 1.1
,
4 - r t, tip,dain srolo-dri,
predicted that what he termed
predicted a trend to darker or th, llorden loc,kr -111,111 'dill
"stuck
in
the
mud
medium dark walls and more use
traditionalism" would continue.
hlicr
Ile said plywood designs and
of silver as a color, tie said silver
would show up in highly ssianuf.s. tin,
It .1. rkr..11,
rosewood and chrome pieces
polished chrome, aluminum and
upwris •
designed by Charles Larnes wpm,
. ri. ,,
,
I
if a- .1 I he o n I
4ainless steel as well as a color
en«).iraging
'
l elrINisi/1
011 de elopment he as in I he li(h
in itself.
. r. I. rII
a 'Ha' IN
I
1)enst said the term I.r,
it ti hlin
furniture
111 it' AI
p..sk 11.stof diould
"wallpaper" became obsolete in
be light ard Int.\ pen.tve
1,1•4•k- he lila, lip,
60.1/1
and,'.''.1,1,t(or.r• and
k %s him
the •tiOs because of wail
ti‘eringe ni'a de from -1.11111"
not 'irr nse
By SUSAN TAY1.911

MISS SPRING
WEEK-END

SPECIALS

Liederkranz
as American
as apple pie

1

Shop at STOREY'S

open N hrs. • 7 days a week

REELFOOT

RYERS

WHOLE

HAM

SHANK PORTION

LB. 590

CHOICE BEEF

LB.

BUTTERNUT

HYDE PARK

ROLLS

BISCUITS DRINKS

33C

LB.

PEPSI. 7 UP & MOUNTAIN
DEW
10 OZ.

DOZ.
SALAD

DRE.JJINCi

HYDE PARK

ADAMS FROZEN

IRAQI SHORTENING ORANGE JUICE
HIP .480 3 BR
PURE VEGETABLE

LIMIT 2

QT

LB. CAN

IR,

$1.00
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TO LEND MONEY
producing these results must NA TUR 1ST CONGRESS
come from administrators and
WASHINGTON (UPI) — In a
LONDON (UPI)-.-More than
teachers. If the standards are
Bank
imposed on them, they are not 5.000 nudists from 21 nations development that World
McNamara
S.
Robert
President
World
going to work."
will attend the 1910
The writer, who interviewed Naturist Congress in Britain said was of "prime imporwill
hundreds of teachers across the neat August, the meeting's tance," the Bank of Japan
World
nation, notes their growing sponsors said Tuesday. Police lend $100 million to the
interest.
militancy. Their overwhelming will the the 54-acre site of the Bank at 7.14 per cent
broadening
the
through
"Only
with
is
said,
concern, he
meeting in North Kent,
of sources of funds available to
teacher welfare— salary and
FREDERICK H. TREESH benefits.
the World Bank," McNamara
Culver City Convalescent Hospi- said, "can it insure a continunited Press International
..0007
tal has a Social Security card ing and sufficient supply of
NO KIDDING!
with the first three numbers financing for its expanding loan
When Nlyroo Brent° n's
aeit
daughter reached school age be
CULVER CITY, Calif. (UP!) 007. His name? James Bond, of operations,"
(Nile naturally became interest- — A
95-year-old patient at course.
ed in what today's school
teachers are like.
Breton is a writer and his
inquiries about who would
preside in
his daughter's
classroom in New York sparked
his curiosity sufficiently to
him to take a broad
natiital look at the teaching
profession. The result was his
book- "What's Happened to
Teacher?"
Years ago, Brenton recalls,
teacher typically was a 30-yearold unmarried woman.
"The teaching profession now
encompasses miniskirted wingers, Ivy League intellectuals,
Lirrnam
termer cab drivers, grandmothOGLilf0
ers
ex-businessmen, Black
Panthers, John Birch-types,
MI.
Rotary Club Rodters, aggresAUTUMN COLORS spice corduroys that form a patchwork
jumper with Victorian charm by Ann Webster of Tiny Town.
sive pacifists," be says.
This, Brenton suggests, would
"presuppose an exhilarating
ty JOAN O'SULUVAN
I
'
rORDUROY goes right to ric with a close-cropped sur- atmosphere for the teaching
children
the
or
and
velours
profession
resembles
11111111r
\--* the head of the class in face that
enchanting fall fashions for velveteen but retains the alike." But, he Says, the
putis
corduroy,
sturdiness of
Coraposite profile of today's
the grammar school set.
For school days it's printed ting this tried and true fabric teacher is startling only bepietttpal.._
_
in Scandinavian designs, plaid, into the party
cause it is so tmremarkatie.
It makes dressy writs in the
argyle and tweed patterns. A
'Teachers. are -- very mach
and
boys
for
style
jumper of patchwork squares Edwardian
a cross-section of their
more
most
the
of
some
in
that's worn with a prim white turns up
than the/ are Its
society
to
_faahbons
dress-up
-charming
blouse is very "he!.
HE STEER OUT in Hi Line's Edwardian suit: Eale's wearing
Brenton concluded.
vanJuard,"
Vit.
little
Mites corcTuroy, a new tab- be found for
Shutterbug Sailor dress. Bath fashions in ribleis..cordu rcry.
They are the protectors of the
conventional wisdom and the
traditional values.
states
central
field.
south
the
West
Into
the
in
get insurance, and of those in
Discussing his investigation
insurthe
by
eninsurance
opposed
is
This
report
11
percent
business four to ten years, 8
a reporter, Brenton said,
with
grounds
the
on
south
West
the
companies
in
and
ance
percent cannot get insurance. available,
report that insurance should be left in "Schools never will be an
Of those in business more than central states, 10 percent
get coverage. private hands. But many indepen- Instruments of change. Society
eleven years, 7 percent cannot they are unable to
insurance dent insurance brokers complain has never wanted them to be
report
who
those
Of
get insurance.
iented,
Spercent
obtain,
to
harder
Is
that their companies will not other than status quo-or
On a national average, 8 perTherefore, it tends to draw that
needs
the
problem,
a
service
is
to
insurance
them
fire
•
permit
emit of the nation's independent
kind of person to it. It Is 110
of their customers.
businessmen report they cannot and the same percentage
accident that teachers are
insurance is bar
burglarly
that
apparentthis
But
insurance.
get
bigaty resistant to Innovation
ly is not the full story, because es to obtain.
and change."
particis
While the first year of any
insurance
Burglarly
if added to this figure are those
Brenton, who describes himfor bank*, savin- WAS QU
new business is considered a
LITE
who have to either install addit- ularly difficult
as a "militant parent"
self
firms
loan
period of difficulty, added to othpersonal
loan,
and
gs
ional security devices, or have
in school affairs oil
active
operations
(UPI)
of
er problems is that of obtaining
types
PR
and
similar
ESTV/ICIC,
to accept greater exclusions in and
Maahattan's West Side, where
Insurance.
16 per- — A 21-year-old
group
this
man
In
who
obtain.
to
estimabe
can
it
coverage,
Sixteen percent of the indepen- their
coverage is dif- complained of the heat stripped his daughter Diana how attends
ted that 20 percent of the net- cent report such
dent businesses in their first
obtain.
to
naked in front of 30 other talk school, believes thp
ficult
iotee ipaiepopident business firms
concept of "account*small
year cannot obtain Insurance of
expected,
be
to
on a British OverPerhaps
.
passengers
are either 'not insured at all, or
5 Points - Murray, Ky.
"is a healthy one.
Calijet
any type, according to the conBerkeley,
(BOAC)
in
n
Corp.
Airways
businessme
seas
coverage.
securing
trouble
have
"Let's told the schools
tinuous survey of the National
Gas - Oil - Tires - Batteries - Lubrication - Washing
report hisurao- which landed here Tuesday.
There are many regional diff- fornia, generally
he
results."
for
accountable
Federation of Independent Busavailable
not
is
erences. In the South Atlantic ce of any kind
iness.
in Texas, lever No; He strapped himself nude in says, "But the initiative kw
states, only 4 percent report but even
to
one
business
in
Of those
Virginia, Indinna his seat and police carried him,
state,
York
but
Inability to obtain insurance,
three years, 12 percent cannot
Mississippi, Colorado and Mass-a
apped in blankets, from the
achusetts, the majority of re- lane. He was released after a
spondents report either burglarly medical examination,. and no
insurance is not available, or II charges were filed.
they previously had such cover- "He was quite polite," an
age it has been canceled.
airport official said.a
Many respondents report they
have had to employ security guaSATISFACTION GUARANTEED
rds, install alarm systems, install iron curtain doors over the
regular doors for night-time use, PASSES BILL
Install bars over windows, erect
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
high chain fences around the
property, or take other meas- Senate has passed 80 to C and
sent to the House a bill
ures.
It also appears that insurance requiring oil companies to pay
In plate glass windows is be- the costs of cleaning oil spilled
coming a thing of the past. A from offshore wells or tankers.
typical comment which is almost
The measure also would
universal comes from a retailer
In Massachusetts who says,"My outlaw the discharge of raw
plate glass Insurance was cancel- sewage from boat toilets and
ed due to damage by vandals with crack down on heat pollution
caused by the discharga of
pellet guns."
water from nuclear
Both the Senate and House warm
Small Business Committees, on power plants. Sen. Edinuna S.
seTonioa,(
the basis of halo:malice recalv- itaiskie,
ed, are studying the problem of said the clamp cost formula it
Insurance availability at afford. contains would more than aaver
able rates with some thought giv- the cost of removing any oil,
en to the government entering spill suffered so far.

Corduroy Classics

Book Tells
Of Teacher
Of Today

MISS SPRING SAYS
GO

Nu

Insurance
Tough For
New Finns

MISS SPRING has her car serviced at CLIFFORD'S GULF.
She likes the quick and complete one stop service 1 days a week
WHY DON'T YOU STOP BY

CLIFFORD'S GULF
SERVICE

LERMANS

We Salute-MELISSA TREAS
Miss Spring 1910

Sarah Ross assists Miss Spring,
Melissa Treas, as she tries on one
of the many ashionable raincoats
found at Lermans.
•

types of Savings
Bruce Thomas and Helen Foley are explaining the various
Plans to Melissa
SavMiss Spring says: Open your Savings Account with your local Federal
ings and Loan Office.

COME IN NOW AND SEE THE NEW
SPRING FASHIONS

"Where You Save Does Make A Dilference"

MURRAY BRANCH

•

LERMANS
'Downtown Murray -

A

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
304-F. Main
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United P
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-rumor 5!!1 be notified)
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Seen
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tne story Went
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who stormed
John Mack
publisher of
Journal. •

About 10001
8:30 in the m
:Pained until 1
harming John
mends of eq
and decrying
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kind as
whose principal
ing is to make
and children

Below Is the
Mack in his of
the zailitant la
The lady be
his top staff
not included in
This picture
Newsweek dated

\ /
LADIES' 100% DACRON
Bathing Suits from the
Miss Spring tries on one of the fabulous
is priced at Only $6.88
great variety at Big K. This pretty Suit
m $6.88 and up.
and many others are available at prices fro

Swing into styie this Easter with one of our two piece
Linen Suits. Select from the. styles. Sizes: 7 to 15.
In Navy/White, Maize/ White, Mint/White, Beige/ Brown,
Alive

LADIES'
POLYESTER

plasited, wttit

Dazzling assortment of dacron double
knit, sleeveless styles. Scarfs, buttons
and ties make these even smarter.
Sizes: 3-11. In Navy, Navy/White.

DreAcitat
.4

6"
What a nice su
school kinderga
brings us in an
with a cookie a
bit, a little m
with icing and
egg colored p
was in a little
complete with
We ate the m
the cookie to
the office and
basket home wi
ed egg in It. Th
brightened the

FAMOUS NAME SWIMSUITS
CLOSE OUT ON

SHELLS
171 \\.),
10 %

lk. Scarkoro
Take Leave
Special Train

Polyester, V-neck
and Mock Turtle, with zippers and pullovers. Assorted colors of White, Beige,
Sizes
Peach, Uloc, Lbws.
In S., M., L

REG $14.98 118.98
in on* ot these sunny side
7,aiie the plunge
s are set to swim sail
beauties' Those Suit

hing All in re
bathe looking smas
of sun
checks or solids cool to
fraiShing words
styles Sizes 32 34 36
bright colorS hot

BANKAMERICARD

MILE KNIT
DRESSES

ACRES of FREE PARKING

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Blouses with lace, tucking and
Front and back butCascades of lace
and ruffles at the neck and
Peeves. All these things add up

stitching.

ton styles.

Dr. Hugh L
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Clinic, announ
Charles D. Sc
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training in env
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of his training

